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FOREWORD

This report presents the results of a special analysis undertaken as part
of the evafuation of the Administrative Agency Experiment. It is based

upon the experiences of the agency and participants involved in the opera-

tion of the Experiment in Jacksonville, Florida. The Administrative Agency

Experiment and its evaluation are being conducted. by the Office of Policy
Development and Research of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development, as part of the Departmentrs Experimental Housing Allowance

Program.

The analysis upon which this report is based was undertaken when it became

clear that the experiences of the Jacksonville Agency differed significantly
from those of the other administrative agencies. In particular, problems

arose in the limited and unrepresentative response of the eligible popula-

tion in applying to the program, and in the failure of significant numbers

of black famil-ies to participate successfulty in the program. This report
is limited to an analysis of only these two aspects of the Jacksonvj-l-le

experience. Other aspects of the experiment in Jacksonville, and the

experiences of the other agencies, are studied in a series of reports on

the Administration of a Housing Allowance Program.

This report begins with a sunmary of the analysis and findings. Chapter 2

presents an introduction to the Administrative Agency Experiment and to this
report. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the research methodology;

Chapter 4 contains background information on the Jacksonville Agency;

Chapters 5 through 11 present the analyses of the issues under study; and

Chapter 12 contains a surunary of findings and conclusions. Severaf

appendices are also incl-uded which provide additional materials in support

of the analysis.

The principal author of this report was Wiltiam Holshouser, who directed the

research and wrot-e the final draft; Linda Christ did much of the research

and report preparat"ion. Other individuals who contributed to the research

effort were; Carol Conaway, David Budding, Mireille Ernst. Richard Frusher,

AIex Garcia-Mata, William Hamilton, Brenda Jones, Wendell Knox. Jean McI'IilIan,

and Carl White. The participant case studies and the observational data were

provided by the on-site observer, Erve Chambers.
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Dr. Evelyn Glatt, Ms. Yvonne Treadwell, and Mr. Howard Burchman of the Office
of Policy Development and Research provided support and critical comment.

Senior Abt staff who have directed, reviewed, and shaped the evaluation of
which this report is a part, include: Helen Bakeman, Deputy Project Director;
David Budding, Senior Scientist on the project; Mireille Ernst, Director of
Analysis.' Dr. William Hamilton, Technical Director of the project; Barbara

Sampson, A-rea Vice President; Frank Smith, Project Director; Dr. Wa1ter

Stellwagen, Chief Social Scientist of the companyi and Dr. James Wallace,

Director of Analysis for the Housing Allowance Demand Experiment, who provided

thoughtful and insightful review of the report. The report and its many drafts
were produced by Carol- Cunningham and Susan Murphy.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development is conduct-ing tl'rree

cxperiments designed to test the concept of housing allowanc(-.s. Housing

allowances provide regular cash payments to eligible families living in
decent, safe, and sanitary housing of their own choice.

T\^/o experiments (the Demand Experiment and the Supply Experiment) are de-

signed to measure the responses of households and markets to a housing

allowance program. The third (the Administrative Agency Experiment--AAE)

is designed to identify appropriate and effective methods for administering
such a program.

This report is the result of a special study conducted at Jacksonvil-Ie,

Florida, one of the eight sites participating in the Administrative Agency

Experiment. The all-owance program was administered at each sj,te by an

existing pubJ-ic agency; the agenciesr objective was to design and implement

housing al-lowance programs adapted to their localities, with a minimum

amount of guidance and regulation from HUD.

Each agency sought to enroll a target number of participants generally

representatj-ve of the total eligible population at each site. To receive

housing allowance payments, households had to apply for participation and

then fulfill two eligibility criteria: an income eligibility test and an

inspection to assure that the housing unit selected was decent, safe, and

sanitary. Househol-ds that passed the income eligibility test were gnlglle9
in the program; enrolled households that located housing meeting agency

quality requirements became program recipients. The agencies were respon-

sible for designing their own approaches for attracting applicants and for
determining income and housing eligibitity.

With the exception of Jacksonville, all the agencies parLicipating in the

Administrative Agency Experiment attained at l-east 90 percent of their total
target number of allowance recipients. Jacksonvill-e attained only 338 out
of a planned 900 recipients, a shortfall of 62 percent. Further, black
households in JacksonvilLe experienced greater difficulty than white house-

holds in becoming allowance recipients. Of 6'7'7 Y,,Lack househotds who enrolfed
in the program after meeting the incorae eligibility requirements, only 145,

or 2L percent, succeeded in locating housing that met the agency's qualit-y
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criteria. The comparable success figure for white enrollees was 54 percent

(186 recipients of 347 enrollees). No other experimental site had such a

sLriking disparity between black and white success in becoming allowance

recipients.

The tabfe befow is a comparison of black and white enrolled households that
succeeded in becoming recipients at Jacksonville and two other sites in the

experiment (Durham, North Carolina, and Peoria, Illinois). Al1 three sites
have significant minority populations and a relatively tight supply of vacant,

standard rental units in the low-to-moderate rent range.

TABLE 1-]-

PERCENTAGES OF ENROLLED HOUSEHOLDS BECOMING RECIPIENTS

Site White BIack TotaI

Jacksonvill-e
Durham
Peoria

54%
7L
69

2L%
7L
51

3 3e"

7t
65

1.1 APPLICANT RESPONSE

Applicant response was a contributing factor to the Jacksonville agency's

inability to reach its participation target. Jacksonville received l-.9

applications per planned recipient, compared to Durham with 2.5 and Peoria

with 2.3.

white households and households with incomes higher in the eligibility range

were substantially underrepresented compared to the Jacksonville plan. A1-

though upper income eligibility limits stretched from $4,800 per year for a

one-person household to $7,300 for a househotd of nine or more, 57 percent

of the Jacksonville applicants had income of Less than $2r000. Two-thirds
of the applications were from black households--a nearly exact reversaf of
agency pIans, which were based on an estimate of the city's eligible population

The low and unrepresentative applicant response was associated both with the

techniques that were used to generate applicants and also with the intensity
of the publicity campaign. The Jacksonville agency had decided to implement

a low-key effort to attract applicants, expecting that applicants would

greatly exceed the available openings for program beneficiaries. To solicit
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applications, referrals were sought from other social service programs,

public appearances were made by agency staff, posters were publicly displayed,

and a limited use was made of media advertising.

When it became apparent that these solicitation methods were not producing

sufficient applicants, their intensity was increased, with corresponding in-
creases in applications. However, the number of applications per month that
would have been necessary to attain the agency's planned number of applicants
was reached during only one month.

About one-third of the applicants were referred to the program by other social
service agencies- Approximately 70 percent of referred households were black;

an equal percentage had incomes of under $2,000 per year- White applicants
and applicants with incomes toward the upper end of the eligibility range

tended to apply more often as the result of television advertisements and

pamphlets. Overall, however, these two media accounted for only 14 percent

of aII applications.

A factor that may have discouraged white applicants and applicants with
relatively higher eligible incomes is that the Jacksonvil-l-e housing al1ow-

ance program acqr.rired a "welfare" image. Welfare programs in Jacksonvifle
serve a predominantly black clientele.

L.2 HOUSING SEARCH

The agency decided that to receive payments, an enrolled household had to
find housing which complied with Jacksonville's minimum housing code. Com-

pliance was certified by regular city inspectors. Households were free to
choose any unit they desired (including the one in which they resided) pro-

vided the unit passed inspection and the landlord agreed to required fease

provisions.

The Jacksonvil"le code was not especially stringent, but it was rigorously
applied. The strict enforcement may have mad.e the Jacksonville housing

standard more stringent overall than the standards used by other experimental

agencies. The standards, in combination with the cityts relatively poor

quality l-ower-income housing stock, became a major obstacle to participation.
Their direct effect was clear--the highest failure rate on first inspection
of any site--but the indirect effects were even stronger. Many enrol-Iees

3



were unable even to locate a unit to present for inspection, either because

they felt sure the unit would fail, or because suppliers refused to permit
an inspection.

Black enrollees entered the program at a disadvantage relative to whites.

They occupied housing of poorer quality, were more often living in subsidized

housing (from which they had to move to participate in the allowance program),

were more dissatisfied with their housing, and more often intended to move to

new housing with the help of the program. The segregated housing market in
Jacksonville further limited their moving possibilities.

Over 90 percent of bfack households planned to move to new units; Lhe com-

parable figure for whites was 67 percent. Both black and white enrol,Iees

planning to move were less successful in their efforts to become recipients
than those households planning to stay in their present units. GeneralIy

households planning to move lived in lower quality housing and were more

dissatisfied with their housing than enrollees planning to remain in their
current units. lighty percent of the black enrollees and 52 percent of the

enroll-ed whites planning to move failed to become recipients. AlI households

attempting to locate a new dwelling unit had to face a relatively tight market

for vacant, standard, lower-cost units.

Black households found it more difficult than whites to locate acceptable

units for a complex set of reasons, many related to the seqregated housing

market. The requj-rement that units meet the city code excluded much of the-.

avail-able housing in traditional black submarkets, where the majority of
black househofds searched. Units outside these areas were unfamiliar to
many black households, and suppliers there were reluctant. to rent to Lhem.

Very few formal allegations of racial discrimination were reported, although

interviews with suppliers indicated that such discrimination was a normal

part. of the Jacksonville housing market. Some l-andlords in the middle in-
come submarket refused to accept program participants as tenants because

they felt it woul-d callse other tenants to move. Other landlords refused to
accept female-headed households, large househofds, or households with welfare
or other forms of grant income. Interviewers and agency staff often feft
that these practices were disguised forms of raciaL discrimination, but

documentation of intent is unavailable.
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Many enrolled households--66 percent of blacks and 22 percent of whites--
never presented a unit for inspection. Enrollees' failure to present units
reflected such probl-ems as fandlord non-cooperation and enrollees' ex-

pectations that particular units would not pass inspection. Once a unil-

was presented for inspection, however, about the same percentage of units
eventually passed for black and white households.

Landlords' attitudes toward the al-lowance inspection may have been affected
by the regular city inspection program, which had required substantial re-
habilitation or demolitj-on. AIso, because the all-owance program was smaIl-

scale and of l-imited duration, it provided relatively weak incentives to
Iandlords to improve units not complying with the code.

The agency made some attempts to overcome the resistance of suppliers and

to assist enrollees during their search. Efforts to elicit supplier coop-

eration were sporadic and for the most part Qirected toward larger suppliers,
especially those belonging to organizations of suppliers of 1ow-income

housing. These suppliers had littl-e economic incentive to cooperate. AI-
though the agency displayed a willingness to alter some aspects of the pro-
gram in response to landlord concerns, their efforts did not significantly
diminish the reluctance of landlords to cooperate.

The agTency offered a range of services to assist enrollees: mandatory

sessions dealing with program information and equal opportunity rights,
voluntary housing j-nformation workshops, individual counseling at the re-
quest of participants, chil-d care, transportation to visit units, a list
of available units, and, for a limited period, legaf services. The services,
except for those which were mandatory, were used only by a few enrollees,
although those who used them felt they were helpfu}.

1.3 CONTINUING RESEARCH

The enrollment period in Jacksonville lasted from April to November of L973.

Because the outcomes at the site were significantly different from the other

sites in the experj-ment, the decision was made to commission t,his special
study. It was also decided to reopen enrollment in Jacksonvill-e to deter-
mine whether altered administrative procedures would affect program outcomes.
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Tlre second enrollment period began in September L974 and ended in July of
the following year- The major ad.ministrative changes initiated included a

more intensive puJrlicity campaign and increased efforts by the agency to
enl-ist the support of Jacksonville housing suppliers. A second study de-

tailing the administrative changes in the second enrollment period, the re-
sul-tant changes in participant outcomes, and comparing the results of the

two enrollment periods is currently in progress.
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2.O INTRODUCTfON

Sel-ected Aspects of the Jacksonvilfe Housing Allowance Experiment

This report is the first of two special studies on Jacksonville to be pre-
pared as part of the evaluation of the Administrative Agency Experiment
(AAE). The two special studies were designed at the request of the Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development (UUO1 when it became apparent that the

experimental program in Jacksonville, Florida, had encountered problems which

differed in degree, if not in kind, from the experience of other agencies

participating in the experiment. The result of these problems was a failure
to gain the intended number of allowance recipients within the time allotted.

Jacksonvil-le's Iimited success in recruiting program partici-pants seemed to
be related to two difficufties: a low rate of applications from whlte and

nriddle-income eligible families; and a high rate of failure anpng bl-ack house-

holds in meeting program requirements, particularly those related to finding
standard housing. These two problems wiII be analyzed in the chapters that
fo1Iow.

Since it seemed possible that changes in administrative procedures coul-d re-
duce the problems observed, HUD also authorized the Jacksonville Department

of Housing and Urban Development (.IHUO1 to re-open enrollment and try once

again to recruit the desired experimental population. The second special
study will analyze and compare the resul-ts of the two efforts.

This chapter is presented in two parts. Section 2.\ provides general back-

ground and an introd.uction to the Experimental Housing Allowance Program, the

Administrative Agency Experiment, and the evaluation of the AAE. The reader

who is already familiar with the AAE is encouraged to turn to Section 2.2,
which outlines the purpose and focus of the report.

The rest of the report, Chapters 3 through L2 and the Appendices, is
organized as follows.

Chapter 3 describes the research design used for the study. ft begins with
a fl-ow chart that pictures the steps a househol-d must take to reach recipient
status, and it identifies the steps which are the object of this study. The

chapter then identifies the major issues to be analyzed, translates them

into research questions, and describes the data and analytic methods used
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in the report- Chapter 4 gives background information on Jacksonvifle and

the agency administering the program in order to provide a context for the

analysis. Chapter 5 examines agency difficulty in meeting the planned

profile. Chapters 6-1I discuss enrollee attainment of recipient status.
The first chapter in this group is introductory; the other five analyze the

complex interactions that took place among enrollees, the agency and Jackson-

vill-e housing suppliers as enroll-ed households sought to find units that met

program requirements. Chapter 12 presents a surnmary of find.ings and

conclusions -

Appendices I and II supplement the descriptions of data, data collection,
and analysis methods found in the body of the report. Appendix III describes

the agency procedures and activities which may have influenced enrollee aL-

tainment of recipient status. Appendix IV compares applicants and enroll-ees

at two other sites of the Experj-mentaL Housing Allowance Program with those

at Jacksonville. Appendix V presents case studies of two enrolled households

which did not find adequate housing. And finaLly, Appendices VI and VII give

additional data on the analyses in Chapter 7.

2.)_ ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY EXPERIMENT

The Administrative Agency Experiment (AAE) is one of three experiments I

being conducted by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) as part of the Experimental Housing Allowance Program (EHAP). These

experj-ments, authorized by the Housing and Urban Development Act of L97O,2

are designed to test the concept of providing direct cash payments to needy

families to assist them in obtaining adequate housing.

The Administrative Agency Experiment will eval-uate management issues in an

allowance program. The experiment, operated by eight public agencies i-n

different housi-ng markets across the country, provides allowances t.o as many

The other experiments examine what happens to participants under various
formulations of a housing allowance program (Demand Experiment), and how
the housing market responds to a full-scale program (Supply Experiment).
Section 504, as amended by the 1974 Housing and Corwnunity Development Act
(Section 8O4) .

1

2
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as 900 families in each location. Information is coll-ected. on different
administrative procedures used, the effects and costs of each, and the ex-

periences of agencies and participants in the program.

In l-ate L972 and early L973, after an initial program design peri-od, HUD

selected eight agencies for participation in the Administrative Agency Ex-

periment. These agencies--two local housing authorities, two metropolitan
area government agencies, two state cormnunity development agencies, and two

welfare agenci-es--were chosen to provide diversity in administrative struc-
tures, geographic areas, and housing markets. Each was required to plan

and conduct a housing allowance program within its jurisdiction. HUD pre-
scribed specific administrative guidelines for all agencies:

Eligibility rules for program participants were specified.

The allowance is computed as the difference between a payment
standard for a given household size and a percentage of the
household's income; the allowance payment cannot exceed the
household3s actual rent payment.

The agency must ensure that the unit a family chooses is
standard (selection of inspection method and definition
of "standard" were left to each agency).

Housing market information and equal housing opportunity
services must be available to participants.

The Program is restricted to rental housing. (The use of
a lease was required by the funding vehicle for the program,
Section 23 of the Housing Act of 1937.)t

P.ryments were limj-ted to 24 monthly a1J-owances for each
participating household with an obligation for continued
housing assistance for three more years.

Required reporting formats were specified (both fj-nancial
and nonfinancial) for use in the evaluation.

These regulations were reguired either by Iaw or to enabl-e a uniform eval-
uation of the agencies' operations. Beyond them, variation in administrative
practices was encouraged.

"section 23 of the Housing Act of L937 " refers to the r,eased Housing
Program described in Section 23 of that act, as amended by the Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1965. Section 23 was in effect when the
AAE agencies pranned their operations, but has since been revised by
Section 8 of the Housing and Community Development Act of L974.

I
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Each agency prepared a detailed p1an, specifying how it would conduct the

program, whom it would serve, how much it would spend, and when each pro-

gram event would occur. After a review of these plans by HUD, contracts
were signed and the agencies began enrollment. The agencies then operated

over a three-year period. The first year was devoted to bringing partici-
pants into the program. For the next two years, the agencies made payments

and provided other services to participants as required, transferring
families to other housing programs when they had received 24 months of pay-

ments under the experiment. The experiences of the agencies that operated

the programs and of the people who participated provide the basic information
for the evaluation.

EVAIUATTON DESIGN

The Administrative Agency Experiment is sometimes called a "natural-istic
experiment" to contrast its design and research strategy with that of
classic experimental research. In the latter type of experiment, three
el-ements--program design, the design of data coflection, and analysis de-

si-gn--are groverned by scientific principles to maximize the validity of
answers to a limited, prespecified set of questions.

As a natural-istic experiment, the AAE did not impose a predetermined set

of variations in administrative methods that could be measured through the

evaluation. Instead, the program design encouraged each agency to develop
its own means of administering a housing allowance program. This natural-
istic approach requires evaluation of both the meaningful administrative
variations that occurred among agencies and the differences in program op-

erations and outcomes associated with such variations.

Data coll-ection was initially governed by an assessment of what information
about participants and agencies might be useful if significant variations in
administrative procedures occurred. Analytic design has therefore been an

ongoing process; each analysis is performed within constraints created by

the actual variation in administrative practice and by the data actually
col-Iected. fn thj-s sense there is not one but many research designs in the

AAE. A brief review of each of the three elements of the evaluation design

may be helpful.

10



Program Design

The basic responsibility for program design in the Adrninistrative Agency

Experiment was given to the eight participating agencies. Each agency had

shown strong interest in implementing a housing allowance program, and each

was encouraged to decide how to structure its own administrative process.

To help agency pl-anners, a program manuall sketched out plausibte adminis-

trative options for carrying out the different tasks assigned to the agencies.

Each agency attempted to define an approach to administering an allowance

program that would be successful in reaching and serving the eligible popu-

Iation in its program area.

HUD planners deliberately selected agencies with significantly different
Iocations, prior experience, eligible populations, and housing markets

(Tab1e 2-\). Because of the diversity of the agencies selected and the

different settings within which they had to operate, HUD planners hoped

that the agencies would implement significantly different approaches to
the administration of a housing allowance program.

No attempt was made either to force variation in what the agencies chose to
do or to encourage extreme options. Neither was it assumed that variation
would occur on all tasks, nor that all variations would be important. The

hope for variation in administrative procedure was generally fulfilted.
The eight agencies differed in important ways in the major elements of ad-

ministration, and many of the major design options for administering a

housing aflowance program were represented in the Administrative Agency
)

Experiment. -

The Design of Data Collection

Although the basic data collection strategy had to be formulated before

detailed information about program design was available,' an" general

research objectives had two major implications for data collection- First,

Agency Program Manual (Cambridge: Abt Associates fnc., 1972).

Some of these options, and the adruinistrative framework within which
they occur, are discussed in the Third Annual Report of the Administrative
Agency Experiment (Cambridge: Abt Associates Inc., 1976) r pp. 9-L6.

Later instruments and interviews with agency staff could be tailored to
some degree to specific sites.

I
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Location
of
Adminis.
trative
Agency

Salern,

Oregon

Contracli ng

Agency

Housinq Authorily of
City of Salem

Location

Pacif ic West

New England

0ensity
(Geographic Character)

Medium sized city
with nearby rural
areas

Area of multiple
merlium sized cities

Small cities antl

towns wilh surroundi
rural areas

Large metro-
politan area

TABLE 2_1
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE B AAE SITES

Character of Siie-- Demographics Housing
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on

the administrative procedures that were actually implemented at the sites
had to be determined. Second, substantial- data would be needed on program

outcomes that might reveal differences in the effectiveness of various
agency procedures.

To identify variations, the evaluation relied heavily upon structured obser-

vation. Data on agency procedures came from a variety of sources, but most

important was the on-site observer. At each site, observers spent a year

recording the procedures and experience of the agency. Their objective was

to observe the agencies as a whole, but a set of 14 functions was defined to
ensure common and comprehensive points of observation for aII sites. In

addi-tion, the specification of functions allowed a uniform procedure for
accounting for costs in all agencies. Each of these functions constitutes
an important administrative task for an operating agency: outreach, which

results in people applying to the program ; certification which verifies
eligibility and sets payme nt amounts; housing inspection; payments; and so

I

The choice of administrative procedures could have a number of different
effects on the program- Four types of data that might reveal the effects
of administrative variation were colLected: cost information; information
on the experiences of individual participants; information on housing and

rel-ated conditions of families; and information on agency experiences, such

as administrative problems encountered and subsequent modifications of
procedures.

Large amounts of data were collected, as comprehensively as possible, approach-

ing the experiences of agencies and participants frotn a variety of perspec-

tives. StiII, because the experiment did not begin with a l-imited set of
questions, structured hypotheses, and planned variation, there are some

issues on which the AAE contribution will be to identify hypotheses for
future research. In general, however, the role of the third element of
evaluation design is to develop specific research methods that will link
the observed variations with avail-able outcome data to answer questions

concerning the feasibility, cost, and relative effectiveness of options for
administering a national housing al-Iowance program.

Definitions of the major functions are given in the Third Annuaf Report
of the Administrative Agency Experiment, Cha

t
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Analytic Design

I'4ost of the major research questions in the Administrative Agency Experiment

follow from observation of important variations in administrative procedure

across sites. When there is more than one option for carrying out an admin-

istrative task, four questj-ons are asked: (1) Are there differences in the

costs associated with the options? (2) Are there differences in the outcomes

of the task? (3) What are the administrative problems associated with im-

plementing the options? (4) what are the implications of each option for
other administrative procedures?

In addition, another question must always be asked in a naturalistic experi-
ment: (5) Are these apparent d,ifferences in outcomes really the result of
the choice of procedures, or do they merely reflect differences in partici-
pant or site characteristics? Naturalistic experiments and post hoc designs
are frequently referred to by researchers and eval-uators as "third best"
designs. In the absence of well-specified a priori designs, the results
of any administrative option may be confounded with the characteristics of
participants who receive it and perhaps with the characteristics of the

l-ocation and the housing market in which it occurs.

The Place of This Report in the AAE

The evaluation of the AAn wiII result in a number of reports which present
findings and policy implications on important elements of program adminis-
tration, such as outreach, certification, services to participants, and in-
spection. In addition, special studies will be done when events in a

particular agency offer unique opportuni-ties for understanding some factors
potentially important to a national program. The report which follows is
one of two special studies of the Jacksonville, Florida, administrative
agency. The next section outl-ines the purpose and focus of this special
study.

2-2 PURPOSE AND FOCUS OF THE REPORT

One of the eight agencies selected to participate in the Administrative
Agency Experiment was the Jacksonville Department of Housing and Urban De-

velopment (.]HUO), a part of the l-ocal government of the Consolidated City
of Jacksonville, Florida. fn March L9730 JHUD began to recruit participant-s

L4



for the experiment. When the time period for enrollment and housing search

expired in February L974, Jacksonville--alone among the eight agencies--had

not approximated its experimental targets for the number of participating
households. The two apparent reasons for this were: a limited response to
agency attempts to make the program known (and attractive) to eligible
families and the failure of a large number of enrolled households to meet

program requiremerrt". 2

I

Even at early stages of planning, it had been clear that Jacksonville would

present one of the most difficult operating environments in the Experimental-

Housing Allowance Program. Jacksonville was an old southern city with well-
esta-blished patterns of residential segregation, a decaying urban core, and

a substantial population of very low-income families. Early estimates also

suggested a relatively Iow vacancy rate for modest standard housing within
the progr.* .r...'

Although none of these problems was unique to Jacksonville, early data from

that site showed patterns that differed substantially from the Agency's plans

and from the experience at other sites. These patterns suggested that the

results in Jacksonville might have been affected by the administrative
choices made by the Agency.

With that possibility in mind, HUD took two actions. First, it requested a

special study of the initial enrollment period in Jacksonville (L973-74) .

This report is the result of that study. Second, the Jacksonville Agency

was given another opportunity to enrol-I households in the program, after
making adjustments they felt were necessary in their original administrative

Households were enrolled in the program over a period of seven months.
An enrol-fed househoLd then had 90 days to meet program requirements, Lhe
most important of which was the location of a "standard" housing unit.
The time period allotted for housing search for the last households
enrolled in Jacksonville (during the initial enrollment period) elapsed
in February L974

In a housing allowance program, households determined eligible are given
a conditional opportunity to receive benefits by being enrolled; receiving
payments is dependent upon their finding a dwelling unit which meets
agency requirements for housing quality.
Background information on Jacksonville is presented in d.etail- in Chapter
4.

I
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mechanisms. That second errrollment period, which began in September 1974,

is to be the subject of another special AAE evaluation study, which will
compare the results of the first and second attempts to achieve experimental

participation ob jectives.

This report, Selected Aspects of the Jacksonville Housing Allowance Experi-
ment, is thus an interim research product which focuses on the analysis of
the two problems central to the first enrollment period in Jacksonville.
The scope of the study is intentionally limited in three ways. It is
limited:

To Jacksonville--data from other sites have been introduced
mainly to explain why the report was undertaken; little
comparative data appears in the body of the report.

To the two major problems--the response to Agency outreach
and the fail-ure of large numbers of enrollees to complete
program requirements and become recipients of a housing
al-Iowance.

To data on hand when the study was written--although
special data were collected for this report, some of the
regularly scheduled information for the evaluation was
not available.

These three limitations on the purpose and focus of the study are important

to an understanding of the report. It must be viewed as a case study of a

single set of events over one time period and at one agency. It is not a

complete analysis of the administration of the Jacksonville housing allow-
ance program even during that initial enrollment period. Other dimensions

of the program wil-l be reported in regular AAE analytic reports and in the

second special study. Finall-y, because the available data were limited,
further findings of the study may be presented in the report of the second

specj-al study.

16



z-3 DEF'INITION OF THE PROBLEMS

This section describes the two problems dealt with in this report--the re-
sponse to Agency outreach, and the failure of a large number of enrollees
to attain recipient status--which will provide a context for the findings
in later chapters.

Response to Agency Outreach

As part of planning for the Adnr-inistrative Agency Experiment, each of the

eight agencies was asked to estimate the number of eligible households in
the progr.* .ru..l The agency was then asked to estimate the following
characteristics of the eligible population: race/ethnicityr d9e, and sex of
heads of household, income and family size. A11 of these characteristics
were incorporated into the contracts between HUD and the eight agencies as

"planned profiles" of the applicants, enrollees, and recipients at each

site. The agencies agreed to attempt to reach and enroll a group of parti-
cipants representative of the eligible population in these respects - Their

attempts provide valuable information about the mix of participants that
might be expected in a similar national program and about the extent to
which that mix can be infl-uenced by agency efforts.2

In Jacksonville, as at other sites, the goal- of the Agency's outreach effort
was to reach a representative subset of the local eligible population- fn
some important respects, however, this goal was not achieved in Jacksonville.
The total number of households that applied was lower than expected, and it
contained disproportionately large numbers of househol-ds in the lower part
of the eligible j-ncome range, of femal-e-headed households, and of black
househol-ds.

This was a development different in degree, but not in kind, from what was

taking place at other sites. In Table 2-2, the profiles of eligible appli-
cants in Jacksonville are compared with those in Durham and Peoria, two

Primary criteria in defining eligibility were family size and income.
In Jacksonvilfe, the upper timit on net income was $6 r25O for a family
of four. The program area in Jacksonville was Duval County.

The experience of the AAE yields valuabLe but not complete information
on participation rates. The predictive value of that information is
limited by the cLosed-end enrollment process and other factors.

1
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Planned
Number

Actualb
Number

Percent ol
Plan Achieved

733 963 131%

298 212 91%

678 369 54"/"

BB 12%733
271 1 Oo/o

0 0

Table 2-2
COMPARISON OF NET INCOME, SEX OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS, AND RACE OF HEADS OF
HOUSEHOLDS IN PLANNED AND ACTUAL ELIGIBLE APPLICANT POPULAT!ON (IN NUMBERS)
FOR JACKSONVILLE, DURHAM AND PEORIA

P
@

Net Househokl

lncome

$ 0 - 1,999

2,OOO - 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 9,999

10,000 - & Over

I l. Race of Head

of Household
White
Black

Other

lll. Sex of Head

of Household
Male
Fernale

lV. Total Number
of Eligible
Applicants

Jacksonvi I le

1764 564 32%

922 1118 121%

27 11 41%

1 655 353 2'.lo/o

1 058 1341 121yo

Durham

Planned
Number

Actual
Number

Percent of
Plan Achieved

543 628 116%
246 175 7 11"

492 322 65%
198 96 48%

21 9 43Yo

0 0

561 380 68"/"

939 848 9O/o

0 2

951 344 36%
g9 886 161%

1674 651 38%
1 026 1412 1387"

1 500 1 230 82Y"

Sources Planned numbers f rom Agency Derailed Plans, planning tables I (sex), 2 lracel ,5 (income), and 6 (rotal number). Plarrs dated
February 9. 1973 (Jacksonville), June 1973 (Durham), and February 26,1913 (Peoria) were used. These tables were latcr
revised on the basis of experience rn Jacksonville and Peoria, and the revisiorrs ofIicially incorporated into the plans. The r.rarlier

versions are used here to compare expectalions with subsequent outconres.

Actual nunrbers fronr AAE Application Forms

a 
Peoria incorne f igures are for GROSS income amount, NOT net.
The Agency used gross;income in plannrng, therfore comparisons, to be consistent, must also be made on this basis.

b
Ûrre mrssrng ot)servatron

Note Due to tinre gaps rn the collection of rlata arrd missing observations in data collectron instruments, sonr{r

discrepancies exist between data used for analysis arrd those reported by tho agencies, All data corrtain'
ed irr Ihis report are fronr the analysis data base.

Peoriaa

Planned
Number

Actual
Number

Percent o[
Plan Achieved

675 329 49%
378 5s8 148y"

621 605 97y"
540 353 65Yu

44%459 201
27 17 637"

2398 1482 62"/o

249 550 221y"

53 31 587u

27 13 1 694 6Th 2700 2063 76V"
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other AAE sites with large minority populations and an apparently tight
1

supply of vacant "standard" rental units in the low-to-moderate rent
)range.- The characteristics on which sites are compared are net household

income and race and sex of head of household. While numbers of applicants
within each category are the focus of Table 2-2, a comparison of planned

and actual applicant pro files on the basis of the percentages within each

category is made in Figure 2-1.

As shown in Table 2-2 and Figure 2-1, all three agencies fell short of their
targets in the relatively higher-income categories, but the problem was espe-

cially acute in Jacksonville. Relatively higher-income households were also

under-represented as a percentage of all applicants in comparison with Agency

plans. In Peoria , 27 percent of the actual applicants had incomes over

$5,000 compared to a planned figure of 38 percent. fn Durham, the same in-
come group constituted nine percent rather than the planned 14 percent of
the total. In Jacksonville, 37 percent of the planned profile was to be

families with incomes over $5,000; only five percent of the actual appli-
cants felI into this category. At all three agencies, households with fow

incomes (under $3,O00) were rel-atively over-represented among actual
applicants.

The data on race of heads of household show each of the three agencies falI-
ing short of their target numbers and relative proportions for white house-

holds. Peoria and Durham, however, each achieved over 6O percent of the
planned number of white applicants while Jacksonville succeeded in attracting
only 32 percent of its planned number in that category. Black households at
al-I three sites were more adequately represented among applicants, with
Durham approximating its target and Jacksonville and Peoria both su-bstantially

While each agency in the AAE was required to assure that participants
l-ived in "standard" housing, the definition of standard was feft to the
agencyt s discretion.
Although this report is not comparative, the significance of Jacksonville's
data is emphasized by comparing it with that from other sites. To make
many comparisons with alI sites, however, would necessitate lengthy notes
on cross-site differences and similarities. To strike a bafance in this
regard, Durham and Peoria were sefected as sites enough fike Jacksonville
in inportant ways to permit valid comparisons without too many qualifi-
cations. The two mosL important sirnilarities are those mentioned in the
text. Some basic poputation and housing characteristics of Jacksonvill-e
are compared with the seven other AAE sites in Section 4.1.

1
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Figure 2-1

COMPARISON OF NET INCOME, SEX OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS, AND
RACE OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS IN PLANNED AND ELIGIBLE APPLICANT
POPULATIONS (IN PERCENTAGES) FOR JACKSONVILLE, DURHAM, AND PEORIA
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exceeding their planned numbers. In all three sites" therefore, black house-

hol-ds were over-represented and whites under-represented, in comparison to
p1ans. The change in the relative proportion of black and white fanrilies,
however, is dramatic only in Jacksonville, where the relative proportions

of white and black applicants turned out to be the reverse of what was

planned. Agency plans called. for a population made up of 34 percent black

and 65 percent white households, whereas actual applicants were 66 percent

black and 33 percent white.

ALl three sites showed a substantially greater representation of female-

headed households and far fewer applicants from mafe-headed households than

planned.

As for total numlcers of applicants, all- the agencies received substantially
fewer applications than they had projected in their p1ans. The problem,

again, was most serious in Jacksonvill-e. Both Peoria and Durham had more

than three-quarters of the projected nr:.mber of applicants, while only 62

percent of the planned number of families applied in Jacksonville. The

problems created by the low response to agency outreach were also more

severe in JacksonviLl-e, as can be readiLy seen in the data presented in
Table 2-3, showing the planned and actual numbers of enrollees at each site.

TABLE 2-3

COMPARISON OF PI,ANNED AND ACTUAL ENROLLEES IN JACKSONVILLE, DURHAM

AND PEORfA

Sources: Agency plans, AAE Enrollment forms.

At the end of the enrollment period, both Durham and Peoria had been able

to enroll more families in the program and their original plans had required,
whereas at the end of its first enrol-lment period, Jacksonvil-Ie had enrolled
27 percent fewer households than originally planned.

2L

Agency
Planned

Enrollees
Actual

Enrollees
90

Difference

Jacksonville
Durham

Peoria

L424

555

13 50

r035

732

t445

-27e"

+32%

+ 7e"



The Jacksonville Agency did not meet its planned profile despite attempts

to intensify or modify its outreach efforts during the initial- enrollment
period. Nor was the response to Agency outreach sufficient to meet overall
applicant or enroLlee goals. These difficulties in meeting planned profiles,
while not unique to Jacksonville, were more severe than elsewhere in the

Administrative Agency Experiment. Thus the response to outreach in Jackson-

ville is the first topic with which this report will be concerned.

Failure of a Larqe Number of Enro1lees to Become Rec ipients

Jacksonville differed strikingly from other sites in the percentage of en-

roll,ed households which terminated from the program. (Over 90 percent of
the terminations occurred because househol-ds did not find housing units that
complied with Agency quality criteria within the allotted time.) In Durham,

7I percent of all enrolled households became recipients; in Peoria, 65

percent did so; but in Jacksonville only 33 percent completed this step.

It is further evident that bl-ack households in Jacksonville became recipients
at. a much lower rate than their white counterparts: while 54 percent of
white enrollees attained recipient status, only 21 percent of the bl-acks

did so. A gap of this size did not exist at other sites. In Durham, the

"success rate" for blacks was exactly that of whites z 7I percent. In
Peoria, the figures were 69 percent for whites and 51 percent for blacks.
The numbers and percentages are given in Table 2-4.

Iilone of the eight sites except Jacksonville deviated by more than ten percent

from their target number of recipient households. Both Peoria and Durham

slightly exceeded their ::ecipient targets (900 and 500 families, respectively).
But Jacksonville, as a resuft of its high rate of prepayment termination, feIl
short by 62 percent. The large numbers of families who failed to complete

program requirements and find standard housing within established time limits
resulted in a program with 338 participants rather than the planned 900 parti-
cipants. The second focus of this report will be Jacksonville's large failure
rate, especially for black households.
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TABLE 2-4

NUI,IBER AI'ID PERCENTAGE OF EiJROLLEES BECOI,IIi.JG RECIPIE:]TS EY

RACE Ill JACKSO\1'ILLE, DU21tu'4 Atl-D PEORiA

Site

Jacksonvi I I e

Durham

Peoria

White

L86 of 34'7

542

L81 of 265
7Le"

153 of 1,098
69e"

BIack

L45 oi 677
,lo-

329 of. 465
7 Le"

166 of 323
5Ie"

Other

7of11
[ 64e" ]

Iof2
[50%]

15 of 24
63"2

l-Lrl.fl!

338 of 1,035
3 3""

5L1 of 732
T lea

934 of L ,445
65"-"

Sources: EnroLlees--AAE Enrollment Forms; Recipients--L4E Payment
Initiation Forms, Race--AAE Application Forms

Note: Brackets will be used in this report to note that percentages have
been calculated on the basis of very smalL numbers.
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3.0 RESEARCH DESlGN

The ma;or steps taken by the Agency and by a household frorn outreach to

becoming a recipient are shown in the followrng flow chart:

Figure 3-1

MAJOR PROGRAM EVENTS PRIOR TO BECOMING RECIPIENT

The arrows indicate the points at which the two specific issues to be

analyzed in thrs report are found. The alternatives possible at eacn of

these polnts are examined in detail- in the following seccions.

3.1 RESPONSE TO OUTREACH

T\do sets of activities interact to determine the outcome of Agency outreach.

First, the Agency and others speaking for or about the proEram distribr-rte
a message or messages, which may include both information about and an image

of the program. The analysis will examine the distribution procedules and

the message. Both the spread and intensity of the distribution rvil1 be con-

sidered. The examination of the message will focus primarily upon the

image of the program conveyed by outreach, since preliminary examination

of available data leads to the conclusion that few problems were associated

with the information itself.

Second, once the message is receiveC, potential applicants decioe wirether

or not to apply based on their understanding of the program's applica-
bility to their own situati-ons- Available data do not permit direct
exanination of the motivations of potential applicants, especially those who

Housing
Search

E nrollment
R eci pr ent
S ta rus

Screeni ng

&
Selecti on

Determination of
E ligibility

Agency
Outreach

Application

Response to
Outreach
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decided not to apply. Instead, inferences will be drawn about motivations
based upon: (1) characteristics of potential applicants, such as housing

conditions and experience with government programs; (2) community attitudes
toward the program and toward government programs in general; and (3) some

of the perceptions of the applicants and enrollees.

In l-ooking at both message and response, the analysis will ask: (1) why the

overall response rate was lower than that anticipated by the Agency; and (2)

why, among those households that did apply, black, low-income, and female-

headed households were over-represented refative to their proportions in the

eligible population. The analysis has been designed to answer these questions,I

Research Questions on Outreach

I How effective was Agency outreach in reaching potential applicants
in terms of:

Tota1 numbers of potential applicants, and

Subgroups within the eligible population?

Toward which subgroups in the eligible population was Agency

outreach directed?

Did the image of the program conveyed to the eligible population
affect the response to outreach?

Are there differences among socio-economic groups in:
The way applicants first heard of the program, and

Applicants' prior experience with government programs?

Are there differences among socio-economic groups in:
Need for such a program, and

Amount of help expected from the Agency by enrollees?

Did community attitudes toward government programs affect the
response to outreach:

For some potential applicants, and

For some specific'groups of potential applicants?

The questions are grouped into the sequence by which they are examined
in Chapter 5.

2a.

2b.

3a.

3b

4

1
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)a INABILITY OF ENROLLEES TO REACH RECIPIENT STATUS

The major question to be answered is simply stated: Why did bl-ack house-

hofds attain recipient status at a much lower rate than white househol-ds?

In investigating this question, the discussion wiII concentrate sequentially
upon five issues:

Differences €rmong enrollees at the time of their enrollment
(differences in demographic characteristics, housing cond'i-
tions, preferences for moving or staying in their original
unit) ;

Agency activities which modified the original "search readi-
ness" of enrollees (provision of housing information, infor-
mation on 1ega1 rights);

Search patterns of enrollees;

The response of housing suppliers to the program and the
participants; and

The role of the Agency in meeting enrollees: search period
problems.

The first two research issues Iisted above concern the characteristics of
enrollees as modified by the Agency prior to the search process. The last
three points deaL with events of the search process itself.

Once certified applicants were enrolled in the prograrn, they were given a

period of 60 days (with a possible 30-day extension) to seek and rent
adeguate housing. (Enroflees were not required to move from their original
unit if it met the quality criteria applied to all units and if the land-

l-ord was willing to sign a lease as required by the Agency.) Unless

enrollees found housing which met locally defined quality criteria (in

Jacksonville, the city's minimum standards housing code), they could not

receive housing alfowance payments. Some enrollees encountered difficul-ties
in their housing search and stopped trying to find adequate housing. These

difficulties were due to personal factors, program requirements, external
factors, or some combination.

The percentage of black households which attained recipient status was much

lower than the comparable figure for whites. However, even whites ex-

perienced more difficulty in Jacksonville than in other AAE sites. Although
the analysis focuses primarily upon the problems of black households (and
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part of it focuses explicitly upon bl-ack-white differences), many of the

research questions and findings apply to whites as well as blacks.

The housing search process is illustrated in Figure 3-2. Although all ac-
tivities identified in Figure 3-2 will be exarnined in the anatysis, the three
areas enclosed by heavy dotted lines wil-1 be given special attention. Pre-
liminary analysis suggested that these areas most strongty influenced the
outcome of the housing search process. Detailed research quetsions are

l-isted below: I

Research Ouestions on Search

2a.

What demographic factors other than race, if any' are related to
differential rates of attainment of recipient status?

What differences existed among black and white enrollees with
regard to:

Housing quality at time of enrollment,
Preference for moving or staying in original unit,
Housing market information and experience, and

Understanding of program (includingr perceived Agency role) ?

How did Agency activities modify these differences?

How did these differences affect the attainment of recipient
status?

How extensively did enrollees search (how many gave up

easily) ?

Where did enrollees search?

What are the socio-economic characteristics of areas in which

many enrollees searched?

What is the relationship between the co:ndit'ion of housing stock

in areas searched by many enrollees and the Agency's housing

quality criteria?

What factors influenced these search patterns (including ex-

pectation of discrimination) ?

How did racial or other forms of discrimination by housing

suppliers affect the abil-ity of enrollees to find units?

2b

aa

The questions are grouped into the sequence by which they are examined in

28
Chapters 7 through 11.

3

4a

4b

4c

4d
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6a. What were the effects of program requirements (.l-ease and housing

quality requirements) and experimental features (such as transfer
to the Leased Housing Program) on the willingness of housing

suppliers to accept program participants?

6b How did Agency public relations and information dissemination in-
fluence housing suppliers' understanding of the program and

willingness to participate?

l What use did enrollees make of Agency services (including in-
spections) during search?

3.3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The data base available for the report is rich and varied. ftems collected
as a normal part of the evaluation of the Administrative Agency Experiment

are supplemented by other data gathered specifically for this report. One

important limitation of the data, already noted in Chapter 2, shou1d be dis-
cussed somewhat further at this point: the data, however rich, are essentially
af1 from one site. Some intersite comparisons were made in Chapter 2 to explain
why the study was undertaken; further broad comparisons of background factors
wilt be made in Chapter 4; but the study is primarily focused upon Jackson-

ville. Much of the analysis is affected by the fact that onty rarely can

resul-ts, methods and attitudes from Jacksonville be compared with those at
other sites. Quantitative methods can be used only in regard. to factors
which can be compared within Jacksonville data. Thus, black enrollees who

became recipients can be compared with whites; but afternative Agency

approaches to providing housing information or securing supplier cooperation
cannot. be compared because there was only one Agency and one basic approach.

Finally, the intensity with which Jacksonville enrollees searched for
housing cannot be compared with data from other sites because no comparable

data were available at the time the study was performed.

The principal quantitative comparisons are between black and white enrollees
and between recipients and terminees, controlling for race. Most analysis
makes use of two- and three-way contingency tables. This approach has the
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advantages of being suited to the 1evel of measurement of most variables
and of showing interactions among sets of two and three variables c1early.
It has the disadvantage of necessitating quite a few tables. In the dis-
cussion of the ta-bIes, however, effort has been made to describe both the

contents of the tables themselves as well as the logic that connects one

part of the analysis to other parts.

The limitation on the use of quantitative data results in a second charac-
teristic of the analysis: that many qualitative data are included. For-

tunately, the Ad.ministrative Agency Experiment recognized that any study of
administration at a small number of sites must account for many site-specific
factors which cannot easily be compared in quantitative terms. For this
reason, provision has been made to secure observational data which are as

objective as possible through the use of on-site observers. They provide

the analysis with an informed source independent of any of the agencies in-
volved in the administration of the Experiment. Other opinions--of Agency

staff members and of local housing suppliers, for example--have also been

sought to gain an understanding of their actions. Opinion from any source

is identified as such when it is introduced into the report.

Data used in the report are the following types:

Forms completed on each household at key points in its progress
through the program;

Formal surveys of participants and Agency staff medbers;

In-depth interviews with prepayment terminees;

Interviews with housing suppliers;

Observation logs and other data supplied by the on-site
observer; and

Community background data from a variety of sources.

Specified data sources, with brief descriptions and an indication of use

in the report, are given in Table 3-1. More detailed descriptions of
data sources are found in Appendix I.
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Table 3-1

DATA SOURCES USED IN THE REPORT

Data Source

Observation Loqs

Descriptio n

Reports by an on-srte obser-
ver of Agency operatlons

Agency Staff
Survey

First Participant
S u rvey

Former Partici

Pant Survey

Agency Opera
ting Forms

Community Back
ground Data

Formal interviews wrth each

staff member; administered

twice during the period

covered by this report

Formal survey of 1 53 house-
holds immediately af ter
their enrollment. The
sample is described in
Appendix l.

Formal survey of 21 house-

holds which terminated with-
out achieving recipient status.
(Post-payment terminees will
be added to the sample when
completed.)

Forms completed at applica-
tion, certif ication, enrollment,
payments initiation, and termi-
nation by the Agency, on each
household reaching that point.

A variety of information on
population and housing in
the Jacksonville SMSA.

Research 0uestions

Outreach: all
questions

Search: all
questions

Outreach : 2a,4

Search:2b,2c,5
6b,7

Outreach:3b

Search: 2a,2b

Search:2a
2b
3,5,6a
7

All research
questions

Outreach: 2b,3b,4

Search:4a,4b,5

not used directly
in analysis

Search: 2b,2c

3 through 7

Outreach: 3a,4

Search: 4c,5,6a,6b

Use in the Report

Sections

5

7.11

8,1 1

5

I
9,10,1 1

5

I,r 0,1 1

Appendi x

ilt

Com ments

These observation
logs are the primary
source of data on

Agency operations
and decisions used

in the report,

A major source of
staff assessments

o{ the program,

services, etc.

Measures of unit
and neighborhood
satisfaction and
program knowledge
are from this survey

Used throughout as a

source of demo-
graphic data and
numbers in various
participant caregor-
ies.

Chapter 4 summarizes
background informa-
tion to the analysrs.

Presented as a comple
ment to the analysis
to show typrcal
problems as encount-
ered by specific
househ ol ds.

Thls interview rs the

maior source of
data on the search
problems of pre-
payment terminees.

5

'1,8

7

8

11

Ail

5

I

Partici pan t
Case Studiesa

ln-depth
a

ln tervrews

Suppl ier
I n terviews

Case studies of two house

holds which did not f ind
housi ng.

I ntervieu/s with households
which terminated withour
becoming recipients. A topic
outline rather than f ormal
interview was used. Sample
is described in Appendix l,

Unstructu red i nterviev\rs with
cooperating and noncoopera-
ting Jacksonville housing

suppiiers

Appendix V

Note: A more complete description of these data sources is found in Appendix I

'Co,l".ted especiatly for this .eport.
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The use of observational d.ata introduces an element of judgment at key

points in the report. In such cases. the basis of the judgment is indi-
cated and an attempt is made to assess its reliability- In a few cases,

even this is not possible, and the judgiment is given only as an example--

for instance. an opinion expressed by a housing supplier.
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4.O BACKGROUND: THE CITY AND THE AGENCY

The results of any prograrn are infLuenced by the environment in which the

program functions, as weII as its design and operation. rn this chapter

is a discussion of those characteristics of the Jacksonville environment

that strongly influenced experimental resufts and, therefore, should be con-

sidered in the interpretation of the findings that follow. "Environment"

is defined broadly to include both the demographic and housing character-
istics of the city as well as the nature of the contracting agency itself.
The JacksonviLle environment is compared briefly to other AAE sites, and

a more detaited analysis of the City of Jacksonville and the Agency is made.

4.1 COMPARISONS WITH OTHER AAE SITES

Jacksonville was one of eight locations chosen for the Administrative Agency

Experiment. Because the Jacksonville experiences differed from those of
the other AAE agencies, it is useful to examine some differences among the

Iocations. Key characteristics of the eight agencies and the focations in
which the experimental programs were operated are summarized in Table 4-1.

Jacksonville stands out among the AAE sites as the largest city and one with
an unusually high level of poverty. ft is a city of more than hal-f a mil-lion
people--about 529,000 according to the 1970 Census, and 545r900 according to
the Detailed Plan submitted in 1973. Tu1sa is the next largest city in the

AAE, with a population of 342,OOO. The agencies in Springfield and San

Bernardino serve areas with populations nearly as large as Jacksonville, but

they are composed of several smaller cities.

The two southeastern cities, Jacksonville and Durham, suffer more severely

from poverty than the other AAE locations. The median family income in
Jacksonville and Durham i" $41586 and $81362, respectively, and at both

sites 14 percent of the families faII below the poverty leveI. No other
AAE location has a median income lower than $9,500 or a poverty rate above

10 percent.

The same two cities have, proportionately, the largest black populations.

Together with Tulsa, the other southern city in the AAE, they have the poor-

est bl-ack populations. In Jacksonville and Tulsa, 35 percent of the black
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Table 4-1

COMPARATIVE POPULATION AND HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS OF AAE SITES

Prinrary Source: County and City Data Book, 1972 (Based on l97O Censusl, and 1970 Census.
aPopulation 

f or program areas taken f rom Agency eslimates ln Delailed Plans except in case of Durham (which is from 197O Census f or Durham County.)
bsocio-eco,.onrrc 

and housing data is for "urbanized area" lor all sites except Eismarck (Bismarck data is for City of Bismarck). The census caletory
"urbanizcd area" is the closest census approximation of the AAE program areas-

cReported 
f or black f anrilies only.

rl^"PercL,nlilge vacanl for rent taken {rom most recent housirrg study available rather than 1970 Census.
eMrrority in San Berr)ardino includes l6% householtls of Sparrish language or Sparrish surnanre.
lBlack 

Horrseltolcts rnake up a negligible proportion ol the populalion at Saleryr arrtl Bismarck. For this reason, f igurcs on blacks arc not reported tor these
sites
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households had incomes below the census-defined poverty level, while in
Durham the rate was 30 percent. fn all three citj-es, thc median income

for black households was under $6,000.

Jacksonville also has one of the most difficult housing situations of the

eight experimental areas, particularly for members of the black population.

Although census data are less reliable in describing housing than population

characteristics, they indicate that Jacksonville has the highest proportion

of units lacking plumbing facilities and a higher proportion of over-

crowded units than all- but three of the rest of the eight areas. Housj-ng mar-

ket studies and other sources particular to each site suggest that Jacksonville

has the poorest housing stock and the lowest vacancy rate (for standard housing)

of the eight sj-tes.1

The housing situation for blacks in Jacksonville is markedly worse than for
whites. I'ifteen percent of afl blacks live in units lacking plumbing facili-
ties, and more than 20 percent live in overcrowd.ed units. The situation is
the worst of the eight sites. Eurther, the poor condition and overcrowding

of the units combine with a strong pattern of residential segregation. An

index designed to measure residential segregation of the races in l-09 major

cities ranks Tulsa sixth, Jacksonville seventh, and Durham fiftieth in the

degree of segregation of blacks in L97O.2 Jacksonville's score of 94 percent

on this index means that at least 94 percent of the black population would

have to relocate to bring the degree of segregation to zero.

In sunmary, it is clear that Jacksonville offered a "high need" environment

for the operation of a housing allowance program. As a large city with a

high rate of poverty, poor housing stock, a tight market for standard housing,

and a strong pattern of residential segregation, Jacksonville clearly presented

a greater challenge than most of the AAE sites. At the same time, Jackson-

ville was not really unique in any of these dimensions. Other sites, notably

Durham and Peoria, shared some of the same characteristics, but enrollees in

Abt Associates Inc. "Second Annual Report of the Administrative Agency
Experiment Evaluation," December L974.

Sorenson, Annemette; Karl E. Taeuber, and Leslie J. ilollingsworth, Jr-,
"Indexes of Racial Residential Segregation for I09 Cities in the United
States, 1940-1970," Institute for Research on Poverty, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, February 197 4.

I
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those two sites did not experience as much difficul-ty in finding housing

as did enrollees in Jacksonville. Thus, one could conclude that the design

and implementation of the program in JacksonvilLe, as well as unique factors
of the city itself, influenced the observed resuLts.

The population and housing patterns of the City of Jacksonville and the
background of the organization which administered the program will be ex-

amined j-n the remainder of this chapter, providing a basis for the analysis
of the program itself in subsequent chapters.

4-2 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

The Consolidated City of Jacksonville, the Agency's program area. covers more

than 8OO sguare miles, an area roughly bisected by the St. Johns River. The

city and Duval County are coterminous.

A map of Jacksonvj-l1e appears as Figure 4-1. Eor the evaluation of the ex-
periment, the city has been divided into 13 neighborhoods.t 

"n....teristic-arly, the central city is most densely populated while outlying regions
include large expanses of agricultural land. As of L972, less than one-fourth
of the city's fand area had been developed, but the Jacksonville Area Planning
Board (JAPB) predicts that by 1990 nearly a third will support non-agricultural-

2use.

Southern cities in which the major urban development occurred after the
Civil War tend to have racial residential patterns more similar to those in
the north than to other southern cities.3 Before the Emanicipation pr:ocla-

mation, slaves l-ived behind or adjacent to the masterrs home, fostering the
pattern of block-by-block racial segregation typical of older southern cities.

The word "neighborhoods" will be used throughout the report to refer to
these l-3 areas. The divisions were based utrrcn the opinions of local- ob-
servers who defined areas which: (1) would generally be recognizable to
residents of Jacksonville, (2) as much as possible did not cross census
tract or school district boundaries, and (3) were similar in housing and
population characteristics. The neighborhoods largely parallel those used
by the Jacksonville Area Planning Board. No other connotations of the
word "neighborhood" are implied.
Jacksonvil-Ie Area Planning Board, "Summary Report on the Comprehensive
P1an, " 1973.

Taeuber, Alma F. and Kar1 E. Taeu-Jcer
Segregation and Neighborhood Change.

Neqroes in Cities: Residential-

I
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Because Jacksonville developed largely in the post-Civit War period, northern-
style neighborhood segregation is predominant. In 1970, four out of five
blacks lived in census tracts in which a majority of the people were black,
and more than half of all- blacks lived in census tracts which were at least
90 percent black. Comparisons with 1960 figures indicate that the trend has

been toward increased segregation.l Most blacks in Jacksonville live in one

of three central city neighborhoods.

During the 1950s, an exodus began from Jacksonville's Urban Core and Suburban

West. Local experts report this trend continuing into the 1970s, although

the Urban Core still has the highest population density in the city. This

shrinking of the central city population is probably the result of many

factors, including general housing deterioration, extensive demotition of
residential units as a result of urban renewal, rising personal incomes,

changing tastes and preferencesr dnd improvements in transportation services.

Some 90 percent of aLl population gains during the 1960s occurred in Suburban

East, Southwest, North, and the Beaches. Major growth areas during the 1970s

are expected to be the outlying neighborhoods, with the exception of those

to the north of the city.

Among the black population, movement aLso took place in the 1960s but it did
not lead to greater integration. Blacks moved out of the Urban Core, and also
out of ol-der black "pockets" that had existed on the fringes of the neighbor-
hoods in transition from white to black, mostly in a corridor running north-
west from the Urban Core, taking in part of the Suburban lrlest and most of
Suburban North (neighborhoods 5 and 6). A local expert indicates that the

exodus from the Core along the corridor to the Northwest is expected to con-

tinue in the near future.

Planners for the JAPB also see a new pattern of black migration in Jackson-

ville. fn contrast to the more typical style of neighborhood segregatio.n
(blacks living in predominantly black neighborhoods), new black residential
"pockets" of several blocks have recently been forming in predominantly white

Community Renewal- Program, "Changes j-n Population, Population Density and
Racial- Concentration in Jacksonville 1960-1970." Working Paper No. 8,
August l-972. (Based on U.S. Census.)
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neighborhoods, particularly in Suburban East, Suburban North, Outlying East

and the Beaches. These pockets are also often areas of older housing stock t

4.3 HOUSING MARKET

To receive a subsidy from the Housing Allowance Program, a participant must

be living in or move into a dwelling that is acceptable to the Agency.

"Acceptable" in the case of the Jacksonville Agency meant that the unit had

to pass an inspection perforrned by the Codes Enforcement Division of JHUD.

Households that had to move in order to meet program requirements or that
chose to move for other reasons faced an unpromising market, especially if
they were black. They either had to break through the prevailing patterns

of segregation or find a standard unit in a restricted submarket character-
ized by extremely fow vacancy rates and high l-evels of substandardness.

The discussion below describes the dimensions of the problem, focusing on

the rental submarket concentrated in neighborhoods 1, 5, and 6 (Urban Core,

Suburban West, and Suburban North), the neighborhoods with the most program

activity during the period, under consideration.

Brief Description of the Market

The Jacksonville housing market included 161,569 households at the time of
the 1970 Census. About 32 percent of these households were renters. Ac-

cording to a recent article, Jacksonville has the highest rate of home owner-

ship among the 5O largest American cities.' atrr"" the Census was taken, the

housj-ng stock has been expanding--a 4.3 percent increase in housing units from

1970 to Lg't3, much of which has been rental.3

Some of these pockets are shown in a map in Chapter 9 of thj-s report.
Louis, Arthur M., "The Worst American Cityr" Harperrs Magazine, January
1975, pp. 67-7L. The comparatively small rental market could mean fewer
opportunities for participants in the housing allowance program to find
units. tt is unlikely that this would have much impact on the experiment,
however, given the smal1 number of households involved.

The Jacksonville Building and Zoning Inspection Division reported that
8,2O0 new rental units were buifl from L97O-72, while 1'500 old units
were removed from the market, for a net increase of 6,700 units (nearly
13 percent).

I
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Most of Jacksonville's housing expansion during the early years of the pre-sent

decade took place outside the central city. Neighborhoods 1 and 6 (two of the

three poorest areas in the city) experienced actual declines in housing stock
during the early 1970s, while neighborhoods 2, 3, and 4 (three of the more

taffluent areas) - had major increases.

On the average, Jacksonville's housing stock is relatively inexpensive. Ex-

cept for Pensacol-af rents in Jacksonville were the lowest among cities in
Florida in 1970, with a median gross rent of 999.

Despite t.he cityrs relatively Iow rents, many households spend a high per-
centage of their incomes on housing. In 1970, for example, nearly half of
all Jacksonville renter households vrere paying 25 percent or more of their
(gross) incomes for rent. Low-income families bore the brunt of this problem:

in 1970, about 8O percent of the households which were paying more than 25 per-
cent of their incomes for rent were households which earned less than $5,000
per year. Neighborhoods I, 5, and 6,where the preponderance of program en-

rollees l-ived, had the highest rent/income ratios in the city.

Equally important, the city's low rent levels are associated with the low over-
all guality of housing stock. In an interview in March, L974, the head of the
city's Housing Code Division estimated that between 55,0O0 and 60,000 units--
30 percent of the city's total stock--were below minimum code standards,2.rrd
that 1OrO00 of these had either been abandoned or were "in danger of falling
down at any minute." "Housingi in Jacksonviller" the JAPB noted in 1972, "has
a relatively low median value and the average unit is of mediocre quality...
housing problems here continue to be significant despite improvement...and

are compounded by the fact that a comparatively high proportion of the area's
population is disadvantaged by reason of age, insufficient incomer poor em-

pJ,oyment opportunities, or a combination of these. "3

These areas were characterized by the largest incomes, fewest bl-acks, and
highest rents in the city. Two of them are cut off from the Urban Core
by the St. Johns River; the other is buffered from the central city by
another neighborhood.

Other estimates are more conservative. In L972, for instance, the JAPB
estimated that there were 23,100 substandard ("uninhabitabfe, unsafe, or
unsanitary") housing units in the city, but did not specifically use the
code as its measure.

Jacksonville Area Planning Board,
L972, p. 14.

Housing Ivlarket and Needs Analysis r July
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The amount of substandard housing influenced the avaifability of acceptable

units to program participants. In L97O, the Census Bureau indicated that
rental vacancies in the city were about I0 percent--a quite favorable rate
for those seeking rental units. A year later, the JAPB estimated that va-

cancies for standard units were about three percent. FinalJ-y, in late 1-972,

the city's Community Renewal Program staff undertook a survey of nearly one-

quarter of the city's rental units (including neighborhoods 1, 5, and 6) and

determined that a four percent vacancy rate existed, and that the percentage

might be even lower for standard units-I Thus, while neighborhoods 1, 5, and

6 had official vacancy rates of around 14 percent, 10 percent, and 11 percent

respectively in L97O, the avail-ability of standard units in those areas in
Lgl3-74 was much l.r=.2

It is also of interest at this point to note that Jacksonville has a relatively
high percentage of publicly-assisted rentaL units--about 13 percent of the

city's total- rental stock at the end of 1972. The location of these units
by program type as of late l-972 is shown in Table 4-2. Most public housi-ng pro-
jects and units for the elderly are located in the central city, while programs

serving moderate-income families are more dispersed. A Jacksonville Community

Renewal Program report, published in october of 1972, while not fully agreeing

with the later report which provided the numbers of units in Tab1e 4-2, per-

mits estimates of the racial make-up of tenants in publicly-assisted units.
In this report it is estimated that about nine percent of 2,O53 elderly units
were occupied by nonwhites, about five percent of the tenants of 1,039 Section

236 units were nonwhitei about 69 percent of I,938 Section 22L(d)(3) units
were occupied by nonwhites; and, about 84 percent of the tenants of 2,663

Jacksonville Community Renewal Program, "Jacksonville Rental Vacancy Sur-
ve!," January 24, L973, p.2. This report and the JAPB report cited above
use estimates of standardness rather than inspections and, therefore, do
not necessarily reflect substandardness as measured by the code.

One indicator of both the availability of housing and the ability to pay
is the number of "doubl-ed-up" households in the city: L3,526 in 1970, of
whom 4/5 were Iow and moderate income families.
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TABLE 4-2

LOCATION OF SUBSIDTZED R.ENTAI HOUSING IN
JACKSONVILLE STARTED BEFORE OCTOBER 1972

Source: "Publicly-Assisted Housing in Jacksonvill-e: Production & Locationr" Jacksonville Community
Renewal Program, May, 1973, p.6.

A
A

AREA

Public Housing
(Except that ex-
clusively for
Elderly 6,

Handicapped)

Elderly (Includes
2O2, 236, and
Public Housing
Projects Exclusively
for the Elderly e
Handicapped)

Other Assisted
Rental- Housing
(236,221(d)(3)
BMfR e Rent
Supplement)

Tota1 in
Area

CENTRAL JACKSONVILLE
(Neighborhoods 1r5r6)

# I in Area * B in Area # t in Area # t in Area

2L68 72 e" L726 74? 1315 368 5209 58%

SUBURBS
(Neighborhoods 21314) 342 I1 4l-2 I8 L973 54 2727 30

OUTLYING
(Neighborhoods 7-13) 505 L7 199 9 348 10 r052 l2

TOTAL 3015 100 2337 r00 3636 100 8988 100
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nonelderly public housing units were nonwhite.l E*c"pt for public housing,

in which there seemed to be some integration within projects, most develop-

ments were either white or nonwhite, often with 98 to 100 percent of the units
occupied by members of the prevailing group. One significant aspect of these

figures is that, if each of the 8,988 units reported in Table 4-2 were occupied

by a household eligible for the housing allowance progrram on the basis of in-
come and household size, this would mean that 52 percent of the eligible popu-

Iation was already living in subsidized housing. Because of differences in
eligibility limits and vacancies in other subsidized units, it is doubtful
that the numjcer was this high. (Vacancy rates were especially high in some

public housing projects.) Still, this factor might account in part for the

unexpectedly low response to Agency outreach.2

Housing Submarkets

These descriptions of Jacksonville's neighborhoods and housing market strongly
suggest that a distinction should be made anpng three submarkets within the

larger housing market: the low-income submarket, the middle-income submarket,

and the outlying ..uur.3 The distinction is primarily geographical, between

the central city, the suburban areas which surround it, and the outlying areas

beyond the suburban ring. These geographical divisions are only approximate,

however. For example, low-income housing exists in all three areas. For this
reason, the discussion is not of "central city housing" but of "low-income
housing," and relates to such housing in all parts of the area.

Housing characteristics of Jacksonville neighborhoods, using the same neigh-
borhood delineations found in the map shown above as Figure 4-I, are compared

in Table 4-3. Examination of column three of Table 4-3 shows that the per-
centage of units lacking some or aII plumbing was much higher in the Urban

Jacksonville Community Renewal Program, Jacksonville: Catalog of Assisted
Housing, October, L972, pp. 1-1I. fn Chapter 5 of this report is an esti-
mate by a public housing administrator that occupancy in public housing is
a.lcout 75 percent bl-ack. This estimate was made about six months after the
CRP report cited here, and may or may not be in mild disagreement with it.
No attempt was made to reconcile the two figures.
Although the Agency did accept program applications from tenants of sub-
sidized housing, these applicants were required to move in order to become
recipients.
These areas are defined be1ow.
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TABLE 4-3
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING DATA

Source: Colunns I-IrI, 1970 Census of Population and Housingr columns IV-v, Local Panel of Eousing Experts,
December 1972 anal ApriI 1974.

a Itris represents the value for one-unit structures which were either owner-occupied or vacant for sale, on
less. than lo-acre sites. or haal a busj.ness establi.shnent on the premises. Although the value of ordner-
occupied units aloes not reffect the value of lental units, it can be consialereal a plory for the general value
of units in the neighborhooal"

F
Ot

Neighborhood
Numbers Names

% of aII Rental
Units Lacking
Some or All
Plumbing

Median Gross
Rent

1970 Census

Median Value
aot untt

$

Estimated
Gross Rents
for "Modest Stan-
dard" 2 Bedroom
Unit

Central Jacksonville
I
5
6

Suburbs
2

3

4

Outlying
7

8
9

10
I1
l2
13

Enti-re Area

Urban Core
Suburban West
Suburban North

Suburban East
Suburban Southeast
Suburban Southwest

Outlying East
Outlying Southeast
Outlying Southwest
Outlying West
Outlying North
Beaches
Cecil Field

I

L6.7
9.1
1.7

I
4

2

7

9

3

I
3

7

8
2

8
t1

3

I
I
5

0
7

9
A

II

78
91
84

235
138
130

L26
92

234
97

1r6
L23

87
99

III

8,000
9,000

lo,600

15 r 800
15 r 400
l_3,400

L2,600
12, 100
L2 | 4OO

10,400
r0,700
13,900
L2 | 4OO

1I,800

Dec.
1972

ApriI
L974

Percent
Change

IV

115
130
L25

L72
L62
139

L47
r30
L44

99
L23
L57

99
135

v VI

L42
t52
132

23?"

L7
6

L97
202
195

15
25
40

r86
209
165
L47
t75
L97
187
167

27
61
I5
48

25
89
.A
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Core than in other neighJrorhoods and'vras generally higher in the central city
than in other parts of the city. Some outlying neighborhoods, notably IO, 11,

and 13, had a high percentage of unitq lacking some or all plumbing and also

had low average rents in 1970. Rents in these neighborhoods jumped noticeably
between 1972 and 1974, as indicated in columns four, five, and six. It seems

likely that this change is related to the fact that large parts of these areas

were semi-rural in 1970, but have begun to develop quickly since then (in part
to serve Navy personnel newly assigned to the area) . In the Urban Core, mean-

while, rents changed much less despite infl-ation and the loss of units through

demol-ition.

CoLumns four and five of Table 4-3 are based on the consensus of a local panel

of housing experts which met in 1972 and again in 1974. An interesting aspect

of these rent figures is both the magnitude and distribution of the changes

in estimates which took place between the two panels, roughly the same

interval covered by this report. During that period, the estimated rents

in general- increased much more in the suburbs and the outlying areas than in
the central city. The unweighted averages of percent change in rent are 15

percent in central- Jacksonville, 27 percent in the suburbs, and 44 percent in
the outlyirrg u...=.1 This indicates that during the course of the search

period a shift in the geographical distribution of rents was taking place

which tended to make it more difficult for enrollees to find housing outside
central Jacksonville. (The subsidies received by enrollees were based on

an average estimated cost of "modest standard" units for the city as a whole.)

Low-Income Submarket

The low-income submarket consists of housing stock which is usually rented to
very low-income households. Most of this stock is located in and around the

Urban Core. The suppliers who own or manage it are accustomed to renting to
households which rely on welfare or some other forrt of grant income. The

housing stock in this submarket tends to be in poorer condition than in the

city as a whole as indicated by the data in Table 4-3. The predominance of
low-income tenants, the older housing stock, and the lack of a housing code

until recently helped bring about this condition.

Data on numbers of units by neighborhood at the time the panel estjmates
were made are not available, hence the use of an unweighted average. The
estimates are not adjusted for inflation.

1
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Much of this housing stock is owned or managed by firms that specialize in
low-to-moderate income rental property. Many of these firms are members of
the Jacksonville Property Managers' Association (PMA).1 Mo=t of the rest of
the stock is in the hands of very small landlords. Some units are held by

owners who specialize in more middle-income housing, but happen also to con-

trol some low-income units (often federally subsidized).

Jacksonville's black population is concentrated in this submarket, although
white and racially-mixed areas also exist within it. Although low-income

pockeLs are found in several neighborhoods, most of the housing stock that
makes up the submarket is located in and around the Urban Core and the in-
town portions of neighborhoods 5 and 6, especially those occupied by black
households. Low-income white concentrations are found in many parts of the

city also and should be regarded as part of the same submarket.

When they enrolled, 70 percent of a1l- houslng allowance participants lived in
one of the three central city neighborhoods within which this submarket is
concentrated. A brief description of the three primary neighborhoods folfows.

The Urban Core has been descriJced as plagued by "deteriorated commercial

facil-ities, poor environmental conditions, inadequate recreation areasr ond

severe traffic problems. "2

Mixed arrd incompatible land use is characteristic of the Urban Core. Com-

mercial and industrial facilities have intruded into residential areas,
particularly along the St. Johns River. The business and governnent district
is l-ocated here. The modern high rise buildings stand in apparent incongru-
ity with surrounding residential- neighborhoods, many ravaged by condemned

homes and buildings that are being demolished. Urban renewal activity is
clearly visible. Seventy percent of the population is black. The socio-
economic index of 0.37 is lower for this neighborhood than for any other in
the city, and 26 percent of the rental households falf below the census defi-
nition of poverty.3 More than one-fourth of the Urban Core population is
el-derly, nearly twice the percentage in the total population.

A group composed of firms which specialize in low-income rental property,
and the one suppliers' organization to which the Agency paid most attention.
Jacksonville Area Planning Board, Social- and Environmental Conditions
September I97O.

As of l97O- See Appendix II for detail-s of index construction.
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Tkre Suburban West lies directly west of the Urban Core. The two neighbor-

hoods are somewhat similar, with scattered industrial and cormnercial develop-

ment throughout most of Suburban West. Areas bordering the Urban Core are

particularly blighted by deterioration and mixed land use, while the western

section of the neighborhood is in more stable physical condition.

The black population in Suburban West increased during the 1960s until, in
L97O, it reached 35 percent. During the same period, overall population

dropped by about 5 percent. The movement of black Urban Core residents
into Suburban West is expected to continue during the l-970s. The socio-
economic index for this neighborhood is 0.80, and I0 percent of the renter
households have poverty level incomes.

Adjacent to the northern borrndaries of the Urban Core and Suburban West, the

Suburban North is a rapidly growing and changing neighborhood. Land use is
primarity single-family residential. Most parts of thi.s neighborhood are in
good physical condition, with exceptions primarily in the west and southwest

sections.

The populations of Suburban North increased by more than one-third between

1960 and L97O. l"lost of this growth occurred in the northern and western

portions, due primarily to movement from the Urban Core, and the trend is
expected to continue. In 1960, L2 percent of the city's black population

lived in Suburban North; by 197O, nearly 26 percent was residing there.
Near1y half of the neighborhood's residents in 1970 were black.

The southeast. tip of Lhe community is integrated and is considered one of
the few stalcle, racially mixed sections of Suburban North. In the remaining

areas, the black population has grown at a fairly rapid rate, resulting in
some racial hostility on the part of the predominantly working-class whites.

Suburban North, with a higher socio-econornic status than the Urban Core or
Suburban West, coufd be characterized as Jacksonville's middle-class bl-ack

neighborhood.

The Middle-Income Submarket (Concentrated in Suburban Neighborhoods 2, 3,
and 4)

The second submarket includes much of the rest of the city of Jacksonvill-e.

Rental- housing is moderatly priced and generally in standard condition.
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Although the most visibl-e concentrations of this stock are rel-atively new

garden apartments located to the east and southwest of the central city,
smaller apartments, duplexes and single-family rental units exist as well-.

The garden apartments are largely owned by developrnent firms and are pro-

fessionally managed. The smaller structures are generally owned by a com-

bination of small landlords and realty companies. Suppliers interviewed for
this report described tenants in this submarket as white (al-though some small

"bfack pockets" exist), blue-co]lar or white-colLar working househol-ds.

The Third Suhnarket: Outlyinq Jacksonville

Unlike many cities, Jacksonville has several centers of activity on the

fringes of the urbanized area which influence the housing market in their
vicinity. The two most prominent are the beaches and resort developments

along the Atl-antic Ocean, some 18 miles east of the city center, and three

large Navy installations on the eastern and southwestern fringes of the city.
Elsewhere, the more normal pattern of generally decreasing intensity of land

use from city center to surrounding rural areas is to be found.

The Beaches were once distinct iurisdictions and even und,er consolidation
retain more autonomy than other parts of the city. In this area, the shore-

line tends to be lined with tourist facilities, occasionally interspersed

with relativeJ-y expensive homes, apartments, or condominiums. Behind the

shoreline is a strip of commercial and shopping developments and less-expensive
tourist accommodations. There are also residential areas which in some

ways resemble sma1l towns rather than city suburbs, with distinct low-,
middle-, and upper-income neighborhoods, black areas and white areas--a

microcosm which originally developed independently of Jacksonville and in
which earlier patterns of development stil-1 persist.

Near the Navv insta]Lations, concentrations of rental housing exist largely
to meet the demand generated by Naval- personnel and civil-ian employees who

work on the bases. A stock of moderately priced rental housing exists here,
at least some of it racially integrated. An abundance of new mobil-e home

parks have developed in response to an influx of additional Navy personnel

that began in 1973. Under conditions of strong demand and heavy building,
rents are probably higher for this stock than for comparabl-e units elsewhere

in the city. Because of the distance, access to downtown Jacksonville is
very inconvenient, especially for households without private automobiles.
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The three submarkets define the area in which the program operated. To the

exLent that submarket characteristics influence the behavior (or expected

behavior) of program participants, they also influenced the outcome and

operations of the experimental- program. A more direct influence on the

program's operations, with further indirect influence on outcomes, was the

character and experience of the Agency charged with operating the experiment.

The interplay between the Agency and the environmental factors which have

been discussed are explored in the next section.

4.4 INTRODUCTION TO THE AGENCY: TTIE JACKSOWILLE DEPARTMENT OF

HOUSING AND URBAI{ DEVELOPI4ENT

The City of Jacksonville and Duval County merged to form the Consolidated

City of Jacksonville on October I, 1968. The referendum which authorized
consolidation has been characterized as the turning away from control by a

"pelitical machine" widely perceived as self-serving toward a system which

aspired to be better adapted to the needs of the entire urbanized area, as

wel] as more "professional" and "public-regarding."l t{hereas prior to con-

solidation, federal funds were viewed with skepticism and often rejected
outright, the new government began to seek them actively. One step toward

both comprehensive government and greater use of federal funds was the

creation of the Department of Housing and Urban Development, City of Jack-

sonville (JHUD), shortly after statewide enabling legislation was passed

permj-tting such agencies to participate in federally-funded programs.

JHUD is involved in virtually all public aspects of housing in Jacksonvill-e--
urban renewal, enforcement of building and housing codes and zoning regu-
lations, and the provision of publicly-subsidized housing units. Some idea
of the variety of the Agency's mission is given by the organi-zational chart.

in Figure 4-2. JHUD is sirnilar to several of the other AAE agencies. Like

San Bernardino, it deals with its area of responsibility under a consolidated
government. Like fi:lsa and Salem, it has the powers of a local housing

Carver, Joan, "Responsiveness and Consolidation: A Case Studyr" in Urban
Affairs Quarterly, VoI. 9, No.2, Decernber 1973, pp. 2L1-249. See af"o
Walter A. Rosenbaum and Thomas A. Henderson, "Prospects for Consolidating
Local Government: The RoIe of Elites in Electoral Outcomes," in American
Journal of Po1itical Science, Vo1. XVII, No. 4, 1973, pp. 695-7L9-
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Figure 4-2 Organizatronal Chart Jacksonville Department of Housing antl Urban Developmerrt
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authority. The broad mission and the targeting towards federal funds are

similar to the Peoria and Springfield agencies.

In October L972, JHUD was invited to submit a proposal to participate in
the Experimental Housing Allowance Program administered by the United States

Department of Housing and Urban Development. After an extensive planning

process, a new agency was created within JHUD to administer the experimental
program. This entity, which was known locally as the Experimental Housing

Allowance Program, will be called "the Agency" throughout this report.

Before turning to the Agency itself, however, it is necessary to examine

another of JHUD's activities which came to be closely linked to the Agency

and its program. That was the Minimum Housing Code program administered
by the Division of Codes Enforcement and Rehabilitation.

Code Enforcement

Jacksonville's housing code enforcement program has had a short, eventful
history. Until the ndd-60s, the city was actually without minimum housing

standards, but in 1966 a housing ordinance (based on the Southern Regional

Code) was finally inaugurated. According to the Director of the Codes En-

forcement and Rehabilitation Division of JHUD (hereafter "the Division"),
the final version of the Jacksonville ordinance was "the weakest in the

't

Southeast. "- Moreover, he noted that the Code was not stringently enforced

until- 1968-69, with the initiation of a "systematic program" for inspection
of all city housing by Lg76.' (r"" Tables 4-4 and 4-5.)

Compared for stringency with housing quality requirements at other AAE

agencies, Jacksonville's code ranked about in the middle. It was weaker

than the requirements at Peoria, Durham, Springfield and Tr:lsa, but stronger
than those at Bismarck, San Bernardino, and Salem. It is more strict than

1

2

Interview, Irlarch ll , L91 4. While probably not meant literally, this
quote shows an attitude prevalent within the Codes Division: that the
code is not stringent and, therefore, must at least be comprehensively
applied.
The Beaches area (Neighborhood 12) and Bal,dwin (a part of Neighborhood
13) were excluded from code enforcement as part of their agreement to
join in the consolidation of Duval County with the City of Jacksonville
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Y ear Total Complied
Brought into
Compliance Failed

L970

L971

L972

L973

3442

4219

6089

52L7

825

1391

l-404

L268

r696

r572

I99I
248L

xif

92L

r 316

2694

r458

26 "a

30

44

28

TABLE 4-4

RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES INSPECTED UNDER THE JACKSONVILLE CODE

ENFORCEMENT PROGRAI4, L9'lO-19]3

Source: JHUD Codes Division

TABLE 4-5

RESIDENTIAL UNITS INSPECTED I.]NDER TIIE JACKSONVILLE CODE

ENEORCEMENT PROGRAM, L97O-L973

JHUD Codes Division
This includes both systemati-c and request inspection, and does not
include inspections under Unsafe Structures Act. Tota1 units inspected
including Unsafe Structures Actt 28r964. Total eventually in com-
pliance z L7,536.

Source

Note:

Year Total Complied
Brought into
Compliance Failed

]-970

L91L

Lgl2

L973

5404

6039

7072

6098

L29L

I9I5
L4L9

1450

2864

2796

2559

3IO0

# 9o

L249

t 328

3094

r 548

23 e"

22

43

25
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HUD Section 23 Leasing Standards and the standard used in the Housing A1-

lowance Demand Experiment,I br-,t less strict than the HUD/FHA minimum

property standards or the APHA Ivlodel Code.2

Although Jacksonvitle did not have the most stringent code among the AAE

agencies, its standards were enforced more rigorously than those of other
agencies. Inspections were performed by the Division inspectors rather
than by participants or Agency staff, as was the case at most administrative
agencies. fnspections in Jacksonville were less flexible than those at any

other site; compliance with each point of the code was generally required
for a unit to n."".3

No further changes were made in either the code or its enforcement pro-

cedures until the early I970s. On l4ay 15, L972, in response to a HUD re-
quirement that Jacksonville upgrade its code before additional urban renewal

funds could be alLocated to the cityrn an" Jacksonville code was amended

by the City Council. In addition to technical changes in the code, the

Division's authority was greatly reinforced. It was no longer required to
work through the Attorney General's office to ensure compliance with its
findings and could assess penalties for noncompliance.

Neither the original code, the "systematic programr" nor the 1972 amendments

were weII received by Jacksonville property owners. Early in L972, the

Division undertook a public relations program to explain the nature of code

enforcement to the city's property owners, and JHUD (at the instigation of
the City Council) spent $20,000 for a 2O-minute film outlining the reasons

for minimum housing standards, but little change in attitudes seems evident.

See Appendix II for a discussion of AAE Housing Quality measures.

A detailed point-by-point comparison of the codes mentioned j-n this para-
graph, as weII as several other actual and model code,s, is to be found in
Budding, David W., Donald L. l'laruska, Sal,ly Roe Merrill, et. al, Housing

Cambridge,

3

Ivlass., Abt Associates Inc.), January L975, p. 105.

A reported jn Chapter 11, there were variations in the stringency with
which the code was applied in Jacksonville. Nevertheless the tendency
to make on-the-spot judgrments about the relative importance of inspection
items was lower in Jacksonville than elsewhere.

May 9, L973

I
2

Ouality Requirements for a Dj-rect Cash Assistance Proqram (

4 Jacksonville Journal
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The Division's inspections faI1 within two categories: those performed

under the "systematic program" (including Lenant-requested inspections)
and others (since 1968) done with funds allocated by HUD under the Unsafe

Structures Act. Both categories, however, are performed under the Jackson-

ville code. From l-970 to the end of L973, according to the Division, l-1 ,536

units (individual iving quarters)' r.r" either found. in compliance or

brought into compliance as a result of the cityts code enforcement efforts.2
In Tables 4-4 and 4-5 are indications of the total number of units and

structures and the percentage of failed units.

Operations of the Agency

Planning and implementation of the Experimental Housing Allowance Program

took place within the context of the JHUD mission, particularly that of the

Codes Enforcement Division. During the fall of 1972, a Detailed Plan for
the Experimental- Housing Allowance Program was prepared by the Director of
JHUD, assisted by persons from the Community Renewal Program and others.
The Detailed Pl-an was approved by HUD in January L973, and staff members

were hired to begin implementation. On April 9, L973, an Annual Contri-
butions Contract was signed with HUD providing funds for housing subsidies
to enrollees who qualified for payments.

Among the many major decisions made during the planning process were three
which have particular relevance to this report:

(I) It was decided that the housing quality requirements
which enrollees would be required to satisfy in order
to become recipients would be the same as the city's
Iulinimum Housing Code, and that inspections would be
performed by regular city inspectors rather than en-
rollees or Agency staff members. Influencing this
decision were: (I) a commitment by JHUD to the City
Council to bring the city's housing into compliance
with the code, and (2) a JHUD policy decision to use
the code as the housing quality requirement for aII
federally-funded programs which place people in

Many of these units have been in the Hogan's Creek and East Side Neigh-
borhood Development Program (llne1 areas, both in the central city.
The Division is about two years behind schedule due to a shortage of
personnel and more than the anticipated number of inspections on tenant
request (as opposed to systematic inspections initiated by the Division
itself) .

I

2
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existing housing. An Agclicy spokeswoman said that
other quality requirements were considered, but re-
jected because it was felt that the code reflected
a real minimum health and safety standard.

(2) It was decided that housing information (including
information on housing quality, equal opportunity,
leases, and searching for housing) would be offered
on a vofuntary rather than a mandatory basis. An

"enro]lment conference" at which program information
on rights and responsibilities was presented was,
however, required of all enrollees.

(3) A "low profile" outreach and public relations cam-
paign was planned. Ihe program was to be announced
to the public by news releases, informing agencies
which might refer clients, and by leaflets and
brochures, but no effort to "se11" the program was
anticipated.

As the newcomer among JHUDTs programs, and a temporary newcomer at that,
the Agency was not always able to make plans "from scratch.r' The choice

of the code and inspection method illustrates the point. While agreeing

with the plans that were made, the Agency director also said, "we felt we

didn't have much choice," and related this to the Codes Division's strongly-'
held position that the code should be treated as a real "minimum" standard.

Another indication of the Agency's standing at JHUD is its relationship to
the public housing division: public housing folLowed a policy of selecting
the most desirable applicants (to public housing) and referring others to
the experimental program, at the same time, the Agency was not permitted to
do outreach to tenants currently in public housing (outreach was done in
some subsidized housing developments serving somewhat higher-income house-

holds, however).

The Agency experienced relatively more diffiuclties in internal operations
throughout the enrollment and search periods than did other AAE sites. The

staff that was hired was somewhat less experienced both in service delivery
and housing markets than at most other sites, and less training was given

than most other agencies provided. Initial uncertainties about areas of
responsibility and lines of authority took somewhat longer to resolve than

at most other sites.I A11 these are matters of degree, as start-up diffi-

culties were experienced at all agencies. The overall impression which

Comparison of Start-Up and Management Support Logs from all sites.1
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emerges from reading accounts of management at the AAE sites is that Jack-

sonvi11e, while not showing exceptionally smooth administration, \.ras not a

great deal- worse off in this regard than the others.l

The first participants were enrofled in late March of 1973, and enrollment
continued through early November of the same year. Since enrolfees were

given up to 90 days to find acceptable housing, it was not until early
February of 1974, that the last household became either a recipient or a

terminee and the search period was closed out. For much of the period

between March 1973, and February 1974, the Agency was engaged concurrently
in outreach, enroll-ment, certification of income and household size, provid-
ing housing information and other services to participantsr dnd making pay-

ments to recipients, as well as manalJernent activities intended to coordinate

and monitor these tasks. The following brief chronology lists major events

during this period which are important to the topics covered in this report.

Chronology of Major Events

Date

to/72

tL/t/72

L7/7 2-2/7 3

t/B/13

2/L5/73

3/26/73

3/2t/73

4/e /7 3

4/ 2s/7 3

Agency is invited to submit proposal.

Planning Grant Contract is signed.

Detailed Plan is prepared (includes small vacancy survey as-
sisted by Board of Rea1tors, meeting with Property Managers'
Association, planning conferences with HUD).

First publicity is released on the program.

Contract for administrative funds is signed.

First applications are accepted; 76 are taken.

It is found that 60 percent of the first day's applicants rrere
bl-ack, a reversal of the planned percentage for all applicants.

I

AnnuaL Contributions Contract for subsidy funds is signed.

The Agency learns that approximately 5,000 additional Navy
personnel are expected to be assigned to the Jacksonville area
during the coming year. They expect it to tighten the housing
market for program enrollees.

The Report on Program }tlanagement will compare management of the Jackson-
ville program with that at other sites.
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4/30/13

5/73

5/7 3

s/LL/7 3

Early 6/73

6/ L8/7 3

1 /t6/73

8/t4/73

8/18/73

8/ 28/7 3

8/28/73

e/6/73

Early 9/73

e/17 /73

First participants attend Enrollment Conference. Both the
enroflment period (which lasted untif LL/9/73) and the period
of enrollee housing search (which lasted 9O days longer, until
2/9/74) began at this point.

A problem with the widespread non-cooperation by housing
suppliers becomes evident.

Difference of interpretation about lega1 services furnished by
Duval County Legal Aid Association comes to 1iqht. Legal Aid
is prepared to give general 1egal advice, but not to represent
specific participants without further negotiations. Legal ser-
vices remain unfurnishe.d. Subsequently, the city's General
Counsel's offite ;Q'6nsiders providing services, thus delaying
negotiations with Legal Aid.

The first Director announces his resignation effective June
18, 1973.

The first Director and the new Director-designate meet with
representatives of the Jacksonville Property l{anagerrs As-
sociation, a meeting which led to some accommodations by the
program to the wishes of housing suppliers.

New Director officially assumes title.

General Counselrs office decides not to represent participants
in open housing or other suits. Negotiations with Legal Aid
are reopened.

The housing list is posted with a total of four listings.

A recipient is doing outreach work voluntarily. He has distri-
buted over Ir000 leaflets to loca1 shopping centers, etc., and
has been nicknamed I'The EHAP Man."

Agency reaches its 100th recipient.

Individual enrollment conferences are replaced by smaI1-group
conferences (4-15 selected applicants) Ied by assigned services
representatives. The primary reason is to process participants
more quickly.

A meeting to discuss supplier objections to the program is held
at the lvlayor's request between the Agency, JHUD, and a number
of housing suppliers.

City decides not to use services from Legal Aid.

Formal agreement for legal services with a private attorney is
reached. For the first time, legal services are furnished
participants by the Agency.
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LL/e/7 3

Lt/e/73

L/e/7 4

2/e/7 4

The enrollment period ends.

lVro hundred people have become recipients.

Three hundred people have become recipients

The housing search period ends for the Iast enrollees, those
enrolled LL/9/73. In all, 338 have become recipients; 691
enrollees have not qualified for payments, and therefore have
been terminated.

The City, its population and housing market, and. JHUD thus provided the

context within which the Agency made and implemented its plans. The re-
mainder of this report. beginning in the next chapter with an analysis of
the unrepresentative response to outreach, assesses the results obtained
by those plans in that context.
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5.0 ANAIYSIS OF RESPONSE TO OUTREACH

5-1 INTRODUCTION AND STATEI4ENT OF THE PROBLEM

Agency efforts to inform potential participants about the program are called
"outreach." As a result of agency outreach, people heard about the program

and decided whether or not to appIy.

The people who applied to the Housing Allowance Program in Jacksonville
differed in important respects from the profile of applicant characteristics
projected by the Agency in its Detailed PIan of February 9, L973. A com-

parison of planned versus actual profile for net household income, race of
head of household, and sex of head of household'i" p.""ented in Tab1e 5-1.

and Figure 5-I. The data show that the racial distribution of eligible
applicants (33 percent whites, 66 percent blacks)2 is almost exactly the

reverse of the planned distribution (65 percent whites, 34 percent blacks)
and that the percentage of applicants with incomes under $2,000 is more

than twice that which was projected (57 percent compared to 27 percent).
In addition, as shown in Table 5-I, only 62 percent of the total projected
number applied to the program.

The analysis in this chapter will be concerned with these two questions:

Why did fewer households than anticipated respond to Agency
outreach?

Why was the profile of those who responded different from the
planned profile (which reflected the elig:-ble population in
the Jacksonville program area) ?

In the analysis which follows, sex of head of household will play tittle
part, since sex is highly correlated with race and another variable which
will be introduced later: welfare state.
The remaining one percent was composed of persons in the general category
of "spanish Anericans." Preliminary analysis show that they differed in
important ways from both "blacks" and "whites" in Jacksonville. For this
reason, they have not been grouped with either of the two larger ethnic
groups, but rather dropped from the analysis entirely. ftreir numbers are
too small either to permit meaningful analysis as a separate group or to
change overal-I results greatly. Further, most research questions concern
differences between bl-ack and white enrollees. Households in this cate-
gory wil1, of course, be included in other AAE reports.

I

2
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TABLE 5-I
COMPARTSON OF NET INCOI,{E, R},CE OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS, AND

SEX OE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS IN PLANNED AND ACTUAL
ELIGTBI,E APPLICANT POPUI,ATIONS

Sources: Agency Detailed P1an, February 9, L973; AAE Application Forms

aone missing observation

Eligible Applicant
Household
Characteristics

Planned
Number

ActuaI
Number a

Percent
of PIan
Achieved

I Net Household
Income

$o
2000
3000
5000
7000

10, 000 &

1999
2999
4999
6999
9999
over

733 963 13 1z
29A 272 9lz
678 369 54e"

733 88 L2%

27L 1
o 0

IT. Race of Head
of Household

White
Black
Other

Ll 64 564 32e"

922 r118 L27e"
27 II 4Le"

III. Sex of Head
of Househol-d

Male
Female

165 5 353 2L2"

1058 I341 L2'7e"

IV. Total Number
of Eligible
Applicants 2713 1694 62e.
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Figure 5-1
COMPARISON OF NET INCOME, SEX OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS, AND RACE OF
HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS IN PLANNED AND ELIGIBLE APPLICANT POPULATIONS
(IN PERCENTAGES) FOR JACKSONVILLE

L Net lncome ll. Race/Ethnicity
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To say that Agency outreach was associated with certain results is not, of
course, to say that Agency outreach caused those results to take place. As

was mentioned in Chapter 3, the decision t.o apply to the prograrn is one t;'rat

has many possibJ-e causes, only one of which is the outreach message senl-- out

by the Agency. Three factors appear to have contributed significantll, 1e

this outreach response: agency outreach activities, attiLudes towarC govern-

ment prograrns, and different needs. These factors will be examined in the

following analysis. An overview of Agency outreach activities is presented

in Section 5.2. The relationship between these activities and the extent and

ccmposit:-on of outreach response is discussed in Section 5.3. The relation-
ship of Agency activities to the "image" projected by the Agency and the

effect of this image in the context of community attit.udes toward government

programs are discussed in Section 5.4. Differential "housing needs" of biacl<

and white households in Jacksonville as a factor in outreach response are

analyzed in Section 5-5.

(a AGENCY OUTREACH ACTIVITIES

Outreach Plans

AEency outreach plans were based in part upon two assumptions which prcved

to be iII-founded. These regarded the size of the eligible population and

the relative probabitity of receiving too many or too few applications.

The size of the eligible population as originally estimated by
the Agency was 57,293 households. ft was realized later that
this figure included homeowners as well as renters and did not
exclude military personnel- A second estimate of 28,1i5 was
made late in the enroJ-l-ment peri-od. Using Census Bureau I-in-lCO
Public Use Samp1e tapes,.Abt Associates estimates the eligible
population to be 17,429.L Thus, at the time outreach was planned
and implemented, the number of potentiaf eligible applicants
was overestj:nated b1r as much as 230 percent. Further, as not.ed
in Section 4.3 above, as much as 50 percent of the eligible
population may have been in subsrdized housing already. epplr-
cations would have been accepted from such households, but they
rnai, have been less lrkely to apply than others.

The Agency Program Manual-, which provided guidelines for Agency
pianniirg, warned agencies aEainst raj-s j-ng unrealistic expecta-
tions among potential appli-cants, given the ceil_ing on house-
holds which could receive benefits under the program (900

I See Appendrx II for the estimation methods used
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in Jacksonville) - The Agency was also concerned about the
possibility of excessive numbers of applications. The
problem really was, as it turned out, too few applications

Witir thesc assumpti-ons in mincl, the Agency planned for very low key outreach

and allocated few resources to this activity. The plan provided for limited
use of speeches or meetings attended by Agency personnel, pamphlet and poster
distribution, and mass media coverage.2 The Agency also planned to open a

second application office (in addition to the Agencyrs central city head-

quarters) for the duration of the enrollment period in the Beaches area,

which has a proportionately large eligible white population. This neigh-
3borhood- is approximately 18 miles east of the Urban Core where the main

office is l-ocated. For a number of reasons, this second office was never

opened. The Agency envi-sioned practical probJ-ems related to the political
autonomy of the Beaches area. The area had resisted being consolidated
j.nto the city of Jacksonville. By an agreement dating from the time of
consolidation, housing inspections in the Beaches area were performed by

agencies of the previously independent towns rather than by JHUD. This

made it more difficult to carry out the Agency policy of having program in-
spections done by JHUD.4 o1"o, the most readily available space for a

Beaches office was in a public housing complex, a location which the Agency

felt would contribute to a "welfare image."5 In addition to foreseeing
practi-ca1 problems, the Agency had a misconcept.ion of the composition of
the eligible population in the area- They felt that most of the l-ow income

residents were black and therefore did not see a Beaches office as contri-
buting to their efforts to offset the imbalances in the application profile.6

The desire to avoid too many applications was conrmon to al-l agencies in
the AAE, although none overestimated the size of the eligible population
quite so much as Jacksonville.
Detailed PIan, Eebruary 9, L973.

The Beaches area, neighborhood 12 on the map given as Figure 4-1, has
the third highest proportion of below-poverty level renter households
of any of the neighborhoods in which eligible potential applicants were
concentrated.

Interview with Agency adminisLrator.
Ib1d.

1

l_

2

?

4

5

6 rbid.
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In fact, of the L,469 renLer households below poverty lcvel- in the.rr:ear

(1970 Census flgures), 85 percent were white. Despite this sizable eligible
population, only 43 households applied from the Beaches.

Phase I, April - June, Inlt+e1_!E&r!

outreach activities began in March L973. The Agency made presentations

about the program to community groups, public housing social workers, and

the Division of Family Services to encourage them to refer eligible appli-
cants to the program. Beginning at the end of lv1arch, the Agency used

teJ-evision and radio presentations. The director and outreach coordinator
appeared together on teLevision to explain the program. The outreach

coordinator made several public announcements over the radio to encourage

applications.

Other methods used during this first period of outreach were a few news-

paper articles that gave general program information, brochures, ]eafl-ets,
and poster distribution to local food markets, liquor stores, gasoline

stations, etc. in 12 of the 13 neighborhoods, three of which are predominantly

black (1, 5 and 6). Newspaper advertisements (three lines in the classified
section) appeared, beginning in late May and running until August.

By the end of April, it became quite apparent that the profile was not being

met; at this point, 67 percent of the applicants were black as compared with
34 percent in the planned profile. Despite this, the Agency continued to
maintain low-key outreach efforts. However, in an effort to increase the

proportion of white applicants. the Agency decreased its outreach activities
in neighborhoods 1, 5, and 6, and finally ceased them entirely in these

neighborhoods by mid-May. It also increased its efforts in white areas

at this time.

Phase II , JuIy - Augiust: Litt1e Activity

One person acted as outreach coordinator through June; he left the program

in Ju1y, in part because of tension between himself and management with

respect to the performance of the outreach functiorr.I The new program

Outreach Log. The original plan had envisioned only three months of
outreach. For this reason, the position of outreach coordinator was a
temporary one scheduled to end at the time that it in fact did end.
This position was permitted to drop out of the organization chart
despite the fact that it had. become evident that further outreach was
needed; the director then assumed responsibility for outreach.

I
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director took charge in June, and gave outreach activities little attention.
At that time, the reasons she gave for dissatisfaction with outreach as it
had been performed were: (I) that planned outreach activities had never

been implemented and (2) that methods which were implemented were ineffec-
tive and should be discontinued.l

No additional Agency outreach efforts were made during the months of July
and August, while the Agency concentrated on providing services to current
enrollees and. on securing the cooperation of housing suppliers, rather than

on outreach" However, in August, an enthusiastic white recipient distributed
over I,000 leaflets at local shopping centers and gathering places, at his
own expense.

Phase IfI, September - October: Increased Efforts

In September, the Agency director decided to expand outreach. More emphasis

was placed on such activities as distributing leaflets to apartment complexes,

contacting other agencies, and writing letters to public housing tenants.
The dj-rector also met with the mayor's staff to obtain aid from the city
government in extending outreach to senior citizens. EIderIy applications,
however, remained far below the number projected in the p1an.

In October, JHUD hired a new public relations man. He developed a "jingle"
for radio broadcasts and made contacts with local television stations and

newspapers. In mid-October, the staff distributed leaflets to subsidized
apartment complexes in mostly middle-in"o*" 

".".t.2 
Application-taking

ceased as of October 26, L913.

Outreach Log-

The units leaffetted were in largely white-occupied Section 236, federally
subsidized housing complexes in which rents had recently been increased.
The agency assumed that an increased rent burden in these complexes might
Iead some households to apply for the Experimental Housing Allowance Pro-
g,ram, according to the Agency director.

I
2
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tra THE RESPONSE TO OUTREACH

OveraLl Response

Three distinct phases of outreach activity have been identified above:

April-June: init.ial- "1ow profile" general activities,
July-August: little outreach activity
September-October: intensified outreach activity with more "targeE-
ing" toward whites and (relatively) higher-income households.

The total number of eligible applicants by month is shown in Figure 5-2. The

shape of the distribution confirms the general impression of outreach given

above : that is, early activity followed by declining emphasis in the mrddle

months and renewed efforts late in the enrollment period. The average number

of applicants per month is about 24O-L

Figure 5-2
ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS BY MONTH (BLACK AND WHITE ONLY)

329

208
188

129

215
201

412

Aprila May June July Aug. Sept. Oct

N=1682, missing one observation
Source: AAE Application Forrns

a iVlarch and April program months combined in Aprl

I Standard deviation = 87.96
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while it cannot be rul-ed out that the decreased application rate during JuJ-y

and August resulted from seasonal differences (heat, seasonal employment,

distraction of summertime activities, for example), it seems reasonable to

see in this data a rel.ationship between the level of agency outreach activity
and the number of applications received.

No such relationship can be found for variations in the proportions of black

and white applicants. Taking only these two groups into account, the percen-

tage of white applicants varied from a low of 32 percent in Phase I (April -
June) to a high of 38 percent in Phase II (.futy - August). Part of the

increase in Phase II may be a result of the activities of the white recipient
who was acting as self-appointed recruiter at that time.' Oa the time when

Agency efforts were most consciously directed toward whites, in Phase III
(September - October), the number of white applicants increased but the per-

centage actually declined somewhat from Phase II, as shown in Table 5-2.

TABI,E 5-2

ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND OUTREACH PHASE

N=l-670
Ir4issing observations (no income reported) = 13

Source: A,AE A,oplication Forms

uIr-, th" remainder of this chapter and in those that folfow, data
on only bl-ack and white participants and terminees are analyzed;
applicants and participants whose race/ethnicity was reported as
"ot.her" are not included since the emphasis here is on differences
between blacks and whites.

The impression of the Agency at the time was that the applicants referred
by this white recipient were racially mixed. The on-site observer fe1L,
however, that they were predominantly white.

Race

White

Outreach Phase

I
#

II III
ait % # z

23I 32e" L32 38r 201 33?

4l-2 67

613 100

Black 494 68 2L2 62

TOTALA 725 r00 344 I00

I
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Much the same conclusion is reached from data describing variations in net
income of eligible applicants by month. The percentage falling into the

Iowest income group ($0-I,999) varies from a low of 50 percent in May to
a high of 62 percent in September.

Numbers and percentages of eligible applicants by outreach phase and income

are reported in Table 5-3. The income distribution of applicants is almost

identical- for all three phases of outreach activity. Thus, it cannot be

shown that Agency efforts to reach more white or higher-income eligible ap-

plicants were a significant factor in determining who actually applied.

TABLE 5-3

ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS BY INCOT{E AND OUTREACH PHASE

Outreach Phase

I II III
utt z # ts # z

$0-1, 999 402 56e" 195 58% 342 56e"

s2,ooo-4,999 283 39 L24 37 235 39

$5,000 + 38 5 I9 6 32 5

TOTAI 723 100 I ::e r0O 609 100

N = 1570
Missing observations = (no income reported): 13
Source: AAE Application Forms

Response to Outreach t"tethods

What, then, did infl-uence the observed outcomes? The next factor to examine

is the outreach techniques by which the agency reached applicants. If it can

be shown that the various media used had very different results, some con-
clusj-ons can be drawn about the efficiency of the nrix of methods actually
used in attempting to meet the planned profile.

Analysis of the relative effectiveness of different outreach methods in
Jacksonville relies heavily upon a single question on the Application Eorm,

as indicated in Figure 5-3.

fncome
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Figure 5-3
APPLICATION FORM OUESTION: HOW APPLICANT FIRST HEARD OF PROGRAM

4 How did you firsr hear of this programT (Please check only one.)

! Referral from Public Housrng waitrng lis! f Radro

! Referral from anothel agency C Printed Pamphlet

! Friend or relative ! Community Bulletin Boaro

lden?tltcttron Number

trTV
D Newspaper

E At a meeting
O Otner (soecify:)

i: is -'Lear:rat reslionses to this question are a:1 imperfecc prox.1':c,r''-:.-

fcrnation as tc what actually led an appl j-cant to apply; however, ts-hei., 3311

lzreld some information and will henceforth be used to draw inferences aDout

the response to various outreach methods.

The responses to the question on the Application Form were grouped tntc 1--ne

categories showrl in Table 5-4. The percentages given in parentheses beside

the column headings in Table 5-4 indicate the percentage of a1l eligible
appJ-icants who named that method as the one by which they first hear,j of the

program.

The categories imply different kinds of response to Agency outreach activi-
ties. Applicants who say they heard of the program from the meoia or com-

munity contacts are indicating a direct response to an outreach activity con-

trolled by the Agency. Applicants who were referred by other agencies may

represent a response to Agency presentatj-ons to those agencies, but referral
behavior is certainly not under the direct control of the housing allowance

Agency. Finally, the "t,rord-of -mout-h" applicant-s, those who heard of the
program through frrends or relattves, cannot cl-earlv be linkeci to any

part.icular Agency outreach actrvity.

According to this grouping, it can be seen that fewer than a third of all ap-

plicants were responding directly to an Agency-controlLed outreach effort.
About 29 percent were referred by other agencies, and even more fell rnto

the word-of-mouth category. This distribution -is consistent with the pat-

terns at other AAE sites and ill-ustrates the lim:-ts on outreach as a means
1

of conLrcili-ng applrcatron prof j-l-es.

over arl ej-ght AAE srtes, about a quarter of arl eri-grbl-e applrcants
were referred by other agencies, and about a third. first heard of the
program by word-of -mouth. see .]ean i'lac)lir1an, ',Applicant Character-
istics and outreach llet.hods " (cambridge: Abt Associates rnc. , draf t,
L976) , p. 2L.

l_
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TABLE 5-4

ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS BY HOW FIRST HEARD OF PROGRAM BY RACE

t Word of
Mouth
(3e%)

TeIe-
vision
(10%)

News-
paper
(9*"1

Radio
(8* )

Conununity
Contacts
(1t1

I"Iisc.
Other
(1%)

TOTAL
( 10ou )

#a

{
N)

Missing Observations: I
Source: AAE Application Forms

"Th" p"r"entages shown with method category names are the percentages of aII responses which fell into
that category. The percentages shown in other cells are the percentages within that category which
belong to the racial group identified.

Race

Refer-
ral
(29"6)

Pamphlets
(4%)

#a #t #a #z !tt I # B # z # z

White 2L8 34e" L46 302 83 51% 59 38% 12 9Z 29 49e" 7 58e" I0 53% 564 34),

BIack 432 66 337 70 80 49 96 62 l-29 91 30 51 5 t42) 947 1118 66

TOTAI 650 100 483 100 163 100 155 100 141 100 59 100 L2 I00 19 100 L682 10c

I.. I I' TT I I I I - I I I I : T I I



fn the word-of-mouth category, the proportions of blacks and whites exactly
mirror those in the applicant population as a whole. It seems reasonable to
conclude from this that word-of-mouth communication served to amplify other
outreach methods in general, rather than carrying the word selectively to
one or more subgroups within the eligible population.I

More revealing is the "referral" category, which produced a racial mix of
applicants significantly different from the overall percentages at the .05

level.2 ,h" on-sj-te observer reported that most referrals came either from

the local Division of Family Services or from public housing and relocation
social workers. The percentage of eligible applicants who were also welfare
recipients is shown in Table 5-5. Although only an estimated 10 percent of

TABLE 5-5

WELFARX RECIPIENTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE ELIGIBLE POPULATION, OF ALL
ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS, AND OF ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS WHO

WERE REFERRED BY OTHER AGENCIES IN JACKSONVILI,E,
DURHAM AND PEORIA

Jacksonville Durham Peoria

Wel-fare recipients as a
percentage of the eligible
population

10e" 66 11%

WeLfare recipients as a
percentage of all eligible
applicants

64 58 49

Welfare recipients as a
percentage of al-l eligible
applicants from referral

78 74 64

Sources AAE Application Forms
1970 Publ-ic Use Sample Census Tapes

This conclusion is supported by analysis of the response patterns for all
eight AAE agencies. Ibid., pp. 26-21.

Z = L.65 in a difference of proportions test, significant in a one-tailed
test (appropriate because, given the agencies involved and their clientefe,
the probable direction of d.ifference can be hypothesized). Throughout the
report, Z wiLT be used for any test statistic which has a unit normal
distribution.

I
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the eligible population was receiving welfare assistance. 64 percent of all
eligible applicants feI] into this category. Over three-quarters of those

who first heard of the program by referral were welfare recipients. Figures

from Durham and Peoria, included for comparative purposes, show much the

same pattern--of about equal strength in Durham and Jacksonville, and some-

what weaker in Peoria.

In 1974, the Housing I'lanagement Branch of JHUD estimated that 75 percent of
all- households in public housing in Jacksonville were black. The Division
of Family Services estimated that 77 percent of its clients in the Aid to
Famities with Dependent Children (AFDC) program were black. (Figures on

other Division of Family Services programs were not available.) The solici-
tation of referrals from these and other agencies produced a relatively
Iarge number of applicants (he1ping somewhat with the problem of too few

applications). However, these referrals also produced a mix of applicants
quite different from that in the eligible population.l

Of all the methods shown in Table 5-4, only "television" and "pamphlets"
produced proportions of eligible white applicants which seem substantially
hi-gher than that of the group as a whole.2 "Radio" produced a strikingly
large percentage of black applicants, much higher than that of any other
method. Although outreach messages were carried over ten different radio
stations in the Jacksonville area, most of them were not stations whose

programming was directed especially toward black audiences. The response

to outreach methods by lower income households was similar to that of
black households. Generating applications from moderate and higher in-
come llroups proved to be a problem. Television and pamphlets show a smaller

than average proportion of respondents in the lowest income category; re-
ferral shows a very high proportion. Television and pamphlets were more

successful than other methods in attracting middle income ($2,000-$4,999).

Among applicant househol-d.s which first heard of the program by referral
from other agencies, 81 percent were female-headed, a major difference
from the estimated 39 percent in the eligible population.

"Community contact" and "miscellaneous other" categories were not taken
into consideration because of the small numbers involved.

l
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applicants. No method generated a pr:oportion of higher income (over $5,OOO)

applicants greater than l1 percent. These resul-ts are presentt:d in Tablc 5-(r.

(iiven this evidence that clilf erent methods at-tract different- mixr.r; of alrpl i'-

cants, it is int.eresting to look at the way in which the mix varies with level
of Agency activity. In Table 5-7, two outreach methods whose Ievel of use

the Agency could vary at will- -- television and pamphlets -- are compared

with referrals. At least on a percentage basis. referrals seem to be little
affected by the lower activi-ty level of Phase II or the increased activity of
Phase IfI. Televisi-on and pamphlets vary somewhat more from phase to phase.

The greater percentage of applicants who first heard of the program through

pamphlets during Phase III is probably a result of the intensified leaflet
distribution at that time.

It should al-so be noted, however, that changes in percentages of totaL appli-
cants within the two categories under Agency control are small when compared

to the gap in absolute numbers between them and the number of referrals.
Thus, while there is evidence that the Agency could have increased the pro-
portions of white and higher-income applicants by greater use of television
and other outreach activities through the enrollment period, the data do not

lead to the conclusion that minimally increased use of these methods would

have made much difference. ft is, of course, impossible to speculate on the

basis of the data about what might have happened had the use of these methods

been greatly intensified.l

Examination of time trends in responses of demographic groups (racial,
income) to varying outreach methods sheds no further light upon what has

already been reported.

The AAE report on outreach methods concludes, on the basis of an analysis
of outreach at all eight sites, that intensive outreach campaigns which
employed professionally designed materials and paid media time (and
space) proved best able to draw a mix of applicants from all parts of
the eligible population. Ibid., p. iii.

I
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TABLE 5-6

ELIGfBLE APPLICANTS BY HOW FIRST HEARD OF PROGRAM BY
INCOME

93 9 a6r.

\'lo

642 3E

89

L67 0

f,

Missing observations (reporting no income)
Source: AAE Application Forms

13

tTh" p.r"entages shown with method category names are the percentages of al} responses which fell
into that category. The percentages sho\,ir in other ceLls are the percentages within that category
which belong to the income group identified.

a

Net
Income

Word of
Mouth
(38%)

Refer-
raf
(29e")

Tele-
vision
(]ou)

News-
paper
(9'")

Radio
(88)

Pamphlets
(4t 

1

Community
Contacts
(rz1

I4isc.
Other
(It1

TOTAI
(1002)

#t #z #s #z #% Itt % # I # t !
ti

$0-r,999 350 54e" 339 1Le" 55 34e" 8t 52% 69 50? 25 42% IO 83 e" 10 53%

$2, O00-
4,ggg

254 40 124 26 94 58 68 44 62 45 31 53 2 L7l 7 l37l

$5, 0oo+ 396 t74 L49 6 l4l I t6l 3 ts 1 U 2 tlll

TOTAI, 643 100 480 101 163 100 15 5 I00 I39 101 59 100 t2 100 19 100

rI - I I I. I El I' I I 
-I 

I T' I I - I



TABLE 5-7

VARIATIONS IN RESPONSE TO THREE OUTREACH METHODS OVER PHASES OF AGENCY
OPERATION

l4ethod

I II III Overal 1

#z + t # # ?t

Television 85 L2% 2L 6% 57 9Z 163 10%

Pamphlets 152 10 3 34 6 594

ReferraL 2L2 29 101 29 170 28 483 29

All Other
Sources

4r3 57 2L2 62 352 57 977 58

TOTAL 725 100 344 100 613 I00 1682 10r

l4issing observation: I
Source: AAE Application Forms

5.4 THE MESSAGE CONVEYED BY OUTREACH: PROGRAM IMAGE

In preceding sections, it is shown that the Agency was successful- in attrac-
ting applicants from some subgroups of the eligible population (black and

lower income households) and less successful with other groups. This out-
come does not appear to be related to the intensity of outreach activit.ies.
Although the number of appli-cants varied with the intensity of Agency ef-
forts, their racial and income characteristics did not. Some outreach tech-
niques worked better than others in attracting the under-represented ele-
ments of the population, but even the most successful technique (television)
yielded a proportion of white applicants substantially lower than the planned

level.

Given this distinct application pattern, which the Agency was unable to alter
by changing the extent or emphasis of its activities, it seems appropriate to
look beyond the specific types of outreach carried out by the Agency for an

explanation. The Agency employed a diverse mix of outreach media: news re-
leases, television and radio talk shows and viewer-listener response shows,
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classified advertisements in newspapers, contacts with other agencies t-o en-

courage referrals, brochures, Ieaflets and posters.

General circulation media were used and literature was distributed in areas

where there was a high concentration of eligible households. Although it
was correctly described by the Agency as "Iow profile," the outreach effort
seems to have given most of the eligible population an opportunity to hear

of the program's existence.

There is no evidence that any subgroup of the population \^ras excluded from

outreach. OnIy after it became clear that a disproportionate number of
Iower-income and black households were applying was the outreach effort
consciously directed toward whites and households in the higher eligible
income categories.

If the message was fairly widely disseminated and all groups had a reasonable

opportunity to hear it, the next question is, was it stated in such a hray as

to imply that the program was intended for one subgroup rather than another.

Specifically, in light of the observed response, it must be asked whether

the Agency, intentionally or unintentionally, gave the impression that they

expected the program to be used mostly by black households.

The Agency conscientiously portrayed the program as one intended for the

full eligible population. Brochures and leaflets showed a Superman figure
with both Caucasian features and an "Afro" hairstyle; the attempt seemed to
be to project a racially non-specific im.ge.1 The outreach coordinator
(black) and the agJency director (white) appeared together in early television
and radio exposures. A newspaper article quoted the Agency director as

saying "Unlike other public housing, the experiment calls for a cross-section
of the community to be enrolled. ."2

Contacts with other agencies probably resulted in a somewhat greater exposure

of the program to clients of those agencies than to the population in general.

Data have been presented showing that participants in .Iacksonville "welfare"
and public housing programs are disproportionately black; thus, the outreach

An example is attached in Appendix I.
April 2, 1973. The Times Union is Jacksonvifle's

I
2 Florida Times Unron

most widely read newspaper.
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method contained the potential for reaching some groups more than others.
With this exception, Agency outreach does not seem to have been directed
toward blacks more than whites.

However. some factors influencing the programts "imagte" were beyond Agency

control. As earlier stated, public housing serves a disproportionate
number of black families in Jacksonville. It is aIleged., in fact, Lo be

thought of generally among whites as "a black program. "I Thus, although

the statement by the Agency director cited above contains the information
that the program is intended for "a cross-section of the conununity," it
also identifies the experimental housing allowance program with public

)
housing.- Even more racially identifiable was the manner in which the pro-

gram was first announced to the city by the mayor, who was quoted as saying

that it was a program "which he expects to help get rid of the ghettos in
?

the city- "-

Whatever the cause, the data revealed that the program was widely thought of
as a welfare-type program. This image often carried with it the assumption

that most participants in such programs in Jacksonville are nonwhite -

It seems that this welfare image with its racial overtones greatly affected
the response to Agency outreach, making it less Iikely that white and

moderate-income households would apply because of the stigrura associated with
such programs in their minds and cul-tural milieu. Households which were al-
ready participants in a welfare type program, on the other hand, would pre-

sumably have l-ess resistance to applying for another. This is a matter

which cannot be demonstrated by the data, but appears to have been of great

importance in producing the observed response to the Agencyrs outreach.

In summary, although the Agency did not do anything deliberately to create

the image of a black program, its outreach was not extensive or specific
enough to offset tendencies to regard it as such. It thus failed to pro-
ject the intended idea of the program in a way which would encourage white

and higher income groups in the eligible population to app1y.

Opinion of on-site observer. corroborated by supplier and community
interviews.
Another part of the same article stated that "the experiment is designed
as an alternative to public housing--project housing. "
trlorida Times Union, February L4, 1973.

1

1

3
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5.5 DIFFERENTIAL HOUSING NEEDS

A final matter which should be taken into account is the differential neeo

for the program among black and white residents of Jacksonville. In Chapter

4, data are presented which show that the housing market in Jacksonvill-e is
highly segregated and that housing conditions for black households are sys-

tematically worse than for white households. More specific data on the

housing condition of the eligible population show that 33 percent of eligi-
ble black households were living in substandard units, as connpared to I0
percent of eligible white households.I rE seems quite reasonable, given

these facts, to assume that a program which offered housing assistance woul-d

be used most by that part of the populace with the worst present housinE

s ituati-on.

Few data, except those on housing conditions and response raLes, exist to
test Lhis assumption. It is supported somewhat by evidence that black en-

rollees planned to move from the unit in which they were living at the time

of their enrollment more often than did white enrollees.2 These data are

presented in Table 5-8.

TABLE 5-8

PLANS AT ENROLL!,IENT TO MOVE OR STAY
BY RACE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

677 LCO

Sources: AAE Enrollment Forms, AAE Application Forms

See Appendix rf for the housing measures used.

The outreach question deals with applicants, of course, and not with
enrollees. However, the profife of enrollees is very much l-ike the ap-
plicant profile in all characteristics collected on tne Application Form.
Thus, it seems valid to infer that a corresponding difference also existed
among applicants.

1

2

Pl-ans

Race
I"1ove Stay Undecided TOTAL

# % #u # z #s
t^lhite 221 64 e" 1I0 32% 15 5e" 347 I01?

Black 590 87 538 3q 5
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5

Survey responses on the satisfaction of participants with their current dwel-

ling unit and neighborhood at the time of enrollment reveal patterns which

are consistent with moving p1ans. Among respondents feeling strongly about

their neighborhood or unit, blacks were much less likely to be very satisfied
and more J-ikely to be very unsatisfied. NeutraL and less emphatic responses

showed less difference between blacks and whites. These results are pre-
sented in Table 5-9. Data are from the sample of the enrollees included in
the First Participant Survey.

The evidence that eligible black households were in lower quality housing

than eligible whites and that black enrollees were more like1y to plan to
move and were less satisfied with their housing units and neighborhoods sup-

ports the hypothesis that differences in "need" for the program played a

part in the relatively larger number of black households who applied. This

causal- link must remain at best a hypothesis, however, since data to test
it directly are lacking.

o SUM},IARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSE TO AGENCY OUTREACH

Analysis of the response to Agency outreach began with the recognition that
the Agency had failed to achieve either its planned number or demographic

profile of applicants.

TI.le deliberately low-key outreach campaign almost certainly contributed to
the low total number of appJ-icants. The volume of applications over time

corresponded to the intensity of outreach, so it is reasonable to conclude

that an earlier increase in outreach intensity would have yielded more ap-

plications by the end of the prescribed enrollment period.

With respect to the profile, in which white applicants and applicants with
comparatively high (e1igible) income levels were under-represented, an

examination of Agency outreach activities led to the conclusion that nothing

had been done intentionally to produce the results. Further, when Lhe

Agency's own monitoring of the applicant profile revealed this trend. ef-
forts were undertaken to correct it, but those efforts proved only partially
effective.

B1



TABLE 5-9

DWELIING UNIT AND NEIGHBORHOOD SATISFACTION BY RACE OF HEAD OF

HOUSEHOLD

, Drelling
Unit
Satisfaction

I White

I Black

' very
r Satisfied

#

e 12221

10 9

Somewhat
satisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

4
trz90 #a #

8 [20e" ] 13 322

52 47

42

106 t00

L07 r00

3 Missing observations: 4

Black

Neighborhood
Satisfaction
White

-I, 15 37 e [22) 0 7 lr7) 10 24 4t r00

8 t8l T2 IT 43 402 L20

i16 rs

23 22

Missing observations: 3

Source: First Participant Survey, AAE Application Forms

Neither
Somewhat
Dissatisfied

#t # z

2 Lse"l 22210

7 l7l 2L 20

I I T I -' I --.I' I I- It I I I T



The Agency, in rnaking decisions on outreach, was hesitant in responding to
evidence that the profile was not being met- Outreach was insufficiently
intense or specific to offset l-ocal tendencies to regard the housing allow-
ance as a welfare-type program which woul-d be used mostly by black partici-
pants. Some Agency outreach activities were somewhat more successful than

others in reaching a representative subset of the eligible population.

However, this outreach was largely offset by a very large proportion of
applicants who were referred by other agencies, especially welfare and

public housing. It is probable that two factors which explain much of
the observed response ;o Agency outreach are the welfare stigma that was

associated with the program and the generally greater level of housing de-

privation anpng black residents of Jacksonville than among white citizens.
Lacking data on why some individuals and groups did not appfy in more

representative numbers, however, the influence of these two factors must

remain a hypotheri=.1

Data col-Iection activities during the second enrollment peri-od rn
Jacksonville will be designed to allow testing of the hypothesis.

.L
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6 0 INTRODUCTION TO THE SEARCH PROCESS

The following five chapters contain an analysis of a complex set of activities
which will be referred to as "the search process" or simply "search." Search

inc.Ludes: (1) all activities by enrollees which are related to renti nga
unit for which payments may be receivedi (2) all Agency actions which infl-u-
ence these enrollee activities; and (3) all actions by housing suppliers and

others which infl-uence the outcome of enrol-lee activities. An overview of
the search process and a perspective on the five separate but interrelated
analyses which foIlow are provided in this chapter.

6.1 OVERVIEW OF THE SEARCH PROCESS

After certified applicants were enrolled in the programrl ,h.y were gi-ven a

period of 60 days (with a possible 3O-day extension) to rent housing which

met the Agency's quality criteria.2 A schematic view of the components of
the search process is presented in Figure 6-I. It calIs attention to those

components which will be included in the analysis.

The first process noted in Figure 6-1 is the enrollment of a certified appli-
cant. When a househofd had been enrolled, the Agency offered, but did not

.3requirer- a series of three housing information workshops. An enrollee might

choose to attend one or more of these sessions at any time during the search

period. Similarly, the enrol-l-ee had the option to meet in an individual con-

ference with an appointed services representati-ve or to use any of several

services the Agency made available: a list of available units, transportation
to Iook for units, and child care while visiting potential units.4

2

See Appendix IIf on intervening selection procedures, which had littfe
effect on profile.
This period will be call-ed "the search period." A related but distin-
guishable period of time is "the agency search periodr" the time during
which any one of the 11035 enrolled households was searching (e.9., from
the time of the f irst enrollment in late April L973, until February
9,1974, when the last enrollee who had not managed to find housing
was terminated).
One exception wil-I be discussed later. The workshops are discussed in
Chapter 8 and described in Appendix IIf.
The general term "unit" will be used to refer to a housing or dwelling
unit, whether it is a single-family structure or in a multi-family
structure..

1

3

4
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Figure 6-1

SCHEMATIC CHART OF THE SEARCH PROCESS
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tror the household, the goal of the process was to find a unit for which

payments could be received. Three major steps were required of enrollees:
(I) find units they wished to rent;I (2) learn whether or not the housing

)
supplier- was willing to rent the unit to them; and (3) request an inspection
by the Agency to determine whether the unit in question met program require-
ments, based on Jacksonville's Minimum Standards Housing Code. These steps

did not take place in an invariable order. The enrollee might first find a

unit that met the Agency's quality criteria and then approach the supplier
about renting, or might first ascertain the supplier's willingness to rent
before requesting an inspection. The Agency advocated the latter course in
order to save the cost of fruitless inspections.

Enrollees were free to consider, bargain for, and request inspection for as

many units as time permitted, but the search process ultimately ended one

of two ways: either the households found units meeting the program criteria
and became recipj-ents, or they did not find units and consequently terminated

from the progrem without having received any payments.

The Problem: Search Failures for Bl-ack Households

The central research problem simply stated is: "Why did black households

become recipients at a much lower rate than white households?" Evidence of
the problem has already been presented in the t.abl-es in Section 2.L. while
54 percent of the enrolled white households attained recipient status, only
21 percent of the black households did so.3 of the 697 households which

terminated without receiving payments, 76 percent were black. Of these black

households, 95 percent terminated because they did not find an acceptable

unit within the time allowed them.4 O1ahorgh the analysis will consider a

number of secondary questions, the issue of search failures for black

1

2

3

The unit could be either the one occupi-ed by the household at enrollment
or another to which they desired to move.

The term "housing supplier" or "supplier" is used throughout the report
to refer to owners, landlords, property managers, rental agents, or
other persons who are empowered to make decisions about the rental and
maintenance of a unit.
See Table 7-1 and Chapter 7 for discussion of racial differences in be-
coming recipients.
Failure to find an adequate unit was also the major reason for termination
among whites, with 90 percent (146) of al-I white terminations for this
reason; the difference was that fewer whites terminated.

4
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houscholds is the thread that links them a11.. 'l'he failure rate for white
households, while not nearJ-y so high as that for blacks, was nevertheless
the highest at any site. An additionaL secondary research problem is to
understand the factors which led to this outcome.

6.2 FACTORS TO BE CONSTDERED IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE SEARCH PROCESS

The analysis follows the order of activities suggested in Figure 6-1. It
considers first (in Chapter 7) the characteristics of enrolled households

at the time of their enrollment, before they received housing information
from the agency:

Demographic characteristics other than race (income, household
size, and sex and age of head of household);

Quality and cost of the housing occupied by households at
enrollment;

Preferences for moving to a different unit or staying in the
original unit; and

Prior experience in the housing market (to the extent that data
permit inferences).

The primary reason for examining these factors is to see whether character-
istics other than race might help explain the lower rate of attainment of
recigient status among black households.

In Chapter 8, attention turns to the Agency and what it did to prepare en-

rollees to search for units. Differences between black and white households

are analyzed with particular emphasis on the impacts of Agency activities
on search outcomes.

In Chapter 9, the way in which enrollees (now having had the opportunity to
receive Agency housing information) searched for housing is examined. The

chapter asks:

How intensively did enrollees search;

Where did enrollees search, and why; and

What housing conditions existed in places where enrollees searched?

Differences between black and white households are examined for possible
explanations of different search outcomes. One major potential cause of
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prepayment termination is discussed in this chapter. It is conceivable

that the enrollees who dropped out either did not search at all, did not
persevere, or searched in places where they were likely to encounter

resistance on the part of housing suppliers. If any one of these patterns
was more in evj-dence among blacks than among whites, it can help explain
the lower rate of attaining recipient status among blacks.

Another potential source of search difficulties is supplier resistance,
which is examined in Chapter I0. Both the Agency and Abt Associates' on-

site observer reported widespread supplier resistance to some parts of the

program. In many cases, it was suspected that discrimination because of
race or program participation was also taking place. Factors which are

examined include:

Discrimination;

The lease requirement (program guidelines required that. a
Iease be signed by the supplier and the recipient);

The inspection requirements; and

Other factors (such as the limited duration of the program
and the proposed transfer of units to the Leased Housing
Program after the Experiment ended).

Interactions between the Agency and housing suppliers are also analyzed.

Finally, in Chapter 11, the roLe the Agency played in assisting enrollees
with problems they encountered during search is examined. Particular atten-
tion is paid to the use of legal services to counter perceived discrimination
and to the procedures for housing inspection.
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7 .O ENROLLEE CHARACTERISTICS AT ENROLLIVIENT

7.L OVERVIEW

The fact that bl-ack enrollees were Less successful than white enrollees in
becoming recipients might be explained in two ways. The black enrollees may

have entered the program with characteristics (other than race) which put

them at a relative disadvantage in meeting the housing quality requirements

and in becoming recipients. The remainder of Chapter 7 examines this pos-

sible explanation. Alternately , experiences encountered in the program or

in the marketplace may have worked to the detriment of black enrollees. The

second explanation for differences between blacks and whites in the proba-

bility of becomj-ng recipients is analyzed in Chapters 8 through 11.

Two types of pre-program enrollee characteristics (other than race) could

explain racial differences in the attainment of recipient status in the
program: demographic characteristics and pre-program housing conditions.
The former is examined in Section 7.2, the latter in Section 7.3.

The demographic characteristics of enrollees are analyzed to determine

whether there are systematic differences between black and white enrollees

which might explain their differing success rates. Several contrasts are

found, but none explains the major difference in outcomes. In all major

demographic categories, a smaller proportion of black than white enrollees
became alLowance recipients.

Some factors related to pre-program housing conditions did seem to place

black enrollees at a disadvantage: bfack enrollees occupied poorer quality

housing, were more dissatisfied with both their unit and their neighborhood,

and more often intended to move to a new unit than white enrollees. The key

element in this chain is the intention to move; enrollees who intended to
move became recipients at only half the rate of those who intended to stay

in their prepayment unit. This set of factors, therefore, does partiall-y

explain the differential success of black and white enroLLees. Although

these factors l-eave much of the difference between black and white success

rates unexplained, they show more impact than any other points examined in

the chapter.
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The conclusion from this analysis is that race is by far the most important.
pre-program characteristic distinguishing those who succeeded in attaining
recipient status from those who failed to do so.

Racial Differences in Becoming Recipients

As indicated earlier in the report, there were substantial differences in
Jacksonville between whites and blacks in their success in meeting all pro-
gram requirements and becomS-ng recipients of a housing allowance. Twenty-

one percent of bl-ack enrolled households and 54 percent of white enrolled
households actually became recipients. Table 7-I shows this difference,
which was found to be statistically significant.

TABLE 7-I
ATTAINMENT OF RECTPIENT STATUS BY RACE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Recipient Status
BIack White

N 9o N I

Became Recipient 145
2LZ

185
542

Did not Become
Recipient

532
79

r61 46

TOTAI ENROLLEESA
671 roo

347
100

)X- = 108.5 Significant at the .05 level
N = 1O24

Sources:
a

AAE application and Palzment Initiation Forms

In the remainder of this chapter and in those that follow, data on
only black and. white participants and terminees are analyzed; the
1I enrollees whose race/ethnicity was reported as other than black
or white are not included since the emphasis here is on differences
between blacks and whites.

'72 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERI STICS

Observed differences between whites and blacks in attaining recipient status
in Jacksonville could possibly be explained by pre-program derographic

characteristics other than race. The distribution of white and black en-

roll-ees on four characteristics--sex of head of household, net household

income, household size and age of head of household--is shown in Figure 7-1.

Black and white enrol-Iees differed on a number of these demographic charac-

teri-stics. As is shown in Figure 7-1, there are statistically significant
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Figure 7-1.
COMPARISON OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BLACK AND WHITE
EN ROLLEES ( I N PERCENTAGES)
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N=347
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N=677
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Male
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Under 5999

s10c0 1999

s2000 2999

s3000-4999

s5000 6999

C. Household Size

One

11

45

6+

D. Age of Head of Household

Under 25

25-44

45.61

62+

N = 1024
Source: AAE Enrollment, Application, & Certrfication Forms
'X2 rs srgnif icant at the ,05 level, computed f rom actual numbers
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differences between black and white enroll-ees in their distributions of age,

sex, income and househofd size. Black households were more often femal-e-

headed. They tended to be larger and to have l-ower income and somewhat

younger heads of household than white families. It seems logical that any

one of these differences might have played a major role in the failure of
blacks to find units. Each of these characteristics (with the possibfe ex-
ception of the age difference), often leads to more difficulty in using the
housing market.

The percentages of enrollees who became recipients within each dernographic

category are presented in Figure 7-2. The most striking aspect of Figure
7-2 is the consistency with which black households in every category became

recipients at a noti ceably l-ower rate than white households. (Co1umns one

and three of that figure disptay a comparison of the "success rates" by race
within each category.) Thus the distribution of derographic characteristics
(other than race) does not direitly expl-ain the relationship between attain-
ment of recipient status and the race of househol-d head (shown in Table 7-l).
Each of the denrographic characteristics is discussed in more detail in the
succeeding sections.

Sex of Head of Household

As shown in Figure 7-2, female heads of household, among both black and white
enrollees, were somewhat more successful than male-headed households in at-
taining recipient status (22 percent vs. 15 percent for black households and

55 percent vs. 5I percent for white households).1 The hypothesis that femafe

heads of household may have encountered more difficulty in the housing market

is not supported by these data. Also, since the proportion of female-headed

households in the black enroll-ee population is larger than in the white en-

rol1ee population, a higher female success rate does not help to explain the

lower attairunent of recipient status by black households. In fact, the

empirical relationship observed, if real, should have contributed to a

higher rather than a lower success rate for blacks.

In neither case is the difference between the sexes statistically signi-
ficant: corrected X2 for whites = I.66, for blacks = 0.37.

1
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Figure 7-2
ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES
(IN PERCENTAGES)
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Oid Not
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Age of Head of Household and Size of Household

Although there is a statistically significant difference i-n the distribution
of white and black households across age and household size categories ( see

Figure 7-i-) , these two demographic characteristics do not appear to explain

the differential rate of termination between the two racial groups. Figure

7-2 indicates that there were very smalI differences across age categories
in the percentage of enrollees who became recipients among either blacks or

whites. SmalIer families became recipients somewhat more often than large

families among white households. This relationship, however, did not hold

for black households (see Figure 7-3).

Figure 7-3
ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE AND RACE/ETHNICITY
OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

80o/o

62%
60% 58Yo

(63)
(158)

43Yo
45o/o White

(88) (38)

2OYo 16% 19Yo 21Yo Black

(33e)

(199) (1 19)

(19)
0

One 2'3 4'5 6 or
N = 1023 Household Size more
Missing Observations: 1

Source: Confidence intervals by interpolation from graph in Richard S. Burrngton and Donald C. May, Jr

Handbook of Probability and Statistics (New York: McGraw Hill, 1970), p.254.
AAE Application Forms, Payment lnrtiation Forms.

Nore: ln percenrs with confidence intervals based on sample size rn each category. Sample sizes shown
in parentheses below confidence intervals.
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Household Net Income

As shown in Figure 7-2, Iower income households (Iess than $2,OOO net income

per year) were somewhat more successful in attaining recipient status than

higher income households ($2,000+). The hypothesis that higher income house-

holds would be more likely to succeed (because of advantages such as more

disposable income to spend on housing and a higher probability of entering
the program in adequate housing) is not supported in the data.

When enrolfee households are classified on the basis of per capita gross

income rather than net income, the negative relationship between income

and attaining recipient status disappears. As shown in Table 7-2, whites
again were far more successful in becoming recipients than blacks in each

of the ranges of per capita income.

TABLE 7-2

ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY RACE AND PER CAPITA GROSS INCOI4E

Race White

Per
Became
Recipient

Did Not
Become
RecipienCapita

Income

N % N %

BIack

Became
Recipient

Did Not
Become
Recipient

N z N 9

$o-500 31
62e"

I9
38e"

55
24e"

170
76?^

$ 5Ot-1, 000 59
60

39
40

50
23

163
77

$r, 001-1, 500 2A
4L

40
59

16 I3 I03
87

$r, 50r-2 , 000 3I
46

37
54

L2
L7

57
83

$2,001_-2,500 L6
53

L4
47

10
29

24
7L

$2,501 + 2L
64

t2
36

2
t 121

L4
88

TOTAL 186
54

16r
46

145
2L

N : 1023
Missing Observations: I
Sources: AAE Application, Certification and

Payments Initiation Forms
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The mean net incom"l u.,d the mean per capitu irr.o*u2 were significantly
lower for blacks than for whites. However, the effect of this difference in
initia1 characteristics is independent from the differences between the races

?in attaining recipient status.-

Source of Income

The source from which enroflees received income--earned or welfare--also fails
to provide an explanation for the difference between black and white success

rates. One might expect discrimination in the housing market against welfare
recipients, and discussions in subsequent chapters present some evidence that
such discrimination existed in the Jacksonville situation. Since black en-

rollee househol-ds more often received welfare income, it might be this fact
rather than race which explained their 1ow success rate. However, as indi-
cated in Table 7-3, both black and white enrollees receiving welfare were

somewhat more successfuL than others in becoming recipient"r4.nd, again whites

in each category were more successful than blacks. Again, the data fail to
provide an alternative to race as the determinant of differential success rates.

Summary

This section was devoted to examining various pre-program demographic charac-

teristics (other than race) of enrollees in Jacksonvill-e to see if any of those

characteristics would help to explain the strong differences between whites and

blacks in attaining recipient status. Controlling for each of the demographic

variables, the pattern remains stabLe and consistent. In each and every cate-
gory, black households had substantially less success in completing program

requirements and becoming recipients.5 It appears, therefore, that of the

demographic characteristics examined in this section, race was the variable
that most affected the differential success rates of whites and blacks; black
households in Jacksonville were less successful because they were black.

' "*"a income" is the income fign:re used in computing aIl-owances; it is com-
puted by subtracting certain allowable deductions from gross income.

)- "Per capita income" is the certified gross income divided by househol-d size.
3 ,2 = 10. 376 for whites and 8.88I for blacks, with 6 degrees of freedom.

Neither is significant at the .05 l-evel.
n ,n. difference letween weLfare recipients and others is not statistically

significant. X2 for blacks = 0.60, for whites = 0.57.
5 Oddiaional cross-tabulations are displayed in Appendix VI so that an inter-

ested reader can verify that they show no pattern which would justify a
change in the conclusion drawn from the analysis in Section 7.2-
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TABLE 7-3

ATTN INI4I1NT' OIl RECTPIENT STATUS I]Y WELFARII STAT1IS

lll.r, li (N-lo/) Wlrrl.'(l.l-.ll)
S t-(r I lls Wt'ltart: Nt-)tr-wtr I t.tt'tr Wellart, Nr,tt w.: lf rt.:

Missing observations: 3

13
55e"

(The first participant survey i-ncfudes two house-
holds whose race was cfassified as Spanish-American
or as other. In this chapter, the survey and HEF

sample analyzed excfudes these households.)

1

fn the remainder of the chapter the other set of pre-program characteristics
of enrollees--their initiaf housing situations and prior market experiences--

are analyzed.

f
J HOUSTNG QUALITY AND rNTEI!!!ON qr4qvE

In order to receive housing aI]owance payments, an enrollee had to rent a

housing unit which satisfied the Agency's housing quality reguirements. An

enrollee's housing condition at the time he entered the progran determined

what action would be necessary to complete program requirements and become

a recipient. If an enrollee v.ras satisfied with his housing at the time of
enrollment and the unit he occupied met the housing quality requirements

and other program requirements, he had only t.o secure the landlord's coopera-

tion in signing a lease.l rn all other cases, an enrollee would have to

seek a change in his or her unit (either rehabilitation of the unit so that
it satisfied the program reguirements or acquiring a new unit). Either of
the latter courses entailed a risk of fail-ure: the landlord might be un-

wil-ling to rehabilitate or the enrollee might be unable to find an acceptable

unit in the time allowed.

For some enrollees, this became a major difficulty. See Chapter 10 for
a discussion of landlord attitudes toward the lease requirement.

1

Neo N 96

Became
Recipient

2L
252 lL7e"l

4
76%

16

Did Not Become
Recipient 75

63 r9
B3 t24l

5
35

7

TOTAL 84
r00

23
100

2L
100

20
100
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If prror conditrons of black enrol-Iee househol-ds meartt that tiielz woulcl rnoi-.,

often have to (or want to) have their units rehabilitated or find differc:irt
units, and thus face the risk of faiLure to meet program requirement:;, chi.
might partially explain their hig'her rate of failure. The data examinei in

this section indicate that this was in fact a significant problem.

fn exploring ways in which prior conditions may influence enrollees' success

in becoming allowance recipients, this section follows a conceptual iramervork

set forth in Figure 7-4. This figure suggests that a chain of factors are

involved j-n the decrsion to change housing circumstances. ff enrol-lees occupy

housing of poor quality, they may be dissatisfied with it. If they are dis-
saEisfied with their unit or neighbo::hood, or if they feei that their unit
would not meet housing quality or other program requirements, they may intend

to move to a new unit or seek rehabilitation of their present unit. If they

rntend to find a unit or seek rehabilitation, they may try to do so. And if
they trlz to do so, they may fail .

Figure 7-4
POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF HOUSING OUALITY, SATISFACTION, AND INTENTION
TO MOVE (OR SEEK REHABILITATION OF PRESENT UNIT)

Each element in t.his conceptualization is examined below. In each case,

the prior conditions of the black enrollee households, as compared to tnose

of whites, are such that one would theoretically ex;,ect higher exposure to
the r:-sk of fa:-lure. The analytic question is whether there is any evi.lence

that these conditions are actually related to differentia.l- success in attain-
ing recipient status.

unit
sat i sfact ion

hous i ng

qua lity
perceived
requ irements outcome

neighborhood
satisfaction

intention
to
move
(or seek

rehabili-
tation )

attempt
to
move
(or seek

rehabili-
tation )

other program

requ ireme nts
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Housing Quality

Black enrollee households were definitely living in poorer quality housing

than that occupied by white enroll-ees. The amount of rent paid at the time

of enrol-lment and housing evaluation data col-l-ected by Abt Associates on a
sample of units occupied by enrollees at the time of enrollment both indi-
cate the poorer quality of housing initially occupied by black enrollees.

Black enrollees lived in less costly housing tJlan did whites.I The average

monthly rent paid by white households was $I21 as compared to $87 for black

households. This pattern holds if rent is controlled for household size,

as shown in Table 7-4.2

TABLE 7-4

MEAN RENT AT ENROII,IVIENT BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE AND RACE

Race

One Person'
Households

2-3.-'Person
Households

4-5 Person
Households

6 + Person
Households TOTAL

N
Mean
Rent N

Mean
Rent N

Mean
Rent N

Mean
Rent N

Mean
Rent

White 57 $94 t42 $ 119 82 $r31 36 $ r41 317 s 121-

Black l6 79 2a4 a2 184 91 109 96 593 e7

TOTAL 73 91 426 94 266 ro3 L45 LO7 9I0 99

Missing Observations: 114

Source: AAE Applications, Certification and Enrollment Forms.

Iror analytic purposes, actual housing conditions are compared to a set of mea-

sures (in Table 7-5) ranging from "minimum heafth and safety" to a somewhat higher

1

2

This pattern is consistent with studies which suggest that, because of
price discriminati-on in the housing market, where a black household "gets
less than a doflar's worth of goods for a dol-Iar," the household is in-
clined to spend less of its income on housing than white households with
similar income. See, for example, Rapkin, C., "Price Discrimination
against l.legroes in the Rental Housing Market," in John F. Kain, Bggg_gn<l
Poverty, the Economics of Discrimination (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-
HaIl, Inc., 1969), pp. ILZ-L2L. The difference in rent paid may be in-
fluenced by the fact that blacks were almost certainly living in subsidized
housing more often than whites. These data were not gathered directly, but
see discussion under "Intention to Move" later in this section.
The pattern afso holds if household income is control-Ied- See Table t-6
in Appendix I.
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stringency 1eve1.I About 66 percent of the enrolled black households sampled

were living in units which failed to meet even the lowest measure; 39 percent
of the white households sampled failed the minimum test.

TABLE 7-5

HOUSING CONDITIONS AT ENROLLMENT BY RACE

Race
Housing Measure

Fails
Low

Medium
Passes
High TOTAI

N90 NZ NZ NZ

Black 7t
66e"

2L
20e"

15
l4e"

r07
I00%

[.]hite 16
39 11 27 L4 34

4L 100

N=148
Missing Observations: I
Sources: Housing Evaluation and AAE Application Forms

Satisfaction with Unit and Neighborhood

Given that the black enrollees were occupying lower-guality housing and

given the general pattern of poorer housing conditions in predominantly

black areas of the city (discussed i-n Chapter 4) r orr€ would expect black
enrollees to be less satisfied than whites with their living conditions at
enrollment. This expectation is confirmed in the data.

Black enrollees were markedly less satisfied with both their current housing

units and with their neighborhoods than were their white counterparts. This
pattern is displayed in Table 7-6, which is based on interviews with a sample

of enrolled households. Both groups were somewhat more satisfied with their

These housing measures are explained in Appendix II. For purposes of
simplicity of presentation, a larger range of measures is here collapsed
into three categories: "Fails 1ow" (in Table 7-5) means that the unit
failed to pass even the lowest criteria; "I{edium" means that it passed
the lowest criteria but failed the highest; "Passes high" means that it
complied with the highest criteria.

1
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neighborhood than their unit, but a majority of blacks were dissatisfied
with one or the other or both.I

TABLE 7-6

UNIT AND NEIGHBORTIOOD SATISFACTION BY RACE

it4issing Observations: Unit satisfaction: L2 (includes 9 who answered
"neither satisfied nor dissatisfied")
Neighborhood satisfaction: 1I (includes 8 who
answered "neither satisfied nor dissatisfied")

Source: First Participant Survey

atrxcludes those who were (dis)satisfied with either their unit or their
neighborhood, but not with both.

The level of housing unit satisfaction was generally rel-ated to the quality
of the units as measured by the objective evaluation data, as shown in Tabfe

7-1 . White enroll-ees' opinions conformed more closely to the evaluation
quality measures than did the opinions of black enrollees, however. The

reason appears to be that black households, more often than whites, may have

been reacting to circumstances not directly related to the physical qual ity
of the unit itself. For example, there were 16 black households living in
housing which failed to meet the lowest measure, but who declared themselves

satisfied with their units (see Table 7-7). When these cases were examined

lhe origi-na1 variable in the First Participant Survey was a S-point
scale: very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, neither satisfied nor dis-
satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, and very dissatisfied. For this anal-
ysis, the data have been collapsed into two categories, satisfied and
dissatisfied. Responses of "neither satisfied nor dissatisfied" have
been excluded.

Satis-
faction

Unit Neighborhood Both Unit and
Neighborhooda

White Black White Black White Black

NZ N% NZ N% NZ N%

Satisfied T7
43,6

26
26e"

24
59e"

44
44"^

I2
3l_e"

18
18%

Dissatis-
fied

23
58

13
74

t7
4L

55
55

L2
31

47
47

TOTAI 40
r01

99
100

4L
to0

99
100

24
62

65
65

I
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Satisfaction

Housing Quality

White (I{=40) Black (N=99)

Fai 1s
Low Medium

Passes
Hiqh

FaiLs
Low Medium

Passe s
Hiqh

Satisf i-ed

NU NYo N NB NZ Neo

I
l'/ "61

5

t 4saI
1I

7 9e"

15
24%

4
[22e")

6
46e"

Dissatisfied t4
93

6
55

3

t2L)
52

76
t4

78
7

54

TOTALS I5
100

1I
r00

L4
100

68
100

I8
100

13
100

TABLE 7-7

UNIT SATISFACTION BY HOUSING QUALITY AND RACE

N=139
Missing observations: 10 (includes 9 who responded "neither satisfied nor

dissatisfied". )

Source: First Participant Sur:vey, Housing Evaluation Forms, AAE Application
Forms

individually, nine of the household,s were sharing bath facilities with at
Ieast one other household, indicating that they were "doubled. up" in the

unit, possibly with parents or other family members. Since the lowest housing

measure requires separate bath facilities, this fact in itself would cause

the unit to fail, regardless of other characteristics. Thus, the household

might accurately perceive that the physicat attributes of the unit were satis-
factory even though it did not pass the l-owest housing measure that was used.

The fact that blacks were dissatisfied more often than whites with units
which passed the highest measure seems to be related in part to neighborhood

satisfaction (which was lower for these househoLds than unit satisfaction) rI
and to the fact that many of them were living in public housing or other sub-

sid.ized units. The latter factor is discussed in the following section.

Both unit satisfaction and neighborhood satisfaction measures were avail-
abl-e for 1I black households living in units which passed the highest
measure: six (55 percent) were dissatisfied rtrith their units, eight (73
percent) were dissatisfied with their neighborhoods.

I
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Int.ention to Move

The model advanced earlier suggests that enrollees who occupied lower quality
housing and/or were more dissatisfied with their current housing or neighbor-

hood conditions, and,/or whose units failed to comply with program requirements

for other reasons, would more often plan to move to a new unit under the pro-
gram. Since bl-ack enrollees fit alt of these conditionsr logic would suggest

that they more often tended to move. This proved to be the case.

At enroll-ment, aII new enrollees were asked whether they planned to move or

to remain in their current unit under the program. As shown in Table 7-8, a

majority of all enrollees expressed an intention to move. Black enrollees
were practically unanimous in planning to move, while about a third of the

white enrollees planned to stay in their present units.

TABLE 7-8

INTENTION TO IVTOVE OR STAY BY RACE

Preference Bl-ack White

N z N %

Planned to Move 590 922 22L
67e"

Pl-anned to Stay 53
tJ

110
33

TOTAL 643 IOO 331 100

)
X' = 97.9 (significant at .05 level)
N = 974 (does not include 50 households who were "undecided")
Sources: AAE Application and Enrollment Forms

Working backward through the model on which this section is based, we first
find that the intention to move is generally related to satisfaction with the
enroll-ee's original unit, as shown in Table 7-9. This pattern is cfearer for
whites than for blacks because blacks were more often required to move for
reasons not directly Iinked to unit satisfaction, reasons which included
"doubling up" in the original unit (discussed above) and living in subsidized
housing at enrollment (discussed below).
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Preference White (N=39) Black (N=99)

PIan to Move

PJ-an to Stay

Satisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied
N

4
l2+u"1

10
59

N 9o N t N 90

2L
95%

1
t5l

22
B5%

69
95%

I
tlJ

3 t4l
73

100

3
t r2l

Undecided

TOTAL

[18]
0 I

t4l
t7

101
22

100
26

101

TABLE 7-9

INTENTION TO MOVE OR STAY BY UNIT SATTSFACTION

N=138

Missing Observations: I3 (incl-uding nine who answered "neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied")

Sources: AAE Application and Enroll-rnent Forms; First Participant Survey

The relationship between intention to move and quality of the original unit
is examined in Tab1e 7-10. Again, the responses by white households fit the

logic of the model better than those by blacks, leading to the suspicion

TABLE 7-10

HOUSING QUALITY BY INTENTION TO MOVE OR STAY
BY RACE

Missing Observations: 1

Sources: AAE Application, Enrollment and Housing Evaluation Forms
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Preference

Housing Quality

White (!J=41) Black (N=f07)

Fail s
Low Medium

Passes
Hiqh

Fails
Low l,ledium

Passesriiqh
NZ N% \r

% N% NZ N

Plans to
Move

15
949.

I
t6l

8
73%

3
l27l

3
l2te"l

o
51

64
90e"

3
I4l

2L
I00%

l4
93?"

Plans to
Stay

o

t,.,Undecidcd U 0

11 'l oo

3
f,2I) t6l

TOTAL t6 loo T4
99

7T
100

2I
100



I ir,rt l.acLor':i ()tllcr t harr irou:;i rrr; rlrr,rJ i t y ,rrc inf Irrcncing som(. h()uli,.liolds' in-
tt:rrLiorr to rnovc- furd, in fact, when l-he I4 I>-l-ack households whiclr intcndr:d

t o move frorn hor-rsing which passed the higlr measure were examine<l i.n detai 1 ,

.it. Ieast scven were found to be living in subsidized housirrgl--f.om which

program rul-es required that they move if they were to qualify for payments--

and two others were found to be overcrowded. The anomalous behavior of black
iiouseholds thus seems in large part an artifact of program rules, and the

loglc of the model--that higher housing quality should lead to greater satrs-
factlon with housing and l"ess intent to move--is reaffirmed for the "normaf "

case, as is the validity of the measures used. The fact that public housing

in .lacksonville serves a disproportionately high percentage of blacks (a fact
alre.rdy noLed in Chapter 4) thus links up with the fact that enrollees who

intondec to move became recipients l-ess often, and helps explain in part why

irlack:; were less successful in the program. As indicated in the summary

below, however, even the combination of factors which produced a much higlrer:

rnlcnt to move among blacks cannot futly explain the different success rates;

of bl acks and whites,

Att-empt to Move

I L i s assumed that an intention to move leads to an attempt to carry out that-

intr:nt-ion. Data on the actual moving behavior of households which became re-
r:ipir:nts and intervj-ews with a separate sample of households which terminated
wi thout achieving recipient status both indicate that this is the case. Table

7-ll shows that B0 percent of white and 86 percent of black recipients who had

l,I,rnnr:d to move actually did so. A substantial minority among both racial

1 Iinrr>lioes were not asked directly whether they lived in subsidized,tnits.
A:jequence of questions on the First Participant Survey first asked if the:
iror-rseirold paid "the full rent that the owner usually charges" for the unit;
jf the rent was lower than usuaI, the household was asked why this was so.
It is not clear that households paying the "usuaI" rent in public housing
would answer that their rent was r'lower than usual ," even though it mig'ht
be below market rate for a comparable unit. Unless they gave this answer,
however, they were not asked whether they were in subsidized housing.
'I'hus, still others among the l-4 might also have been in subsidized housing.
i)f- ;-he 14, 13 were female-headed households, L2 of them welfare recipients.
A wr:aker version of the same pattern emerges when the 21 black households
rirti.,nd-r-ng to move from "medium" quality housing are examined: three are
rdenti-frably in public housing; three others are overcrowded i 20 are
female-headed households, L4 of them with welfare income.
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TARI,I| 7_1 I
ACTUAL MOVING STATUS tsY INTENTION TO IV1OVE AND RACE

100

N=331

Sources: AAE Application, Enrollment and Palments fnitiation Forms

groups stayed in their original units despite an expressed preference for
moving- This might have resulted either from more difficulty in accomplish-

ing .r move than had been anticipated, or from some change in the original
situation which made the unit more acceptable (e.9., rehabilitation or a

landlord who became willing to accept the program).

Ilespondents to the In-Depth Interview. a1f of whom were members of house-

holds which failed to qualify for payments, were asked about their attempts

to ]ocate new units. ALl of them who had wanted to move made at least some

r:ffort- to do so. On the basis of these data, it seems safe to assume that
most of the households that intended to move actually tried to do so.

Attaining Recipi-ent Status

Thc frn.il step suggested in the model is t.he link between moving behavior
.rnd the successful- attainment of recipient status. The need or desire to
nK)ve, it was argued, exposed the enrollee to a great.er risk of failure.
The dat,a confirm this assumption. Enro.l-Iees who planned to stay in their
origin.rl units were much more successful at at.taining recipient status.
This pattern j-s rllustrated in Table 7-12, which shows that 55 percent of
Lhose who planned to stay in the unit they occupied at the time of enroll-
ment:;Lrbsequently became recipients. HaLf as many, or 27 percent, of those

6B

l'{ovrng
S r-atu s

Inllrite (N=186)

Plan to
Move

Plan to
Stay Undecided

BIack (N:145)

Plan to
Move

P.l-un Lo
Stay Undecided

N N z N t N z N N 90

Moved
85

80e"
B I2z 4

[ 338] 101
86e"

2
[9'" ]

2
[33""]

Stayed
)1

20
60

88
8

61
t6

L4
20 9I 4

to't 1

Tota l
Rec ipients

106
IO0

1-2
100

7t7
100

22 r00 6 ro0
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TABLE 7-1.2

ATTAINI4ENT OT RECIPIENT STATUS BY PREFERENCE

FOR MOVING AND RACE

White (N:331 ) A11 Enrollecs

Planned
to MoveStatus

Became Recipient

Did not Become
Rec i pi-ent

Total Enro]Iees

2
Race x Significance

Bfack 13.34 Significant at .05 LeveI

White 5.68 Significant at .05 Level

N = 9'l 4 (does not include 50 households which were

Sources: AAE Application, Enrollment and Payments

"undecidedt')

Initiation Forms.

who planned to move became recipients. The direction of the relationship
was the same f or both raci-al groups, but the pattern was stronger f or b1acks:

bf acr<s who planned to move had a much lower success rate than whites. l4ovirtg

lrlans at the time of enrollment do, therefore, explain some portion of the

c-ifferences between the two groups in atlainrng recipient status, since a

much higher proporEion of blacks than whites intended to move, and since

blacks who intended to move faced greater difficulty than whites with similar
rntent.

The model used in this section assumed that housi-ng quality and satisfaction
were indr-rectJ-y relatcd to the attainment of recipient status, by influencing
Lhc enrollee's intention to move. The relatlonships hypothesized in the model

arc horne out fc>r whites, but are obscured for blacks by the intervening
factors wh:-ch have been discussed throughout t.his section. These relatjon-
:;l-ti1rs arc shown in Tab1es 7-13 and 7-I4. Eor whites, there is a statistic;rJ ly

Black (N=643)

Pl-anned
to Move

Planned
to Stay

Pl-anned
to Stay

I
Planned I i)Ianne(l

Ito Iulove I to St,ry

N"6N -06 N? N90 Neo

lt7
20e,

22
42"2

106
4B+ 62%

6B 223
27e" 55 6

90

31
5B

115
52

42
Jt,

5B{}
t3

473

590
I00

BO

tr)J)
100

227
100

1ro
100

8t1 I00

7l
4l)

163
100
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BIack (N=107)

Status Low Medium High

N% N 90 N%

pient lL7
24%

3 ll4%l
5

[ 33e"]

White (N=4I)

Low Medium High

N8 N 9o NB

1I
69e"

I
73e"

Not Recipient 54
76

t8
86

10 6l 5 l31l 3
127 )

TOTAL 7ltoo 2t
100

t5
100

16
100

I1
100

TABLE 7-]-3

ATTAINI,IENT OF RECTPIENT STATUS BY QUALITY OF ORIGINAL UNIT AND RACE

IO
7l%

4
t2el

t4
100

Race Corrected X
2 Significance

o.246 Not significant

White 0. 365 Not sigrnificant

BIack

Missing observations: 1

Sources: AA.E Housing Evaluation, Application, Payments Initiation Forms.

TABLE 7-14

ATTAINMENT OF R.ECIPTENT STATUS BY SATISFACTION WITH UNIT AND RACE

Status

Recipient 13 t1
J 6e" 23e"

TOTAL L7 26 73
100 IO0 100

Race x2

Black o.062 Not Significant

0.0r1 Not Significant

Significance

White

ivlissing Observations: 12 (includes 9 who answered "neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied" )

Source: AAE Application, Payments Initiation Forms, First Participant Survey.
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whire (N=40) Black (N=99)

Satisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied

N 9o N q N 9 N

16
7 0"-6

6
23?"

Not Recipient 4
1.241

7
30%

20
77

56
77

23
100



Il()n-signi f icant but positivc: rr-.laL-iort l>ct,wocrr l-lot-lr satis;f;-rcti on and trorrs;ilr<;

quality aIId the attainment of recipicnt status. F-or blacks there is 1.,racti-
ca1ly no relati-onship at all, the result of the factors other than unit
quality or satisfaction which also influenced their intention to move. The

model-'s linJ< between quality and attaining recipient status thus seems to
hold for households in private-market units in which they are not doubled up

but further complications must be introduced (as noted above) to account for
other cases. In Jacksonville, at l-east, a disproportionate number of those

cases were black households.

Appendrx VII presents five-way tables showing the relationships between

housing quality, housing satisfaction, neighborhood satisfaction, intenti-on
to move or stay, and the at.tainment of recipient status.

Summary

Enrollees' pre-program housing conditi-ons did seem to exert some influence
on their likeli-hood of achieving recipient status. Bl-ack enroll-ees were

occupying housing of poorer quality, were more oft.en in subsidlzed housing
(from which the program required them to move if they were to recei-ve pay-
ments), were more dissatisfied with their housing, and more often intended
to move to new housing under the program. Al-I of these factors meant that
b1ack enroll.ees were more often placed in a position where they were exp(,secl

to a higher risk of failure to become recipients.

Neither of the two direct measures of initial housing condition (quality or
satisfaction) shows a clear relationship to the pattern of racial differences
in becoming recipients. On the basis of the model, it has been suggested

that initial moving plans is a reasonable (though indirect) proxy measure

for initial housing condition. Since whatever the motivation for the intent
to move, the direction of the influence of ini-tia1 moving plans would be to
create a relative advantage for whites over blacks in attaining recipient
status, it is worth deriving a rough indication of a strength of associatj-on.

Such an ind.ication can be obtained by using a weighted sum (an "expected
,1

success rate")'for whites and blacks and comparing it to actual- outcomes.

The expected success rate for each group = (proportion planning to move
times the success rate for movers) + (proportion pLanning to stay times
success rate for stayers). The numbers come from Table 7-L2. For blacks,
the expected success rate = (O.92 x O.27) + (0.08 x 0.55) = O.29. For
whites, (0.67 x O.27) + (0.33 x 0.55) = 0.36. These computations exclude
the 50 undecided househofds.
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The expected success rates for whites and blacks are 36 percent and 29 per-

cent respectively. The actua-l- outcomes were 54 percent and 21 percent.

Therefore, enrol-Ieest intentions to move or say, like the initial demographic

characteristics, fail to explain fully the differential success rates of
whites and blacks.l

The remaining sections of this chapter will- show that other pre-program

characteristics did not have major effects on success in attaining recipient
status. These figures therefore emphasize the importance of the different
experiences of black and white enroll-ees in the search process, experiences

which will be examined in Chapters 8-1I.

7.4 HOUSING MARKET EXPERTENCE

If the search process constitutes a major obstacle to the attainment of re-
cipient status, it might be expected that prior experience in moving would

help enroll-ees surmount the obstacle. The data provide little support for
this expectation.

Whil-e there is no direct measure of housing market experience contained in
the AAE data base, the First Participant Survey includes questions about the

Iength of residence in the unit occupied at the time of enrollment. It would

be reasonable to assume that people who had lived in their unit for only a

short time had more recent experience in dealing with the housing market

than those with longer residence.

Although white households in general had lived in their units for a shorter
time than blacks, there is little evidence that this factor was important
in achieving recipient status. Table 7-15 shows that a much higher propor-
ti-on of white than black househol-ds had lived in their unit less than one

year at the tj-me of enrollment. However, as shown in Table 7-L6, there was

no significant relationship between this length of residence and attainment
of recipient status, either for black or white households.

If the "strength of association" were substantial, one would expect a
much closer correspondence between "expected success rates'r and actual
outcomes.

I
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Length of Residence

Black White

N N %

Under I year 38 36% 30 7 Le"

I Year or More 69 64 L2 29

TOTAL LO7 100 42 I00

TABLE 7-15

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE AT TIME OF ENROLI,IVIENT BY RACE

N=l49
Missing observations: 2

Sources: AAE Application Eorms and First Participant Survey

TABI,E 7-16

ATTAINI{ENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY LENGTH OF RESIDENCE AND RACE
(only Househol-ds which Planned to Move)

Status
Under I

Year

20
100 100

Race Corrected X
2 Significance

Black .869 Not Significant

White .70 Not Significant

N = 125 (On1y households who were planning to move are included,
since the hypothesis is that one move makes tJre next easier.)

Missing Observations: 3

Sources: First Participant survey and payments rnit-iation Formr;

t
t 17l

6

B1ack (N=99) White (N=26)

Over 1

Year
Under 1

Year
Over 1

Year
N N % N N

Became Recipient 9
26e"

t2
18%

I3
65%

5
[83%]

Did not Become
Recipient

25
74

53
a2

7
35

Total- 34
100 65

100

tI3



The same survey contained a question asking about ways the enrollee knew of
finding housing. Bl-ack enrollees gave mo.re answers to the question than

whites. But the difference was not large and again could not be shown to
be related to attainment of recipient status.l

7.5 OTHER FACTORS

A number of factors touching on the search-readiness of enrollee households

were examined. for significant differences between black and white households.

These factors included ways in which the household found its current unit,
specific methods of searching for units, means of transportation avail-able

to the househol-d, and discrimination reported in searching for the original
unit. In general, Iittle was found to shed light upon observed differential
success rates. The two factors sufficiently interesting to report concerned

automobile ownership and the role of the acquaintance network in housing

search -

Automobile G*nershi

fn response to a question about means of transportation available for search,

46 percent (13 of 28) of the v,rfrite households which planned to move, respond-

ing to the First Participant Survey, answered that they had their own

automobile available. Only 15 percent of black households which planned to
move (15 of 107) gave this answer. Among all enrolled households, those

which gave this anslter became recipients more often than those who did not,
with the relationship stronger for black households than for white, when only
those households which intended to move were examined. Thus, a somewhat

higher percentage of black households with their own car availabl-e for search

became recipients than was the case for black households without cars. Again,

these data explain a part of the difference between blacks and whites, but
do not explain fully the gap that exists. These data are presented in Table

7-17 only for households which planned to move.

The "success rate" for blacks with their own automobile available was 40
percent, as shown in Table 7-L7. The overall "success rate" for whites
was 59 percent. It fol]ows that if only those households which intended
to move are examined, blacks would have been less successful than whites
even if all black households had had cars. (Note that the numbers for
blacks planning to stay are also small. Since these conclusions are based
on such a sma1l number of observations, they should be judged accordingly.

I
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TABLE 7-I7
ATTAINI\,IENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY AVAII,ABILITY OF OWN AUTOI4OBILE

FOR SEARCH AND RACE
(Only Households which Planned to Move)

Race x2 significance
White

BIack

3.33

o.26

P "ro
Not significant

N=I28
Sources Application Forms, Payment Initiation Forms, and AAE First

ParLicipant Survey.

Reliance on Friends in Search for Current Unit

When asked how they had found the unit in which they were living at the time

of enroll-ment, black households answered that they had Iearned about it from

a friend or relative significantly more often than white househoLds. About

40 percent of the 42 white households gave this answer, compared with 63

percent of the 107 bl-ack households. When the rate of attainment of recip-
ient status was examined for those households which gave this response

wiLhin each racial group, the rate was found to be somewhat higher than for
the group as a whole. Among black households, 27 percent (18 of 67) of those

who had found their original unit through a friend or relative became recip-
ients as oPposed to 21 percent (L45 of 677) of all black households. Among

whites, 71 percent (L2 of L7) in this category became recipients as opposed

to 54 percent (186 of 347) overall. Again, this factor is stronger for whitcs
than for bLacks.

Status

B1ack (N=100) White (N=28)

Own Car
Avai 1ab le

Own Car not
Available

Own Car
Available

Own Car not
Availabfe

Neo NZ N9o N%

Became Recipient 6 16
40e" 19%

9
69?.

l0
67e"

Did not Become
Recipient

9 69
8160

4 t3rl 5
t33l

Total- 15
IUU

85
100

13 100
15

100
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Summary

It is cl-ear that these factors were not of major importance in determining
the differential- rates with which white and black households achieved recip-
ient status. Indeed, while several characteristics with which enroflees
entered the program have been shown to have some relationship to recipient
status, none e>rplains upre than a small portion of the major difference
between black and white householdsr success rates. Further explanations
will be sought in terms of what happened to the enrollee after enrollment.
The next chapter examines the Agencyrs efforts to prepare enrollees for
search.
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8. O AGENCY ACTIVITIES INTENDED TO PREPARE ENROLLEES FOR SEARCH

8.1 OVERVIEW

The preceding chapter has shown that pre-program characteristics of blacks
and whites do not explain the large differences between the races in their
likel-ihood of becoming recipients. While some other factors (for exampJ-e,

preference for staying in the householdrs current unit) had some impact,

they did not offset the clear differences between blacks and whites, a differ-
ence that cut across all other categories. The Agency could not alter the

racial or other characteristics of its enrolLees but it couLd provide serv-

ices to help enrollees complete the search process successfully- Enrollees
would use some services, like housing inspection and Iegal assistance, after
they had begun actively seeking housing; these services are analyzed in
Chapter 11. This chapter wi]L examine information services which were in-
tended to prepare the enrollee for housing search. The central question for
analysis here is whether the information services were helpful and, if so,

whether they tended to increase or decrease the difference in probability
of attaining recipient status between black and white enrolLees.

Relatively few enrollees took advantage of the services intended to prepare

them to seek housing. Black households used the services more often than

whites. Although users described the services as helpful, the extent to
which the services influenced the attainment of recipient status is unclear.
The best available evidence indicates that black households which received

housing information became recipients .at a significantly higher rate Lhan

black househol-ds which did not. There is no evidence of this relationship
among whites. Thus. although the cause-effect relationship is not clear,
it seems likely that Agency information services helped reduce the relative
disadvantage of black enrollees.

8.2 PRE-SEARCH SERVICES OFFERED BY THE AGENCY

1
The three types of pre-search services offered by the Agency were:

information, equal opportunity information, and housing information.

Details of Agency services are given in Appendix II1.

pr09ram
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first two were offered at enrollment conferences which all participants were

required to attend. During most of the enrollment period, these conferences

were held on an individual basis. Toward the end of this period, the Agency

moved first to smaLl group sessions, then to larger sessions in an attempt
to process ulore participants.

The third pre-search service, housing information, was offered at workshops

which were optional at first. Midway through the enrollment period, it was

decided that enroll-ees who had not found housing at the end of 60 days would

be required to attend at Least two workshops before they could receive a

3O-day extension of their search period. The enforcement of this policy
was left to the discretion of services representatives, a decision which led
to considerable variation in its application.

In the sections which follow, these three types of services are briefly de-
scribed, then examined for possible relationships to the attainment of re-
cipient status.

Program Information

One purpose of the conferences held when a participant was enrolled in the
program was to te1l enrol-lees about the program and their rights and respon-

sibilities under it. Examples of topics presented at the conferences are

information about the duration of the program and the search period, the

necessity for a unit to pass inspection before palments could be received,
and the availability of interest-free loans for security deposits. Since

these conferences were mandatory, it can be inferred that practically a1I of
the enrolled households attended at least one of them.

The Agency began with two conferences. The first \^/as used as an information
session; the second, held after income and household size had been verified,
was devoted almost entirely to signing forms. The second session was norm-

ally very brief--about ten minutes. There were some instances of participants
being permitted to continue despite their not attending a "mandatory" confer-
ence, but this was quite rare for enrollment conferences. The two sessions
were combined Iate in the enrollment period.

In order to measure the differences in program knowledge among enrollees, an

index of program understanding was created from responses to a series of

r18



qlrest-ions on the F'irst Participant Survey which tests knowledge of important
program .ompon"nts-1 The index, essentialty the mean proportion of correct
answers given to t-he questions on which it is based, shows no appreciable
difference in program understanding between black and white enrol-Iees.2

In order to estimate the relationship between program understanding and at-
tainment of recipient status, these scores were examined separately for
recipients and pre-payment terminees within each racial group. The differ-
ences that were found were small and statistically nonsignificant. They are

reported in Table 8-1.

TABLE 8-1

MEAN PROGRAM UNDERSTANDING BY RACE AND ATTAINI\,IENT OF RECTPIENT
STATUS

Status BIack White

Became recipient
Did Not Become Recipient

89

85

89

86

Neither difference is statistically significant
N=151
Sources: AAtr Application Forms

First Participant Survey, questions 24, 27a, c, d, et f
AAE Payments Initiation Forms

Thus, these data do not indicate that a difference in program understanding

existed between blacks and whites who had received the Agency's program in-
formation services, nor that the leve1 of program understanding made any

appreciable difference in whether or not enrollees became recipients.3

These questions and the derivation of the index from them are described
in Appendix II.
The index of program understanding was higher for Jacksonville than for
any other I\AE site.
There are instances in which misunderstanding of particular det-ails led
to failure to become a recipient. For example, one In-Depth Interview
respondent lost a unit because she did not know that she (rather than
the supplier) had to ask for an inspection. On the basis of other data,
these instances appear to be incidental rather than typical -

1

2

3
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Equal Oppor tunity Information

Both federal law and the Aqency Program Manual required each Agency to inform

each partj-cipant of his or her right not to be discrjminated against on the

basis of race, religion, or nationality. (Neither the city of Jacksonville
nor the state of Florida has open housing or anti-discrimination laws which

add to federal law. ) This equal opportunity information was also given at
the enrollment conferences.

The best data source for estimating the extent to which enrollees were aware

of their rights to egual housing and to Agency help in overcoming discrimi-
nation is the I'irst Participant Survey. In it, respondents were asked an

open-ended question concerning their rights should they encounter discrimi-
nation. Answers to this question were coded to distinguish those respondents

who were aware of their rights from those who were not.

Of the 107 black respondents to the survey, 84 percent were found to be aware

of their rights; 15 percent were not. Of those who were aware of their rights,
28 percent went on to become recipients, while none of those who were not

Iaware did so.* The results are practically the same if only blacks who

planned to move are included. Thus, most enro]lees were aware of their basic

rights, and those who knew their rights did better at becoming recipients.
ft is difficul-t to attribute success to having more knowledge, however, since

almost none of the enrollees took any action to secure their rights when they

felt that Lhese rights had been violated.

Housing Information

Program information and eqr:al opportunity information were presented before

enrollment at sessions which selected applicants were required to attend if
they wished to enroll. Housing information, in contrast, was offered after
enrollment at voluntary workshops. Experimental guidelines required that

the Agency not present this material until after enrollment (so that the

evaluators had a chance to measure enroll-eesr housing market knowledge be-

fore it had been influenced by the Agency). The way in which housing infor-

mation was presented, however. was determined by the Agency's overaff approach

The difference in the proportions is statistically significant at the .05
Ievel g! z.+1. The grouping of these responses is explained in Appendix
II.

I
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to the provision of services. Like aLl the other AAE Agencies, Jacksonvifle
adopted an unofficial rule-of-thumb that "activities which tend to make

participants unnecessarily dependent upon the Agency should be avoided."
The application of this "rule" by various agencies 1ed to a wide variety of
practices. Some, such as Salem and Springfield, decided that many or most

enrollees needed minimal search and housing knowledge before they would be

able to function i-ndependently in the housing market. Lacking this knowledge,

they would either be forced to depend too heavily on the Agency or would not

be able to comply with program requirements. Following this general line of
reasoning, five of the seven other AAE agencies chose to require attendance

at at least one housing .information session. In Jacksonville, by contrast,
the same rule-of-thumb was believed to imply that requiring attendance woul-d

lead to dependence rather than independence, since the decision to attend
would be taken out of the participantst hands. Jacksonvil-l-ets approach was

thus among the less directive in exposing enrollees to this information, as

wel-I as to aII other post-enrollment services and information.l

The Agency presented housing information to enrollees through a series of
three workshops entitled: (1) Relocation, (2) Leases and Equal Opportunity,

and (3) How to Evaluate Housing.2

An average of about six workshops per month was offered, divided fairly
equally among the three topics. They were held both during the day and in
the evening, primarily at the Agency's office in the central city. A few

workshops were held in community buildings in various neighborhoods. Agency

records show that during May and June an average of only about six persons

aLtended each of the 14 workshops offered.3 When persons who attended more

than once are taken into account, it appears that, at most, about 43 people

Further discussion of comparative approaches to services delivery by AAE
agencies wilf be found in forthcoming reports and technical papers on
services and inspection.

See Appendix III for a description of these workshops and their content,
which changed to some extent during the course of the agency search period.
These records are based on the actual sign-up sheets for the workshops,
and are considered by the Agency to be very accurate. The on-site ob-
server regards the records as more questionable, noting that "attendance
lists were not always accurate, and they have become difficult to locate
since the Agency changed offices. " The actual figures given are based on
the Agencyrs monthly narrative reports to HUD and available attendance
records.

1
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attended at least one workshoP during this period. Even rf it is assumed that
each of these persons represented a dj-fferent household, only a maximum of
24 percent of the 176 househol-ds enroll-ed by June 15, 1973, had attended a

workshop by the end of June.

On July 12, a new policy was adopted. Enrollees who had not found housing

within 60 days of enrollment were required to attend at least two workshops

as a condition for receiving their 3O-day extension. As participants who

had enrolled after July 12 neared the end of their two monthsr search time,
attendance at workshops climbed from an average of three persons per work-

shop in August to about 14 in Septemberr dnd to about 17 in November. Near

the end of the search period, as the number of active enrollees dwindl-ed,

attendance again declined to the May-June level.

fn all, 57 optional workshops were held during the course of the housing

search period. Total attendance by participants at these workshops was 516.

The Agency estimated in September that 43 percent of total attendance up to
that point consisted of persons who attended two or more workshops. If these

proportions continued throughout the housing search period, this woul-d mean

that about 222 enrollees atlended at least two workshops. If each of these

222 atlended only two workshops, it would mean that about 300 enrollees
(29 percent) received at least a part of the housing information offered by

'l

the Agency.* While the estimates are open to considerable question, they
indicate the generaf range within which the true percentage probably lies.
Thus, it seems that more than a quarter, but fewer than half, of the enrollees
attended at least one housing information session.

There is evidence that black enrollees made more extensive use of Agency

workshops than whites. The most direct test of this is found by comparrng

the proportions of respondents in each of two separate data sources, one

composed entirely of prepayment termire€sr the other entj-re1y of recipients.

A somewhat higher estimate can be obtained by applying the attendance
rates for the "successful" and "unsuccessfuf" samples (reported in the
following paragraph) to the full number of participants falling into each
category. This produces an estimate of 467 households (45 percent) which
attendeC one or more workshops. This estimate agrees with Agency figures
cn1)r if ai"nost no one attended more than one workshop after September.
This seems unlikely since it was just at that point that the Agency began
(at least in theory) to require attendance at t,rro r.Torkshops as a pre-
requisite for obtaining an extension of the sei-rch period.

I
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Among respondents in the In-Depth Interview sample (none of whom became re-
cipj-ents), l-4 of 32 bLacks (44 percent) and three of l0 whites (30 per-

cent) had attended at Ieast one workshop. Among respondents to the Seconc

participant surveyt (.rr- of whom became recipients) , 44 of 54 blacks (81-

percent) and 17 of 52 whites (33 percent) had attended at least one work-
)

shop. At least arnong those enrollees who became recipients, then, the data

indicate a significantly greater use of workshops by blacks than by whites.

It is striking that, while the proportions of whites attending workshops are

ldentical in both samples, a much greater proportion of the btack recipients
attended workshops than was true of the black terminees.3 It thus seems that
there is a positive relationship between attending agency workshops and

attaining reci-pient status among black enrolleesr a relationship which does

not exist in the data on white enrollees.

The meaning of this findrng is unclear. It may be that more of the black

enrollees who attended workshops became recipients because they attended.

If this is the case, the implication is that the combination of housing in-
formation and encouragement offered by the workshops made a substantial
difference in the ability of black enrollees to find units.4 But it may be

that these enrol-lees both attended workshops more often and became recipients
for some underlying cause, perhaps because of greater motivation to find
adequate housing. If this is true, then the information presented at the

1 Th. Second participant Survey is, as its name indicates, a second survey
given the remaining members of the same panel that was administered the
First participant Survey. It was given six months after first payment.
Its preparation was not completed at the time this rePort was written,
and for this reason it is not used as a data source in the analysis.
These data were especially processed because of their im;rcrtance at this
point.

)" A null hypothesis of no difference in proportions between blacks and

whites in the In-Depth Interview sample cannot be refuted at the.05
levef (Z = 1.12). Within the Second Participant Survey sample, however,
this null hypothesis can be refuted (Z = 5.lf)-

A test of the significance of the difference in proportions across the
two samples confirms this impression (Z -- 3.64, significant at the .05
Ievel).
The housing information offered in workshops should not be confused wrth
the program information (discussed previously) , which was found
unrelated to attainment of recipient status among both blacks and whites'

3
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workshops di-d not cause the higher success rate observed among blacks who

attended them. Those particular enrollees would have had more success

whether they went to workshops or not. Assessments by both enrollees and

Agency staff members, however, support the first interpretation that attend-
ing workshops made a lnsitive difference in the probability of an enrollee!s
attaining recipient status. Only one respondent to the In-Depth Interview
who attended the workshops described them as not useful. OLhers indicated
that they had found them fairly useful to very useful. The sessions dealing

with housing standards seem to have made an especially lasting impression:
many of the persons interviewed remembered numerous details of the housing

code and mentioned them as examples of what they had learned at workshops.

Staff Survey responses indicate that the staff felt that the workshops were

potentially very useful to enrollees, but that low attendance greatly limited
their impact.

In summary, it appears that the housing information workshops were potentially
useful, but were used by only about a third of all enrollees. Blacks made

greater use of them than did whites.

Program information, equal opportunity information, and housing information
were intended, at least in part, to help the enrollee complete the search

process successfully and thus receive al-lowance payments. Having had at
l-east the opportunity to receive these j-nformation services, the enrollees
were then at the point of beginning their search. In the remaining chapters

of the report, their experiences in attempting to locate adequate housing

are examined, beginning in the next chapter with a description of where and

how they searched.
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9.0 ENROLLEE SEARCH PATTERNS

9.1 OVERVIEW

In the previous chapters, we have dealt largely with pre-search conditions
or with search outcomes. In this chapter, we begin to analyze what happened

within the search process, an examination which will be continued in Chapters

10 and 11. The chapter is primarily focused on respondents to the In-Depth

Interview; those interviews constitute the principal source of data about

what happened to enrollees who terminated without becoming recipients.
Following a brief sunmary section, the analysis begins with an examination

of how intensively these enroll-ees searched, then considers the problems that
they reported encountering during search, indicates where they searched, and

gives the characteristics of the areas in which most searches took p1ace.

The most important conclusions are as follows:

Most enrollees seem to have searched actively.

The major problem faced by enrollees who did not become recipients
was the resi-stance of housing suppliers, most often (in the en-
roflees' opinions) caused by objections to the program, unwilling-
ness to rehabilitate a unit, and discrimination.

A secondary problem was the inability to locate a unit which the
enrollee fel-t could pass inspection.

Most unsuccessful searches did not reach the point of having a
unit inspected; much more often, the enrollee was turned down
at first contact with the housing supplier.

Black enrollees searched primarily in black areas; whites tended
to search more widely, if only because white areas are less
concentrated.

Areas of black housing in Jacksonville, which were the search
locations for most black enrolfees, are marked by a very low
percentage of vacant, standard rental- units relative to the
rest of the city.
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9.2 SUM}4ARY OF IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW SEARCH PATTERNS

The 42 respondents to the In-Depth Inter',ri.*l were asked to recount, to the

best of their memory, what happened with regard to each unit or housing

supplier they contacted during their search. Much of the remainder of this
chapter is based upon their accounts. These searches are sunmarized in
Figure 9-1, which describes the reasons for search failures.

9.3 INTENSITY OF SEARCH

Most enroll-ees in the sample did search actively for housing. Comparatively

few failed to reach recipient status simply by choosing not to search. As

shown in Figure 9-1, six respondents (three bIack, three white)2 wanted to
participate in the program only if they could remain in their present units.
When they were unable to do so, they did not search further, and were ter-
minated at the end of 60 days.

T\nlo respondents, both black, searched only in general ways. That is, they

went into neighborhoods in which they wanted to live and looked for "for
rent" signs, or they telephoned suppliers and asked them if they accepted

program participants. These two enrollees never reached the stage of con-

sidering a specific unit. All others (27 bl-ack, 7 white) found at least
one unit to consider. If the number of searches reported is simply divided
by this number of enrollees, the average is about 6 lea/ches for btacks and

4 for whi-tes.

fn order to acquire additional information about the seriousness of searches,

interviewers also asked about the number of cases in which the respondent

actually visited the interior of a unit (as opposed to seeing a "for rent"
sign, calling, and being told the unit was unavailable). The answers are

See Appendix f for description and discussion of this data source and its
sample. AIl respondents were former enrollees who had terminated without
receiving payments because they did not find adequate housing within the
time Iimits specified by the program. Unless othen'rise noted, the findings
in this chapter were derived from the In-Depth Interviews.
This is 14 percent of the fuI1 sample and 9 percent of black respondents.
Percentages for white In-Depth Interview respondents will not be reported
because of their very small numbers. The entire sample j-s smalI and
nonrandom. It is more useful as a source of examples of what happened
to some enrol-l-ees during search than as a basis for statistical- inferences
to the fuI1 population of pre-payment terminees.
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Fisure 9-1 SUMMARY OF lN-DEPTH INTERVIEW SEARCH ACCOUNTS

Categories of Experiences

I

Enrollee wanted
to remarn in

current unit
n=6

Black Wh ite

Supplier would not sign lease

Agency would not accept lease

Supplier would not rehabilitate
Supplier did rehabilitate but enrollee did not request re-inspection

Enrollee found no available unitsa

Enrollee could not ascertain supplier's ldenriry, so gave up
Respondent lacked money for deposit
Unit not available within respondent's time limit
Respondent informed unit for sale, not for rent
Respondent informed unit promised to someone else

Respondent felt unit unavailable to him because of discrimination
Respondent rejected unit because he rhought it would fail inspection

and either did not want to pursue it further or landlord refused ro
rehabi I itate

Supplier refused program/lease

Unit found to be subsidized
Respondent rejected unit as too expensive
Landlord promised to rehabilitate but did not
Respondent rejected unit for personal reasons

a

ilt
Found Unit
n = 169

3

5

2

3

J

J

1

2
q

18

24
27

36
1

18

il
I nitiated search
n=2

I nspection
Requested and
Performed n = 21

Landlord promised to rehabilitate but did nor
Landlord ref used rehabil itation
Landlord did rehabilitate but raised rent so high respondent forced ro

move

2

12
I

6

Uni t Passed

lnspection n = 3
Respondent paid deposit but when tried to move in found landlord had

rented to someone else and refused to return deposit
Landlord promised to install window panes (missing in every window)

but had not done so by moving day so respondent refused to move
.b
ln

2

Receiving
Payments n = 'l

TOTALS 17'l 31

Note: This figure reports on "searches" rather than individual enrollees. Thus, if a household reported looking ar ten
units, their experiences will account for ten of the search outcomes reported. The boxed-in categories at the
left of the rable are mutually exclusive and also refer to "searches," not individuals.

aThese t*o searches are non-specific; that is, the enrollee never reached the point of considering a specific unit. All
other searches (200) refer to specific units or contacts with specific suppliers.

blf ,hir r".ornt by the enrollee is correct, rt is clear that the unit should not have passed inspection, There rs no waV
to tell ar this poinl whether it was the inspection procedures or the enrollee's memory which was at fault.

Enrollee apparently was terminated but she reapplied and unit passed

although she stated it was rat-infested
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reported in Tabl-e 9-1. As it shows, black respondents reported visiting
an average of about four units, whites a-bout three units.

TABLE 9-1

NUMBER OF UNITS ACTUAILY VISITED BY
IN.DEPTH INTERVIEW RESPONDENTS I^IHO TRIED TO MOVE

Number of Units Visited
Race

BIack Vihite

0
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
L2
15 or more

4
2

4
5
4
2

I
I
1
I
3

0
I
1
2
2
1
0
o
o
0
0

Total 28 7

Source

Note:

In-Depth lnterviews
6 respondents (3 black, 3 white) who did not try to move and one
black respondent who answered "dontt knowr" were excluded. Ttre
mean for blacks is 4.6 with a standard deviation of 4.4. Responses
of "I5 or more" were counted as 15 each. The modes for whites are
3 and 4.

Most respondents also reported search activities of a general nature--calling
realtors, looking for "for rent" signs, etc.--and the data gives the impres-
sion that often quite a bit of this general activity was required to locat.e

one specific unit to visit.

Since there are no comparable data on the search patterns of enrollees who

succeeded in becoming recipients, it cannot be inferred that the intensity
of search (or lack of intensity) was a factor in reaching recipient status.
Nonetheless, it is clear that for most of those who failed, the housing

search had been a serious effort which encountered obstacles not of the

participants' making. We turn, then, to an examination of some of those

obstacLes.
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9.4 PROBLEMS ENCOI.JNTERED IN SEARCH

Problems Related to Finding Available Units

It has already been seen that finding a unit presented problems to some en-

ro11ees, especial-1y those who engaged in a generalized search rather than

visiting specific houses. A particular problem for these people concerned

their contacts with housing suppliers.

Although respondents were not asked to name the suppliers whom they contacted,
many names were mentioned. Almost all were large suppliers. In the central
city neighborhoods (I,5,6) most suppliers named were firms which are members

of the Jacksonville Property i.,lanagersr Association. Outside these neighbor-
hoods, rental agents for larger apartment developments were often naned.

A relatively large number of participants was. therefore, dealing with a

relatively sma1l number of supplierst other suppli-ers were also in the market,

but these enroflees were rarely in touch with them. Ivloreover, the suppliers
most often contacted by participants were precisely the ones who most often
refused to cooperate with the program. Many enrollees, whether they called
to inquire about vacancies in general or to ask about a specific unit of
which they had learned, progressed no further than the first contact. They

were told that the unit had been rented, that program participants were not

accepted as tenants, or that an inspection would not be permitted. In other
cases, the enroflees themselves decided not to attempt to rent the unit.

Thus, although 42 enrollees and over 200 units were invol-ved (136 of which

were actually vj-sited), only 28 of the searches reached the point of having

the unit inspected. Three of these inspections involved unj-ts in which the

participant was already living and wished to remain. In the following
sections, we look in more deLail at the reasons given for unsuccessful ter-
mination of searches.

Problems Re1ated to Housing Quality Requirements

Although relatively few units located by In-Depth Interview respondents were

inspected, the housing quality requirements were nevertheless the single
largest reported cause of loss of prospective units. Of the 25 unitsl which

Excludes units already occupied by enrollees.1
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were inspected, 21 did not comply with quality requirements, and the supplier
would not rehabilitate the unit to meet the standard. Six of these inspections
were performed for whites, 15 for blacks. Another 35 units, 31 found by

bl-acks and four by whites, were lost because either the supplier or the en-

rollee decided the unit would not comply with standards and the supplier was

unwilling to rehabilitate. Thusn 56 units in all failed to meet, or were

perceived to fait to meet, housing quality requirements (46 found by blacks

and IO by whites). This represents 35 percent of the 133 units actually
visted by black enrollees in the In-Depth Tnterview sample.

Problems Related to Other Program Components

The second largest number of units was lost because the supplier either
refused to accept program participants or to sign a lease as required by

program guidelines. Thirty-seven units found by blacks and four by whites

were unavailable for this reason. This represents 22 percent of all units
mentioned by blacks (including units which were not actually visited, since

the refusal was often given in a preliminary telephone contact).

Problems Related to Discrimination

In 26 searches, enrollees felt that they had been refused because of dis-
crimination on the suppliers' part. Tn 24 cases, the enrollee in question

was black. The reasons most often given were race and family size, although

others were al-so named.

In other cases (18 b1ack, 5 white searches) the respondent was told that
the unit had been rented or promised to someone el-se. Respondents were often

not sure whether this was true or simply a convenient mask for discrimination.

Problems Related to Cost Preferences

The final large category of problems reported was made up of cases in which

the respondent decided the unit was too expensive (about l0 percent of the

units mentioned by blacks). In most cases, these involved units in suburban

apartment devetopmerrtt . I

Locations are not specific enough to permit an exact count.I
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,). 5 SEARCH LOCATIONS

The available data suggest Lhat- unsuccessful housing searches were conducted

in the same kinds of locations as the successful searches. In both cases,

black households sought housing mainly in traditionally black areas of the

city.

For 79 searches, 65 by bl-acks and 14 by whites, the respondent was able to
recall the street address or a reasonably specific description of the location
of the unit which was under consideration. These locations were plotted on

a map of Jacksonvil-Ie, shown as Figure g-2.L

About two-thirds of the bl-ack searches that coufd be located in this manner

took place in traditionally black areas. When blacks searched outside these

areas, they went primarily to more visible, but more expensive large apart-
ment developments. Interviewers probed for respondents' reasons for searching

where they did, but the answers given were so unspecific as to allow no con-

clusion; for example, "That's where I wanted to live"i or "f'd heard of some-

one getting in there recent.ly. " Bfacks' choosing to search in bfack areas was

based in part on preference and in part on expectation of discrimination
elsewhere, but the relative strength of these factors cannot be estimated

from the interviews. In fact, they seem to be so interrelated that the

enrollees themselves woul-d probably have difficulty distinguishing between

them.

The pattern of white searches is more dispersed., though the numbers are so

sma1l that they should probably not be given much weight. 1\bout one-half
of the white searches (as compared to about one-fifth of black searches)

were outside the central city neighborhoods (I, 5 and 6 on the maps shown

in Figure 9-2) , the neighborhoods with the lowest socio-economic status and

greatest concentrations of poor quality housing. Even within these neighbor-

hoods, most white searches were in a traditionally white strip north of the

central business district. Housing within this strip, mostly in 1arge, older
houses that have been divided into rooms and apartments, is of lower quality

The nurnbers appearing on the maps in this chapter are the "neighborhoods"
described in Chapter 4.

I
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FIGURE 9_2
SEARCH LOCATIONS IDENTIFIED IN THE IN.DEPTH INTERVIEWS
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than that found in most other predominantly white areas, but noticeably
better than that in nearby black neighborhood=.I

In order to permit a comparison with the searches shown in Figure 9-2, the
distribution of black and white recipients on maps of the city are shown in
Figures 9-3 and 9-4. It does not show where else these households rnight
have searched, but it does make clear that the units they found were concen-

trated in neighborhoods in which their own racial group predominated.2 A

comparison wj-th Figure 9-2 shows that unsuccessful enrollees searched in much

the same areas as successful onesr dnd that in these searches a1so, black
households tended to concentrate within black areas.

Characteristics of Search Areas for Black Enrollees

In the spring of L974, Abt Associates assembled a panel of local housing

experts in Jacksonville to collect information on the loca1 rental housing

market. This panel was composed of city officials and planners, housing

suppliers, bankers, and community representatives. One of the panel's tasks

was to circle on a map of Jacksonville areas which, in their opinion, had

(1) an increasing proportion of black households, (2) extensive housing

abandonment, (3) extensive housing deterioration, and (4) extensive construc-

tion of new rental housing. The maps thus produced were then combined by

Abt Associates staff, and "consensus" maps produced with areas encircled

about which the "experts" were in substantiaf agreement. These "consensus"

maps, while clearly subjective in origin and crude in execution, nevertheless
provide some general data about the condition of Jacksonville neighborhoods.3

They are shown in Appendix I.

Based on data recorded during a windshield survey of Jacksonville census
tracts, March L974.

The cluster of white recipient households in neighborhood I (Figure 9-4)
is within Lhe "white corridor" mentioned above which runs north from t--he

centra] business district. This was the fashionable residential section
of the city in the early 20th century and, therefore, Ied to the develop-
ment of nearby bl-ack neighborhoods where the servants lived. The area is
stil-1 predominantly white, but is now much deteriorated.
Ihey are in general agreement with more objective data on the same t,opics,
and are used here primarily because of their easily understood visual
nature and recent collection.

I

2

3
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FIGURE 9_3
LOCATION OF BLACK RECIPIENTS tN CENTRAL JACKSONVILLE

Central Jacksonville

City, Jacksonville

( ) = Number of black recipients located in
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FIGURE 9_4
LOCATION OF WHITE RECIPIENTS IN CENTRAL JACKSONVILLE

Central Jacksonville
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A comparison of these maps with the one showing search locations of black
enroll-ees reveals that the locations in which most searches took place were

areas already largely bIack.3 Moreover, especialty in neighborhood I and

the parts of neighborhoods 5 and 6 which bordered on 1, both deterioration
and abandonment were said to be "extensive" relative to the rest of the city.
The map showing areas of new rental housing construction indicates that most

construction is in predominantly white areas in which few black households

searched. Some of the construction in neighborhoods I and 6 is federally
')

subsidized- and therefore unavailable to participants rrnder program guide-

lines.

General conditions in an area say nothing about any specific units that an

enrollee might have looked at, of course. The fact that many enrollees did
find acceptable housing in these areas indicates that success was not

impossible. It seems clear, however, that the task of locating a vacant unit
in standard condition was more difficult in the parts of Jacksonville where

most blacks searched, even if only the physical condition and availability
of units are taken into consideration.3

l4any whites al-so searched in areas marked by poor-quality housing, but, to a

much greater degree than bLacks, they both searched for and found units in
other areas as well. These patterns, matched with housing conditions in the

city's neighborhoods, do much to explain why both black and white enrollees
experienced difficulties in finding units, and why blacks experienced more

difficul-ty than whites.

Despite the apparent difficulty of the task, many enrollees did find units
in which they were interested, only to be met with resistance from the
housing suppliers. The next chapter will- explore this resistance in more

detail.

I- See Figure 4-I for the percentage of blacks in each neigh.borhood"
2,' Based on comments and descriptions attached to maps by the "panel of

experts. "

' ,o be avaiIa.ble under the program, of course, a unit must be both vacant
(or otherwise available for rent) and able to meet quality criteria.
Tabl-e 4-2 presents further data on vacancy rates and housing conditions
by neighl:orhood.
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10.0 TIOI'JSING SUPPLIBR RESPONSES

10-r OVt'RVIEW

The housing allowance concept assumes that housing suppliers treat program

participants as they would anyone else with the same resources to spend on

housing. The operating agency is responsibLe for informing suppliers about 1-he

prograrn, but substantial- intervention to overcome suppliers' unwillingness to
rent to program participants goes beyond its assigned role, unless discrimina-
tion prohibited by Iaw is invol-ved. Although suppliers can be forced to rent
units under the program in cases of discrimination protected by law (such as

racial discrimination), substantial discrimination against program partici-
pants somewhat diminishes the presumed advantages of the allowance approach.

Given this program structure, it becomes important to examine the details of
a situation such as that in Jacksonville in which there was widespread sup-

plier resistance to the program. How much of the resistance was based upon

misunderstandings which might eventually be cleared up in an on-goi.ng pro-
gram? How much, on the other hand, was irreducible opposition to basic com-

trrcnents of the program? Was opposition created by aspects of the experi-
mental situation which woul-d probably not be present in a full-scale program?

In Chapter 9, it was concluded that while other factors such as lack of en-

rollee initiative, unacceptable units, and higher-than-acceptable rents were

involved, most of the reasons given by unsuccessful enrollees for their
failure to rent units that they had located were associated with supplier
resistance of various sorts. The supplierst perspective on these problems

is examined in thj-s chapter. It looks first at suppliers'knowledge of the

program in general, then at housing quality requirements, leases, other pro-

gram components, and experimental features. It concludes with discussions

of program changes suggested by suppliers, and discrimination.

The major findings are as follows:

The Agencyrs attempts to inform suppliers were sporadic and Iargely
unsuccessful-" Attention was focused primarily upon suppliers who
were unwilling to cooperate with the program and were unlikely to
change that position, while others who were more likely to cooperate
went uninformed except by participants"
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Supplier resistance to inspections and. unwillingness to rehabili-
tate units were major factors in producing the observed search
outcomes, especially in the low-income housing submarket. This
submarket contained a high proportion of units which did not meet
the Agency's quality criteria, but for which, nevertheless, general
market demand was high relative to supply.

Supplier objections to the lease per se were a lesser factor,
although a real one. In this case, however, misinformation
played a substantial role, and such resistance was lessened
when the Agency provided adequate information"

Supplier objections to other program components and experimental
features played little part in enrolleesr difficulty in locating
acceptable units.

Discrimination on the basis of race was very probably a major
factor in failure to attain recipient status, especially in
traditionally white areas. However, it is very easy to mask
such discrimination behind other reasons for refusal, and it is
difficul-t to prove that it occurred in most cases.

Discrimination against program participants per se was also present
and was closely associated with suppliersr perceptions of partici-
pants as similar to welfare recipients or as predominantly b1ack.
Suppliers in submarkets which traditionally do not deal with blacks
and households wi-th wel-fare incomes often used blanket refusal to
accept participants as a screening device to exclude households
they considered undesirable.

LO.2 BACKGROUND

A brief summary of the background to search-period interactions among sup-

pliers, enrollees, and the Agency is provided to set the stage for the analy-

sis which fol1ows.

Prior to, and outside the bounds of, the Experimental Housing Allowance Pro-

gram, relationships between JHUD and Jacksonville's rental housing suppliers
had often been stormy. JHUD was created in the late 1960s at about the same

time that the city's first housing code was adopted, and the new department

was given the task of applying this code. Then, even more than now, much of
the low-income housing in the city did not comply with the code. The sys-

tematic application of the code began in some of the areas of worst housing

conditions and has fed to extensive rehabilitation, but also to extensive

demolition. As a result, many suppliers of low-income housj-ng are critics
of JHUD, particularly of the code and its application.
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At the t-imc-. the Experimental Housi-ng AJ-l-owance Program was in the planrring

stage, there was some Agency contact with suppliers of both low-income housing

and middle-income housing. After that time, especially during the search

period, Agency attention focused on organized suppliers of 1ow-income housing

who systematically refused to rent units to program participants during the
.I

search period. *

Once the search period began, it became apparent that supplier resistance was

a major problem. After some conversation between the Agency and the Jackson-

vi1le Property Managers I Association (PMA) , the program was modified in June

1973, to remove some PMA objections.2

In September 1973, at the Agency's request, the mayor ofJacksonville called
a meeLing to which a number of housing suppliers and Agency and JHUD officials
were invited. This meeting gave the Agency an opportunity to explain the

program to some suppliers who had misunderstood parts of it prior to this
time and apparently resulted in better cooperation from these suppliers
during the remainder of the search period.

Enrollees were given some explanation of the lease and inspecti-on provisions

during mandatory enrol-lment sessions, but most of this information was re-
served for the voluntary housing information workshops. It was estimated

in Chapter B that only one-quarter to one-half of enrol]ees attended one or

more of these workshops. Thusr rndrl1z enrollees were not exposed to this in-
formation. This is important because, where the Agency did not inform sup-

pliers about lease and inspection provisions, this task often fell to

enrolfees.

Agency legal services to assist enrollees in countering discrimination and

verifying cases of perceived discrimination were not provided until about

halfway through the Agency's search period. Even after they were avaifable,
these services were litt1e used by participants searching for units.3

For further discussion and data sources, see "Agency Relations with
Housing Suppliers," Appendix fII.
The malor concession was a JHUD promise not to require code compliance
following a failed inspection if the enrollee did not move in, and if
no safety hazard had been found. For further discussion and data sources,
see Appendix III.
For further discussion and data sources, see Chapter 1I and Appendix II1.

1

2

?
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IO.3 SUPPLIERSI KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROGRAM

Supplier responses were based upon their understanding of the program. Under

program guidelines, responsibility for informing supptiers about the program

and interpreting its provisions to them was lodged primarily with the Agency.

I'4uch of the task felt by default to the participants, however.

The Agency began with no systematic plans to inform suppliers and with no

sense of urgency about the matter. After brief contacts with PMA and some

board of realtors organizations during the planning period, no further con-

tacts with suppliers took place for about five months. During this five-
month period, the program had been changed by the addition of a one-year

Iease requirement which stipulated, among other things, that Agency per-
mission had to be obtained before a participating tenant could be evicted"
Suppliers first learned of these changes from enrollees rather than from

the Agency"

Once search began, it soon became apparent that enrollees were encountering

extensive supplier resistance. When the original Agency director resigned,

he reportedly left without giving his successor any indication that serious
problems existed in this regard.I *h.., the Agency began to study the prob-

l-em (about the middle of the enrollmenL period), it discovered that, while

attention had been concentrated on PMA and other large suppliers, most suc-

cessful enrollees were finding units with small resident and nonprofessional

suppliers. Even after this pattern had been observed by the Agency, however,

smal-ler suppliers were not contacted systematically, but only as they were

located by searching enrollees.

The result was widespread misunderstanding of the program by suppliers.
Suppliers obtained most of their information from enrollees, and most enrolt-
ecs did not attend the workshops in which the lease, inspection, etc. were

discussed in detail. Conversely, the Agency learned only slowly what the

suppJ-iers' rea1 objections were, and was thus hampered in responding to those

objections which might have been lessened or removed by better information.

fntervj-ew with Agency administrator, February 1975.
I
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The following is an example of the slow flow of communications. In June,

thc Agency director met with the president of PMA to discuss PI,IA's objections
to Lhe program, and as a result of the meeting, some important concessions

were made by the Agency regarding leases and inspections. (a l5-day notice-
to-vacate provision was permitted, and rehabilitation following a failed
EHAP inspection was required only if the participant rented the unit.) The

Agency told the president of Pit{A of these decisions in,luly. Yet, in Sep-

tember at a meeting of suppliers called by the mayor, it became apparent

that many suppliers, even some PMA members, had never heard of the changes

made two months earlier. Thi-s slow communication almost certainly caused

problems, especially with an issue as complex and centraL as the inspection
requirement.

10 .4 THE INSPECTION REQUIREI4ENT

Housing units rented by recipients were required under program guidelines to
pass an inspection based on Agency-defined standards. The Agency elected to
require full compliance with the cityts Minimum Housing Code, and to have in-
spections performed by regular city inspectors. l

EnroIlee Experj-ences

The inspection requirement was more important than any other single factor
in enrolLees' search difficulties. Twenty-one of the 36 In-Depth Interview
respondents who commented on inspection reported that suppliers would not

rent to them because of the inspection requirement. Thirteen cited inspec-
tj-on difficulties specifically as a major reason for their not becoming

recipients. The two conmon difficulties related to inspections that were

reported in the In-Depth Interview were suppliersr outright refusal to per-

mit an inspection and suppliers'refusal after inspection to bring the unit
up to code standards.2

I

2

See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the code and the normal- city inspection
process.

In the Staff Surveys, services representatives concurred that enroflees
frequenLly reported these two inspection problems to the Agency also.
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funong L}:e 2O2 search narratives collected from the In-Depth Interview samplc

were 30 other instances (27 bl-ack, three white) in which the enrollee decided

in advance that the unit would fail and that the supplier wouLd be unwilling
to rehabilitate. These enrollees did not request an inspection at aL1 for
these 30 units.l

supp l-ier Respollses

Both search narratives and supplier interviews indicate that the impact of
inspection was much greater in the low-income suLxnarket concentrated in the

central city. There is a tradition of hostility toward the city code and

inspections among suppliers in all parts of the city. Where housing stock

tended to be newer and better maintained, however, objections focused on the

alleged "pickiness" of the code. Suppliers in the middle-income submarket

complained of having to repair sma1l rips in window screens, for exampl-e,

but rarely argued that it was financially infeasible to bring a unit into
2complrance.

In the low-income submarket, complaints were more substantial, and many sup-

pliers refused to permit inspections at all. One of the largest property
managers declared that "the inspection requirements (were) the major reason

that suppliers have not cooperated" with the program. Their motive was

Iargely economic. Given the demand for low-to-moderate-income housing and

the poor quality of much of this housing stock, rehabilitation was often
both costly. and unnecessary, because there was no shortage of nonparticipant
renters willing to take the unit as it stood. Some suppliers also voiced
the concern that, even if a landlord did rehabilitate and raised the rent
to cover costs, the program did not guarantee that the recipient would stay
long enough for the costs to be covered, the lease notwithstandi.rg.3

During enrollment sessions, enrollees were instructed not to request Agency
inspections for units that they felt would not pass Agency standards. Based
on this, one could classify these 30 instances as inspection-related.
Source: Supplier Interviews, March J-974.

Because of the relatively smal1 number of recipient households in the
AAE, this supplier response should not be generalized to a national pro-
gram. If a sizeable percentage of the eligible households in an area
were program recipients, a supplier's chances of col-fecting a supple-
mented rent on a rehabilitated unit would depend much less on an indivi-
dual tenant's propensity to move. This factor is being tested in the
Housing Allowance Supply Experiment.

I

2

3
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One property manager felt the program ought to guarantee the extra rent Lo

the landlord for a certain period of time and was certain that in low-to-
moderate-income areas it would be difficult. or impossible to find another

tenant willing to pay the higher rent even though the unit had been

rehabilitated.

Although, as mentioned earlier, the Agency agreed in July not to enforce pro-
gram inspections unless the unit was rented by a recipient, many suppliers
remained unaware of the .g.ee*e.,t.I some property managers were angered when

they continued to receive violation notices despite the agreement (the re-

sult of a clerical error in the Codes Division which was corrected when JHUD

learned of it). Several property managers also expressed the concern that
there was nothing to prevent an enrollee living in a unit which failed from

arrangi-ng independently for a second inspection which would be binding.
Such an event did occur in September, and word of it and similar occurrences

intensified supplier hostility to the program.

Adjustments to the Inspection Process

Some adjustments to the inspection requirement and its administration were

made during the course of the program, most of them in order to make the
program more acceptable to suppliers. The most important such adjustment

was the decision, mentioned above, not to require owners of units which

failed program inspections to bring the units into compliance with the code

unless the participant actually moved in (or unless serious health or safety
hazards existed). This concession made suppliers more willing to permit
i-nspections, but no more willing to rehabilitate.

Another adjustment smoothed the process by which inspections were requested

and performed- During early search months, there was concern that enrollees
were losing units because suppliers were unwilling to hold a unit open until
an inspection could be completed, when they couLd rent it immediately to a

nonparticipant. This appears to have been largely solved before the end of

I Source: on-site observer memo, October 1973. Before this concession to
suppliers, l.andlords whose units were inspected as the result of an en-
rollee's request were required to bring the unit into compliance withj-n
120 days whether or not the enrollee became a tenant.
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the search period; inspections \.rcre normally performed the day after the

rcquest.

Supplier-Enrollee Interaction

One factor which inhibited enrollees' willingness to request inspections or

to negotiate for rehabilitation of failed units in which they were living
was their fear that the landlord would abandon the unit raLher than repair
it. This was especially true in the low-income submarket. Tapes of work-

shop discussions and the In-Depth Interview reveal several instances in
which enroll-ees said that they had been warned by the landlord that he would

close out the unit if an inspection required him to make substantial repairs.
This tactic was clearly an effort on the supplier's part to delay city in-
spection of units which might be found substandard. Once program inspections
ceased to require rehabil-itation unless the unit was rented to a recipient,
enrol-lees seemed more willing to request inspections, but often remained

hesitant to negotiate for rehabiLitation.

In effect, the administrative procedure surrounding the inspection require-
ment was placing many enrol-Iees in an unfamiliar, more aEgressive stance

toward land1ords. Not surprisingly, particularly considering the l-imited
preparation which most enroLlees had received, many failed to perform the

rol-e successfully.

10.5 THE LEASE REQUIREMENT AND EVICTION REVIEW

Program guidelines required that a one-year lease be signed between supplier
I

and recipient.- Although a model lease was available, suppliers were free
to use any lease as long as it contained specified cl-auses and had been read

and approved by the Agency. (Some suppliers did not understand this and

reacted as if the full wording of the model lease were required.) The man-

datory clause which caused the most resistance was one which permitted
evictions on 3o-d.ays' notice, but which required the supplier to obtain prior
approval from the Agency.

Under progran guidelines, either party could terminate with 30-days'
notice, however. As noted below, however, the Agency permitted shorter
notification periods to be written into rental agreements.

I
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Of the 42 respondents to the In-De-pth Interview, 16 (1I black, fi.ve white)
reported that the Iease requirement was an obstacle to their housing search.

In the Former Participant Survey, five out of 1-9 people specified the lease

when asked why they were unable to become recipients under the program.

Supplier response to the lease requirement varied between the low-income

and middle-income submarkets. Within the low-income submarket, leases are

not customary. Members of the PMA use a monthly rental agreement. SmaII

landlords rarely use leases and often objected to the idea of any lease at
all. Some asserted that there was a commonly held feeling among Jackson-

vi}le suppliers that leases in general took rights from landlords and gave

them to tenants.

Within the middle-income submarket, however, leases are normally used by

Iarger professional suppliers. Here, the smaller suppliers interviewed for
this study, though they did not often use leases, did not object to a lease,

Pg se.

Suppliers in both submarkets reacted strongly against the eviction clause,

however. Florida law permits eviction within 10 days for nonpayment of
rent or after l5-days' notice on other grounds, while program guidelines

specified that 3O-daysrnotice be given. One of the concessions to PMA in
June was an Agency agreement to accept leases calling for l5-days' notice.

This agreement was not s1 stematically communicated to non-PMA suppliers,
however, and most continued to respond to the original rather than the modj -
fied version of the program.l Several of the suppliers who wanted maximum

freedom to evict tenants as quickly as possible were also among those who

wanted the program Lo restrict participants' freedom to move at will.

Suppliers were even more skeptical about the requirement that the Agency

had to approve an eviction. they expected it to lead to further delay and

argument. As in other matters, the Agency's efforts to inform suppliers
about the lease were focused primarily on the PMA, that is, organi_zed sup-

pliers in the Central City submarket. Suppliers had not been told of the

lease requirement at the time the first enrollees began their search. As

it became apparent that a negative reaction was taking place, the Agency

Source: Supplier interviews and on-site observer logs.I
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staff ur<;ed the dirr:cLor [-o b.rkc. step:; to c;ounter it. At. l-he meeting witlr
PMA reprcsentatives in June 1973, the Agency assured those suppliers that
requests to evict would be approved automatically, provided valid grounds

were stated. This assurance was conveyed to the PMA in writing, but ap-
pears to have reached most other suppliers by way of enrolleest explana-
tions, on1y. A more representative group of suppliers learned about it
at the meeting call-ed by the Mayor in September.

Suppliers' resistance to leases l-essened when they understood that evic-
tion was possible and would not be made difficult. However, this did not
greatly increase cooperation with the program, an indication that the lease

was not at the heart of the supplierstobjections. A residual reluctance
remained on the part of some suppliers to be party to a lease which had to
be approved by a government agency. These suppliers, mostly small land-
lords, vaguely feared that the government "would take away their rights as

private owners. " Some of them, more explicitly, were afraid that they would

be "forced to accept anybody the government wants to put in" if the original
tenant moved out. Explanations that they could not be held to any such ob-

Iigation usually removed the specific cause of fear. But the generalized

suspicion remained, and it was often enough to cause a supplier to choose

a nonparticipant as a tenant when he had a choice.

10. 6 OTHER PROGRAM COI4PONENTS

In interviews, suppliers were asked about their reactions to a number of
other aspects of the program, some of them inherent in a similarly designed,

full-scal-e program and others resultant of the fact that this was an experi-
ment of limited duration. Although several points were mentioned and are

described briefly below, none emerged strongly as an obstacle of major

i-mportance.

Conversion to Section 23

rncluded in the program design was a provision that participants could con-

tinue to receive a subsidy under the Section 23 Leased Housing Program upon

termination of the experiment. This provision did not require that they re-
main in the unit in which they were living at the time the experiment ended.

Nor did it require t-hat the supplier agree to their staying if the househol<l
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decided that they wanted to do so. The influence of this factor on suppliers'
willingness to rehabilitate units or to accept enrol-Iees was negligible.
Among the suppliers interviewed, few remembered even having heard of this
provision.

Limited Duration of the Experiment

It is conceivable that the fact that the program was an experiment of only
two years' duration might have made suppliers less willing to rehabilitate
units or sign leases with participants. This factor appears to have played

Iittle or no part in determining supplier reactions, however. Since the

lease included a clause which permitted either party to break it on short
notice, suppliers regarded the probable duration of the tenancy as much less

Ithan two years. When asked about this matter in interviews, suppliers uni-
formly responded that their concerns were not about what happened after two

years, but what happened during that period.

Lack of Agency Guarantees Against Loss

Except for the inspection and special lease provisions, the supplier comments

focused on features absent from the program rather than positive aspects of
its design. Tn general, the suppliers interviewed felt that they should be

protected by the Agency against some risks that they perceived to be inherent
2in the program.- These responses were elicited within an unstructured inter-

view and are therefore difficult to evaluate meaningfully: the number of
suppliers who mentioned a particular topic is known, but there is no way to

know how many others might have mentioned the same topic if it had occurred

to them. For this reason the comments are simply reported, with littfe at-
tempt to guess whether the attitudes reflected in them were widespread among

Jacksonville suppliers.

Several suppliers wanted the Agency to screen tenants for them. Their at-
titude was that participants on the whole were probably undesirabfe tenants,

but that they would be willing to accept "the cream of the crop" if the

See discussion above in Sections l-0.4 and 10.5. As noted there, this
reaction might have been different in a larger program.

The feeling was not unanimous. Three of the 18 interviewed explicitly
said that they did noL want any guarantees and would prefer not even Lo
know that their tenant was a program recipient.

1

2
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Agency w()uld identify iL for them by means of credit checks and mandatory

counseling in caring for a unit and landlord-tcnant relationshi-ps.

Other suppliers wanted the Agency not only t.o recommend tenants, but also to

back up the recommendation with a guarantee to pay for excessive damage or
vandalism caused by a participant's presence. Stil1 others wanted the rent
palment guaranteed.

Another guarantee desired was that tenants would not move before the sup-

plier's rehabilitation costs were recovered from the higher rents possi-bIe

under the program. Some suppliers would have preferred a binding one-year

fease, while others thought the rent should be guaranteed for a year even

though the participant remained free to move. One supplier who wanted this
guarantee stated that he did not want it to imply an agency riqht to place

another tenant in the unit without his approval, however.

No supplier mentioned two-party checks as a d.esirable idea, and most of the

suppliers who were asked opposed them either on grounds of inconvenience or
because they constituted an unwarranted invasj-on of the tenantts privacy.

r0. 7 DISCRlI,lINATION

It i-s impossible to be certain that individual suppliers'objections to pro-
gram features such as those just mentioned reflected real concerns rather
than a mask for discrimination. This in turn makes it impossible to d.eter-

mine how much of the difficulty experienced by black households in finding
units was the result of discrimination. Vi-rtual1y all of the Agency staff
and l-5 of the 18 suppliers interviewed said that they felt discrimination
had played an important part or that they would be surprised if it had not.
Yet, there were very few specific allegations of discrimination either by

enrol-lees or by the Agency. For this reason, it will be useful to break

the discussion of the topic j-nto some less general categories. The word

"discrimination" in this context has at least four distinguishable meanings:

Discrimination inherent in the structure of the housing market,

Discrimination against participants because they are participants,

Discrimination on the basis of race, and

Discrimination on other grounds.
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Each of these will be discussed separately in the concluding sections of this
chapter. Enrollees' use of Agency services which were intended to help them

overcome illegal discrimination will then be discussed in the next chapter.

Di-scriminatj-on Inherent in the Housi-ng Market

Given a segregated market, even in the absence of any specific act of dis-
crimination or exclusion, forces are at work which will tend to maintain

racial concentrations- These include preferences on the part of black house-

holds to Iive near other black households, families, friends and conununity

facilities, as we1I as the expectation of white hostility in predominantly

white areas. These forces work primarily by psychologically constraining
black participants' choices and were certainly present in both positive
(preference to live with other blacks) and negative (disinclination to en-

counter white hostility) aspects.

There is indirect evidence that segregation influenced the outcomes of search.

Blacks were living in worse housing and were more dissatisfied with their
neighborhoods than white enrollees. Black neighborhoods in general contai-ned

housing in worse condition than white neighborhoods. Despite these liabili-
Lies, most blacks searched for units in predominantly black areas.

The effects of segregation seem so prevalent that they may have precluded

the occurrence of many specific acts of discrimination and also may have 1ed

black enrol-lees to "swa1low" suspicions of discrimination rather than report
them. Although the discussion here has been primarily about black house-

holds, the same situation exists to a lesser extent for any households who

might expect suppliers to discriminate against them; for example, households

with welfare income or femafe-headed households.

Discrimination Against ParticiPants qs .Suqh

Of the 42 respondents to the In-Depth Interview, 12 stated that they felt
that they had lost one or more units because the supplier refused to accept

any program participants. The accounts of 14 others imply that this was the

case although they did not perceive it as discrimination. Of the combined

total-, six were white and 20 were black. This does not include instances in
which the supplier's opposition was clearly to a specific program component

rather than to either the program in general or its participants. Neverthe-

Iess, it is i-mpossibl.e to separate the two factors. Enrolleesr reports of
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suppliers' reasons for rejecting them were seldom specific enough to deter-
mine what lay behind the words.

Interviews with suppliers indicate that. reactions in the Iow-income submarket

and the middle-income submarket differed. Suppliers of low-income housing

were accustomed to dealing with black households and households with welfare
income and thus were unlikely to refuse participants who fit in these cate-
gories. These suppliers generally expressed opposition to the prograrn itself,
because of the inspection requirement or the lease as they understood it,
rather than opposition to accepting participants as tenants. (tnis is not

to say that these suppliers would accept black participants in units which

they normally rented to whites, of course. T\nlo, at least, stated that they
would not, and others were evasive on the subject.)

Interviews with suppliers of housing in middle-income areas reveal-ed a dif-
ferent attitude. In these areas the most frequent objections were not to
the program pgl E, but to the participants as perceived by the supplier.
Several suppliers openly identified participants as "welfare-typesr" and ex-
pressed the opinion that, regardless of race, it was not in their interest
to accept this type of tenant. Their worry was that their current tenants

would regard "welfare-types" (and, some said, especially blacks) as undesir-
able neighbors, that the cur.rent tenants would move out, and that they could

only be replaced by other less desirable tenants. They expected this pattern
to lead to an increased number of complaints, to increased maintenance and

managiement costs, and, in some cases, to a change in the character of the

housing development or neighborhood in question. Specific fears were ex-

pressed about large families, especially female-headed families with a

working mother, female-headed households in general, "lower-class peop1e,"

and "hippiesr" as well as blacks and welfare recipients.

The normal exclusionary device in these areas was simply to state that the

supplier "did not go along with the program" or words to that effect.
Another device, used by at least one management firm which controfled access

to a large number of apartment developments in middle-cl-ass suburban areas,

was not to count the housing allowance as income. This generally had the

effect of making the rent-to-income ratio so high that the supplier could

refuse to accept participants on that ground, while maintaining that the
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same standard was applied to al-l prospective tenants. Other methods of ex-

clusi-on menlioned by participants included alleging that no vacancies existed
or that a specific vacancy had already been fifled. Participants usually had

no way to check these statements on their own and did not use the Agency to
check them.

Discrimination on the Basis of Race

Of all the forms of discrimination discussed in this chapter, only racial
discrimination was illegal under }aws in effect at the time that search was
.Iin progress.- It is also the form which is most institutionalized in the

housing market itself. For both reasons, it tended to be masked behind

other pretexts or to occur as a part of patterns which extend far beyond the

scope of the Experimental Housing Allowance Program. One Agency staff member

said, "Everybody knows it's going oD, but nobody can prove i-rL.*z Yet only
seven of the 32 black households in the In-Depth Interview sample stated that
they felt they had been discriminated against because of their race. (Others

suspected this might have been the case. )

As mentioned above, l-5 of the 18 suppliers interviewed said that they would

assume that racial discrimination was present, since it was a normal part of
the Jacksonville housing market. (Most of them also claimed that this dis-
crimination was practiced by others, but not by themselves. )

It is difficult to separate assumption from fact in opinions such as these.
For this reason, the opinions are reported without analysis. Other supporting
opinions are not lacking. For example, a local task force which studied

Jacksonville's housing cond.itions reported in 1974 that,

while it is admitted that some blacks have managed to obtain
fairly satisfactory housing for themselves, over 8O percent
of the black population is so limited by income and discrim-
inatory housing practices that they can exercise relatively

1 Discrimination on the basis of sex is now iIlega1 und.er an amendment to
Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, which went into effect in
August 1974, well after the search period ended for all the original
enrollees.
Staff Survey.

2
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Li.ttle control ovcr: tht..ir cnvironlncnt- and ar:c-' tralrped wi.thin thc
pattern of segregation into slum and near slum conditions.l

It can be concluded that active discrimination was certainly present.

Systemic, "built-in" discrimination could in itself be sufficient to explain
much of the difficulty encountered by black households during search.

Discrimination on Other Grounds

Interviews reveaLed that many suppliers routinely discriminated against
female-headed househol-ds, Iarge families, households with welfare or other
forms of grant income, and other specific groups. These discriminatory at-
titudes have already been discussed above in the section dealing with dis-
crimination against participants per se. The only difference in this case

woul-d be that some suppl-iers did not equate housing allowance recipients
with the categories they wished to screen out. They, therefore, tended to
accept some participants-and to reject others, following their normal manage-

ment strategy. This type of discrimination was in evidence more in areas of
middle-class housing than in low-income areas.

In sum, enrollees encountered both overt and disguised dj scrimina.tion in a

variety of forms, as well as the specific points of supplier opposition dis-
cussed earlier in the chapter. The next chapter will examine the Agency

services which were available to support participants who encountered these

obstacles in their housing search.

Commission on Goals and Priorities for Human Services, "Report on Task
Force II--Basic Materiaf Needs (Food, Clothing, Housing)," Community
Planning Council of the Jacksonville Area, Inc., L974- Quote taken
from Profile II.C, p. 40. A footnote adds that this statement is also
based primarily upon interviews with suppliers.

I
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T1.O ENROLLEES' USE OF AGENCY SERVICES DURING SEARCH

1r.1 OVERVIEW

The problems which most frequently prevented enrollees from becoming recipi-
ents are discussed in Chapters 9 and I0, first from the point of view of the

enrollees, then from the suppliers' perspective. The roLe played by the

Agency in helping enrollees overcome their problems is discussed in this
chapter.

Agency services were of two sorts: required and optional. The most impor-
Itant service-, the only one required of all enrollees before they could

become recipients, was the inspection of the unit the enrolLee hoped to rent.
In previous chapters, the inspection requirement has been singled out as the

chief cause of enrollees not renting units that they had located and as the

program component which met with the most intractable supplier resistance.
In this chapter, data on failure rates and numbers of inspections reguested

are examined, and it is concluded that supplier resistance and enrollees'
hesitancy to request inspections were more important influences on the rate
of attaining recipient status than the actuaL failure of inspected units.
Most prepayment terminees, especially blacks, never reached the point of
requesting an inspection. The fail-ure rate for inspections performed for
black households was not much di-fferent from that for whites, but at least
two-thirds of all black enrollees did not have an inspection performed at
all, even on the unit they were living in at the time of enrollment.
(According to tire In-Depth lnterviews, the most common reasons for failing
to have an original unit inspected were suppliers'unwillingness to permit

inspection or to undertake anticipated rehabilitation and enrollees'
hesitancy to bring up the subject.)

A1I other services, with minor exceptions, were optional, including the

opportunity for individual conferences with services representatives, 1egal

services (furnished for only part of the Agency's search period), a listing

of availabfe units, and some transportation and child care. These services

While the inspection was a "service" to participants in that it was de-
signed to protect them from housing that was not t'decent, safe and
sanitary," not aIl participants viewed this requirement in these terms.

I
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were little used and had negligible impact upon the results of the search

process.

IL.2 INSPECTIONS

The Agency required that aII units for which enrollees wished to receive
housing allowance palzments comply with the city's minimum stand.ards housing

code. Compliance was determined by regular city inspectors from JHUD's

Codes Division. l

Enrollee accounts and supplier interviews have isolated two sets of problems

associated with inspections. One of these was the enrollees' inability to
find affordable units which they thought would pass inspection. The second

was supplier noncooperation, either through refusal to permit inspections or
through refusal to rehabilitate units which did not comply. There is no way

to separate the two problems completely in the data. It is not difficult to
estimate the number of units which failed inspection and were not brought

into the program. Only in the broadest sense, however, is it possible to
estimate the extent to which enroLlees were influenced by the code require-
ments rather than their own preferences when they decided not to request an

inspection of a unj-t, and it is still more difficult to determine whether

the enroll-eest understanding of the code was accurate.

There are two distinct sets of figures to take into consideration in assess-

ing the impact of the inspection requirements: the number of households for
which inspections were performed artd the number of units upon which they were

performed. It is necessary to look at the data in both ways since households

While Jacksonville's code was not the most stringent among AAE sites, the
combination of code and inspection method made requirements there higher
in fact and less flexible than at any other site, based on on-site ob-
server reports and Abt's quality control checks of Agency performed in-
spections. For example, Jacksonvillets code required window screens with
no damage. I'linor damage was less likely to be overlooked in Jacksonville
because the quality requirements were applied less flexibly than at other
sites. See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the code and code enforcement.
The Agency choice of the city housing code as its housing quality standard
and of regular city inspectors as Agency inspectors make the choice of a
standard and a method of inspection indivisible. Following common dis-
course i-n Jacksonville, this report uses inspection as the s,ho:rthand for
both the choice of standard and the enforcement mechanism.

1
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1often had more than one unit inspected
as many as five times-2 The data used

records, In some cases, these records

and units were sometimes inspected
are taken from Agency inspection
do not contain identification,

making it difficult to match multiple units inspected for a given enrollee;
in other cases there are missing observations. The number is not so farge
that it is likely to obscure important patterns, however.

Households That Had Units Inspected

In al-l, Agency records show that inspections on units found during search

were performed for 232 white households, 196 black households, and as many

as 37 househol-ds which could not be identified.3 There were 347 white and

677 black households enrolled. This suggests that at least 78 white and 444

black households never had a unit inspected. These figures represent 22

percent of all whites and 66 percent of all blacks. Earl-ier sections have

concLuded that blacks faced two difficulties which help account for this
disparity. First, blacks, more than whites, were turned away from units
in the standard housing submarket. Secondly, blacks searched in predomi-

nantly black areas, which are characterized by poor quality housing. Thus,

it appears that inability to find an acceptable unit and/or overcome supplier
resistance accounts for at least two-thirds of prepayment terminations by

black enrollees and considerably less than that by whites (given the pre-

vous concl-usion that bl-ack enrollees did make an effort to search for
l

housing). '

See Table 1I-1.

4

Multiple inspections occurred when repairs had been undertaken on a unit
after it- had failed a first inspection. See discussion following Table
lL-2.
These househofds are excluded from the analysis after this point- Agency
records were kept by unit, not household. Therefore, these 37 cases re-
present an equal or slightly lower number of households. Forty-six in-
spections were performed on these 37 units: I0 passed on first inspection,
seven on subsequent reinspection. AIso excl-uded are inspections performed
for households in racial,/ethnic categories other than black or white.

See, for instance, Figure 9-l-, which shohrs that only 19 of I71 searches
described by black In-Depth Interview respondents reached the point of an
inspection being performed. The most colunon reasons given for searches
ending before this point were "supplier refused program or 1ease, "
"respondent felt unit would fail and either assumed or found that land-
lord would not rehabil-itate, " and "respondent felt unit unavailable
because of discrimination."

1

2
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The examlnation of supplier responses in Chapter 1O has made it clear that
ttrere were two different motives behind thc supplier resistanc() that was

the pri-mary reason for enrollees'failure to find and rent- units. In areas

of predominantly white housing in standard condition, a "people problem"

existed which involved both the suppliers and their perceptions of partici-
pants and their other tenants: suppliers were largely unwilling to intro-
duce participants among their "normal" tenants. In areas of low-income

housing, the problem was primarily one of the poor condition of housing

stock relative to the city code: suppliers did not feel that the benefits
to be gained r.rnder Lhe program were sufficient to offset the costs involved

in rehabilitating units which rnight need extensive work before they coul-d

comply

It is also useful to look at these figures in relation to the numbers of
househo-Lds which became recipients. There were 186 white and 145 black

recipients- Even if the 37 unidentified households are assumed to be

either all- white or all bIack, these figures indicate that at least 69 per-
12cent- of whites and 62 percent- of all blacks who had a unit inspected went

on to become recipients. If none of the unidentified households fall within
one of the two groups, an upper limit of 80 percent for whites and 74 percent

for blacks results. This again emphasizes that the greatest discrepancy

between blacks and whites was in the ability to find a unit they would offer
for inspection -

Inspection on Units

The 428 households for whom housing inspections were performed found a tot-al
of 483 units, upon which a total of 676 inspections were performed. The

numbers of households by race which had inspections performed on one or more

units are shown in Table 11-1.

Most enroflees who had units inspected did so only for one unit, as indicated
by Table I1-I.

186
69Whites: (232+31)

L45

t_

2 Blacks:
( 196+37 )

.62
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TABLE I1-1
NUMBER OE UNTTS INSPECTED PER HOUSEHOLD BY RACE

Number of Units
Race

BIack White

One

Two

Three

779

I6
l-

200

27

5

Tota1 Households L96 232

Source: Agency Inspection Records
Missing Observations: 37

There were, then, 483 units inspected. Of these, 284 failed on first inspec-

tion, a failure rate of 59 percent overall. As shown in Table 1l-2, the

initial faifure rate for units inspected by the Agency for bfack households

was 63 percent. The two figures are not far apart, indicating that black

households which managed to find units that they wanted to rent or remain in
had a-bout the same chance of the unit's passing as did whites.

TABLE 1I-2
UNITS FAILING ON FIRST TNSPECTTON BY RACE

Race

Number of
Units
Inspected

Number Failing
First
Inspection

Percent Failing
Fi-rst
Inspection

Black

[,Ihite

2L4

269

L34

r50

63%

56

443 244 59Total

Source: Agency Inspection Records
Missing Observations: 3l

A total of 193 subsequent reinspections was performed on the units which

failed on first inspection, with as many as five inspections (in rare in-
stances) being done on one unit. The result of this process was that I24

additional units were found to be in compliance (44 percent of the 284 units
whj-ch failed the first time). Thus, 67 percent of all units which were put

up for inspection eventually complied with the code:. 4L percent passed the

first time, and an additional 26 percent were presumably rehabilitated to
the extent necessary to bring them into compliance.
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Variations bv Month in Percent of Units Faili nq Inspections

The percent of units failing first inspections, especially for white house-

ho.lds, varied considerably during the course of the search period, as shown

in Figure 1I-I. Observation logs and opinions given by Agency staff members

indicate that part of this variation is explained by the persons who were

performing inspections. From April through mid-July, practically all inspec-
tions for participants in the E><perimental Housing Allowance Program were

performed by one inspector. lrlhen this man became ill in mid-July, program

inspections were no longer performed by a specially designated inspector,
but by the entire Codes Division staff of inspectors. As shown in Figure
L1-1, the percentage of failed units was at a relative low during June and

Ju1y, but jumped sharply in August. The data sources cited above agree that
the original inspector was (or became) more "slnnpathetic" than tl"e other
inspectors and tended to judge units less strictly than they, emphasizing

that subjective feelings might enter into the administration of even a very

objective code. (There is no indication that the inspector in question

intentionally passed units ttrat violated the code, only that his judgements

were t'sof ter. " )

The percentage of faih:res for both blacks and whites drops off sharply near

the end of the enrollment period, perhaps indicating that the Agencyrs desire
to gain recipients had some impact upon the way in which the inspections_ _rwere pertormed.

Inspections thus became a major obstacle to enrollees I attainment of recip-
ient status (ttrough the obstacle occurred more in the lack of having inspec-

tions performed than in the event of failure). This realization raises a

number of other questions. Many of them, unfortunately, are ones to which

availa-ble data provide few answers. It is striking, for instance, that a

majority of black enrollees did not request an inspection of any unit, even

the one in which they were living at the time of enrollment. Despite the

strong desire to move indicated by the survey data2, it would seem reasonable

Agency administrators disagree with this hypothesis and suggest that
perhaps the participants became better informed and thus offered better-
quality units for inspection.
See discussion in Chapter 7 above.

t
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for a household to attempt t-o qualify for paymonts in thc'ir current urlits
if all other alternatives failed. Yct- most did not do so- Why?

Part of the answer Lies in the fact that many households were "doubled up"

in units with other households. Among black respondents to the First
Participant Survey, 33 percent indicated that they shared kitchen facilities
with another household.f ,irr." program requirements called for separate

bathroom and kitchen facilities, these households would have had to move

(or get the other family to move) in order to qualify for payments.

There is also anecdotal- evidence that many participants were hesitant to
approach landlords about inspections or repairs, and sought instead to find
units which they were certain could pass inspection. (See the participant
case studies in Appendix V, for example. ) Some enrollees reported that
Iandlords had told them that their units were certain to fail city inspec-

tion and that the landlords would then have no choice but to close them

down. In these circumstances, enroll-ees m-ight have felt that to request an

inspection was to risk being forced out of their present units. (Program

inspections were not binding on the l-andlord--except in the case that a

household living in the unit become a recipient--after the first two months

of the enrollment period. However, to understand the difference between

program inspections and regular city inspections, both performed by the

same agency, required a high fevel of program knowledge on the part of
both the enrollee and the land1ord. As indicated by Chapters 8 and 10

of this report, such knowledge was often not present.)

In other cases, the landl-ord refused permission to have the unit inspected,

and in yet others the enrollees themselves decided that the unit coul-d not
pass and did not ask for inspections.2

It would be interesting to know how accurately enrollees understood the

housing quality criteria and whether the standard they applied to units was

more or less stringent than that actually in effect. However, there are no

hard data on this point. On the basis of the data that do exist, it seems

unlikely that there \^ras any necessary connection between the subjective

The survey question is reproduced in Appendix I. The comparatj-ve figure
for whites is 13 percent.

See discussion in Chapter 9 above.

I
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judgments of enrollees and the code. Very few enroll-ees attended the Agency's

housing standards workshops. Only those who did attend these workshops re-
ceived a systematic description of the code or a printed checklist of items

which had to be in compliance.l

Inspections, unlike the other services discussed in this chapter, have a

negat.ive as well as a positive objective in the search process. The objec-
tive is not only to help enroll-ees obtain acceptable units, but also to
assure that they do not obtain unacceptable units (with program funds). Thus,

to say that inspection was an obstacle in the course of att.aining recipient
status is not to say inspection failed in its objectives. Other services,
as succeeding sections will show, are intended only to remove obstacles.

11.3 CONFERENCES WITH SERVICES REPRESENTATIVES

The Agency strategy of offering, but not requiring, the use of most services

was applied to interactions between enrol-lees and their assigned services

representatives during search. As a part of the enrollment process, pro-
spective enrollees were required to meet with their services representatives
for a program information session and to have a second brief meeting to sign
papers. These were the only required meetings and did not include any

housing information. However, enrollees were invited to schedule individual
conferences to talk over their housing situation and preferences, to receive
general housing information if they did not attend workshops for this purpose,

or to ask about aspects of the program that were unclear to them.

Enrollees were assigned to services representatives who were supposed to
develop a relationship with them that would continue throughout the program.

This goal was partially undermined by staff turnover and some redistribution
of caseloads, which often led to enroLfees having not one, but two or even

three services representatives in the course of their search periods.

There was great variation in both the amount and the nature of contact

between services representatives and enrollees during their search periods.

Both the Former Participant Survey and the In-Depth Interview asked about

The standards workshop was only one of three tlpes of workshops offered.
See discussion in Chapter 8 and Appendix III.

I
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visits to or from services representatives, including the two enrolfment
sessions. Data from these surveys (which were restricted to participants
who did not find housing) were analyzed to ascertain how many visits took
p1ace. The modal response was three, with few respondents reporting more

than five visits, although answers ranged as high as 14. Routine program

information, such as the schedule of workshops or the approaching end of
the search period, was conununicated by maif or telephonel arrd thus should

not have greatly influenced the frequency of visits. The data on number

of visits by race are presented in Table 11-3.

TABLE ]-]--3

VISITS TO OR FROM SERVTCES REPRESENTATIVES REPORTED BY IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW
RESPONDENTS (OR OTHER MEMBERS OF RESPONDENTlS HOUSEHOLD)

Number of Visits

Number of Households Giving This Response

Black White

None

One

Two

Three

Four

Fi-ve

Twelve or more

"Severa1 "

2

IO

5

10

2

I
I
I

1

2

4

3

0

0

0

0

10TOTAL RESPONDENTS 32

Source: In-Depth Interview

Because of the variations in the number of required visits to services repre-
sentatives, the figures in Table 11-3 are difficul-t to interpret. T\r'ro

visits were normally required, and a third was sometimes required (as well
as attendance at a workshop) to get an extension of the search period beyond

60 days. Since at feast one visit was always required, the three respondents

The Agency often had considerable difficulty in reaching participants by
mail or telephone. After Lhis became apparent they began to notify appli-
cants who had been selected by certified mail, but did not do so for other
communications. It seems possible, therefore, that many participants did
not receive some of this information.

1
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(seven percent of the total) who reported none were evidently in violation
of Agency guidelines, if their reports are correct.

It seems J.ikely that at least those reporting four or more visits were making

some additional- voluntary use of this service. There were five black house-

holds (16 percent) and no whites at this 1eveI. If this reflects the extent
to which the conferences were used by prepayment terminees, it would seem

that few enrollees took advantage of them.

Enrollee Assessments

Respondents in the In-Depth Interview sample (none of whom became recipients)
described their contacts with individual counselors as helpful. Of a total
of 32 bl-ack and 10 white households interviewed, only five (a1t black) de-

scribed the contacts as "not helpful." (The data in Table I1-3, however,

imply that most contact was pre-search rather than during search. )

When asked what was di-scussed at individual conferences, most enrollees
answered that where and how to search or general information about the

program were the topics they remembered. Only three of the 42 reported
asking about problems with suppliers. Five said that they felt they needed

more help than they were given by the Agency, especially in locating avail-
able units.

Staff Assessments

Many staff members did not feel that the assistance they were abl-e to
provide enrollees was sufficient either in content or intensity. In a

staff survey, taken at two stages in program operations, staff members re-
ported a number of reasons why Agency resources did not meet the needs of
the people who came to the Agency expecting housing assistance.l

Services representatives mentioned rnost frequently that they were required
t.o limit their role to providing only the most basic information to en-

rollees, as distinguished from more active in'solvement (particularly of-
fering services or assisting the clients' housing search). This stance

originated from administrative interpretation of program requirements, but

I This information combines responses from the two waves of the staff
survey.
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quickl-y became the mode of staff operation. Six of 15 responses by services

representatives indicated that the program as run assumed an unrealistic
measure of independence and self-initiative on the part of the client.
These staff memlf,ers also reported that they were able to offer little
direction in the area which most concerned cl-ients--where to find standard

housing.

Some staff mem.bers felt further that they were poorly prepared initially to
provide services to enrol,leesl and that inadequate background and work

experience were never remedied by the Agency. Individuals mentioned the

need for training to deal with problems specific to predominantly low-
j-ncome clients, as well as training to make them aware of the services

availabl-e in Jacksonville to help them meet the specific needs of their
clients. Other areas in which training was felt to be lacking included

the dynamics of black-white interaction, negotiations with landlords, dis-
crimination testing, and understanding the local market. Moreover, the

staff felt that they did not understand the housing allowance program it-
self, and they felt that management conveyed very little information to
service and clerical staff alcout the rationale behind policy decisions.
Some staff members feft that, as a result of this lack of knowledge, their
ability to translate the essence of the program to enrolfees was diminished

and that participants, therefore, often left the office confused, sometimes

never to return.

A final problem frequently mentioned was lack of time to discuss the problems

of individual enrollees. Services representatives' duties incfuded enroll-
ment and certification activities, as weII as participant services, and they

often fel-t that these more routine tasks prevented them from spending as

much time as they would have liked on enrollees' search problems.

only two Agency staff members had prior experience in either public or pri-
vate sectors of the housing market before they began working at the Agency.2

The training that was offered was primarily in program procedures, so that
the services representatives oft.en were forced to learn from enrollees about

the problems they faced, especially in early months of the search period.

fn both surveys, 23 of 38 responses j-ndicated that the respondents did
not feel that they as staff were adequately prepared for the program.

Staff Background Data Sheets completed by each Agency staff member
provide these data-

I
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Both directors were experienced in federal housing-related progrars, but
did not share their expertise systematically with the staff through formal

training. Staff and enrollees often were aware of a relatively narrow

portion of the housing market. One participant's services staff member

said,

We could have made much more of an effort to reach small
landlords...rather than just the Property Managersr
Association...As it turns out, werve been directing
people to housing that they (PMA) have wanted us to;
namely, predominantly black .r"a".1

4 LEGAL SERVICES

Program guidelines required the Agency to provide enrollees access to a

Iawyer and some means to verify suspected discrimination in housing.

Although enrollment and search began in April L973, it was not until
September of that year that a lawyer became available to enroltees.2 During

the interval, some enrollees were referred to the Duval County Legal Aid

Agency; at least one went to the local Equal Opportunity Office of the fed-

eral Departrent of Housing and Urban Development, and others were tol<l by

the staff that "nothing could be done."3

The Agency Directorls inability to secure lega1 services or uniform interim
procedures for the participants before September understandably caused con-

fusion on the part of the services representatives. Furthermore, in the

a-bsence of special arrangements, some enrollees who were referred to Legal

Aid did not qualify for assistance because that agency had a differerlt set-

of income eligibility guidelines (at least one enrollee referred to Legal

I- This quote is included to make the point that the Agencyrs attention
to housing supply and suppliers was limited to a narrow spectrum,
not that PMA wanted people sent to black areas. In fact, PMA members
usually refused to accept enrollees in these areas. The quote is from
the Staff Survey.

)" See Appendix lIf for a more complete discussion of legal services.
?- Counseling logs and Staff Survey.
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Aid was refused help for this reason). The staff also knew that proving

civil rights violations was very difficult. Al-I these factors contributed
to a feeling that "nothing could be doner" and, as a result, in most cases

nothing was done. There does not appear, however, to have been any delib-
erate attempt on the part of the services representatives to suppress in-
vestigation of suspected civil rights violations.

AI1 availabl-e sources agree that enrollees brought very few allegations of
discrimination to the Agency at any time during the search process. The

Agency lawyer recorded about 35 contacts with participants between mid-

September and the end of the search period, including multiple contacts

relating to the same case. Only eight contacts were related to search

problems, and only four separate cases were involved. Three of these were

dropped after the suppliers, when challenged, produced a 1egal reason not to
accept the enrollee (i.e., rent too high for enrollee, refused to sign lease),
and the outcome of the fourth is unknown. No lawsuits were initiated.I A

spokesman for Duval County Legal Aid, while not having records of referred
prolJram participants, reported much the same pattern: most of the partici-
pants who came to Lhem were recipients rather than enrollees. The spokes-

man could recall only one potential open-housing case and says it was d.ropped

for l-ack of evidence. The Agency has not kept systematic records of re-
ferrals to Legal Aid.

Several factors seem to have contributed to the limited number of reports
of discrimination. Enrollees received mixed signals from the Agency: they

were urged to report instances of suspected discrimination, but (until Sept-

ember) were told at the same time that no lawyer was provided to them by

the Agency. No more than half the black enrollees in the In-Depth Interview
sample searched actively outside of predominantly black parts of the city.
Enrollees were slow to allege discrimination under any circumstances. Of

the respondents in the In-Depth Interview who stated that they thought they

had been discriminated against on the basis of race, none had reported these

suspicions to the Agency.

Attorney's records of contacts with participantsI
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There are certainly historical- and cultural factors at work in Jacksonville
which produce a general hesitancy to make allegations of discrimination. An

analysis of these factors would far exceed the scope of this report. At

least the fofl-owing items seem relevant:

Neither the bl-ack community nor tenants per se are highly
organized relative to many other cities in the South and
the rest of the nation. Thus, a background of legal and
emotional support, sympathetic sources of information and
referral, and persons accustomed to "doing something about
it" is not present.

Civil rights laws are not very developed. Only federal
law is applicable, since no state or local law exists.
Thus, no lega1 recourse is possible if discrirnination takes
place on any basis other than that of race, religion, or
national origin. In the absence of vigorous checking,
it is extremely difficult to prove that d,iscrimination of
an iIlega1 sort has occurred. l,lany black enrollees seemed
wel-I aware of this difficulty.

Laws protecting tenants against arbitrary evictions are
weak. A tenant accepted by an unwilling landlord might
find it as hard to stay in a unit as to rent it in the
first place.

Given their position in the social structure, it is not
surprising that low-income black enrollees were not
aggressive in claiming their rights as citizens. This
has generally been the experience of programs which rely
upon participant-initiated complaints to identify and
change discriminatory activities.l

1r.5 OTHER SERVTCES

The Housing List

In its Detailed Plan,'anu Agency said that it intended to maintain a list-
ing of currently avaiLable units to help enrollees in their search. Suppliers
were asked to inform the Agency of such units. Because few suppliers re-
sponded, the Agency did not post the list during the first few months of

In this regard see Thomas Pettigrew, Profile of the Negro American,
Princeton, N.J., L964r pp. 47ff.
Revised Detailed P1an, February 9, 1973, p. 73.

l_
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the search period. They feared that a small list might appear to be

directing enroflees to specific l-andlords. The list was later posted, but
st.ill contained only a few units voluntarily called in by suppliers.
Naturally, only suppliers who had heard about the program offered their
units this way. This method of obtaining listings restricted the list to
units which suppliers wanted to rent to enrollees and thus contained few

units which might be obtained through negotiation with an initially hesi-
tant supplier.

The list proved of limited usefulness. When asked about their methods of
searching for available units (interviewees were not asked directly about

the l-ist), only five of t,h.e 42 respondents in the In-Depth Interview sample

mentioned using the Agency's list, and two of these said that they wished

there had been more available units on the list. No assessment can be made

of the use of the list by enrollees who were successful in finding housing.f

Transportation and Child Care

The Agency also offered limited transportation and child care services to
enrollees under some circumstance. Appendix III includes a description of
these services. They were little used, and, while helpful to some, had

little impact on the ability of most enrollees to search for housing or to
take advantage of other Agency ="rrri.u=.2

Thus, none of the agency services available to enrollees during their housing

search seemed to have influenced search outcomes. fn fact, the inspection
service had a negative effect on attaining recipient status (though support-
ing other program objectives) which appears to have more than offset the

smalI, positive effects of other services.

This concludes the analysis of enrollees' search-related difficulties in
finding units to rent that complied with program requirements. The many

factors which played a part in those difficulties have been discussed in
Chapters 7 through 11. The findings of the analysis and a discussion of
some of their implications are presented in the next chapter.

I

2

Such data will be availabl-e when analysis of the Second Participant
Survey is completed.

In-Depth Interviews.
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12.O SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The findings of this report, Selected Aspects of the Jacksonville Housing

Allowance Experiment, and their significance are summarized i-n this chapter.

After a brief description of the problems which occasioned the report, the

response to outreach is discussed and the enrolleesr difficulty in attaining
recipient status is examined. Each section concludes with a brief discussion

of possible administrative remedies to the problems encountered by the Jack-

sonvilfe Agency.

Like other AAE sites, the Jacksonville Agency attempted to design and imple-
ment an experimental program for a limited number of recipient households.

The target number in Jacksonville, as in most of the other sites, was 900.1

In order to plan the effort needed to reach this goal, each agency had to
estimate how many of those who applied would fail to become recipients.2
The agency then decided how many households above the target figure should

be enrolled, and what number of applicants would be optimal in order to
secure that number of enrollees.

The agencies were al-so asked to determine certain demographic characteristics
of the eligible population: income, household size, and race, sex, and age

of heads of household. Those who finally became recipients were expected to
be approximately representative of the full eligible population in regard to
l-hese characteristics. Most agencies, including Jacksonvil-Ie, assumed that,

all subgroups of applicants would have roughly equal success in becoming

recipients; thus they expected applicants, enroll-ees, and recipients al-1 to

reflect the characteristics of the total eligible population.

As the program was implemented in JacksonviIle, actual- results differed from

plannerl outcomes in three significant ways. First, the total number of ap-

1;lications from eligibl-e families was significantly lower than the nurpJrer

expected. Second, certain groups among the applicants were underrepresented

Five of the other sites had a target figure of 900; Durhamrs target was
500 and Bismarck's was 400.

An applicanL household might fail- to become a recipient for many reasons:
it might not be selected; it might decide not to enrol1 in the program;
it might be found ineligible upon certification; it might become ineligibte
because of changes in income or household sizei it might move from the
program area, or it might fail- to find a unit which complied with the
Agency's housing quality requirements.
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compared to their numbers in the cligible population, while others were over-
represented. Third, far more than the anticipated proportion of enrollees
failed to become recipients, and blacks dropped out without qualifying for
benefits at a much higher rate than did whites. The first two problems were

not unique to Jacksonville, but both were more intense there than at other
sites. The third problem produced a result unlike that at any other site:
while in other seven sites closely approximated their target numbers of re-
cipient households, JacksonvilLe feII short of its goal. Rather than the

anticipated 900 reci-pients, there were 338, or only 38 percent of the target
number. These problems are discussed in the foLlowing sections.

12.L SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: RESPONSE TO OUTREACH

The Agency planned and conducted an outreach effort which it described as "Iow
profile"--a modest attempt to make the existence of the program generally
known in Jacksonville without any strong push to attract applicants.

Some early efforts were made to encourage referrals from other agencies

serving low-income people, especially the Division of FamiIy Services (ad-

ministrators of AFDC and other welfare programs), the public housing division
of JHUD, and the relocation workers serving households displaced by code en-

forcement, urban renewal, or other public action. Near the end of the seven-

month enrollment period, particular efforts were directed toward attracting
whites and households in the upper strata of the eligible income range,

especially by distributing leaflets in apartment complexes which contained
numbers of such families. No particular efforts were made by the Agency to
characterize the program to the loca1 public as one intended for groups within
the eligible population other than those tradit,ionally associated with welfare.

This strategy had three major outcomes:

The total number of applicants was significantly lower than the
number expected;

The majority of applicants first heard of the program either from
friends and relatives ("word-of-mouth") or by referral from another
agency (most often welfare and public housing agencies);

The applicant population contained higher-than-planned proportions
of black households, female-headed households, and households at
the lower end of the eligible income range.
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Total Number of Households

The Agency had planned on 2,7I3 applicants, or about three appJ-icant:; for
each of the planned 900 recipients. It received only L,694 applications from

eligible households, or 1.9 applicants for each planned recipient.

It appears that an intensified outreach campaign could have produced more

applicants. The low-profile approach was chosen in part to avoid being in-
undated with applicat,ions from many who could not be accepted because of the
l-imited number of "slots" available, and in part because the Agency had

greatly overestimated the size of the eligible population. After it became

obvious that applicants were too few, rather than too many, the Agency in-
creased its efforts and attracted applicants at a slightly higher rate,
though stil-I not high enough to meet its planned targets.

Effect of Al-ternative Outreach Channels

Applicants said that they had heard of the program in three major ways:

direct outreach activities conducted by the Agency (32 percent of the appli-
cants); referral from other social service agencies (29 percent); and by

"word-of-mouth" from friends or relat,ives (39 percent). The applicants re-
sponding t-o direct outreach were most representative of the eligible popu-

lation, while the referrals were least representative.

Referrafs contributed noticeably to the differences between planned and

actual demographic profiles of applicants. Of the households that \,sere re-
ferred by other agencies, 70 percent were black, and 71 percent had incomes

of less than $21000 a year (compared to 65 percent bl-ack and 50 percent with
incomes under $2,O00 among househol-ds that were not referred). This result
was partly attributable to the Agency's efforts to inform Division of Eamily

Services and public housing workers of the existence of the program and to
encourage them to make referrals. The clientele of these two agencies incl-udes

a high proportion of black, female-headed, and very-low-income households.

The response to direct agency outreach--particularly television and pamphlets--

was more representative of the eligibte population than referral-. Among

those who heard of the program through television or pamphlets, 50 percent

were black and 36 percent had incomes less than $21000.

The profile of those who heard of the program by "word-of-mouth" closely
reflected the total- applicant profile. This communication channel seems to
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have amplified the results of ot.her outreach efforts rather than making

unique contribution to the applicant profile.
a

These patterns suggest that greater emphasis on direct outreach and less
reliance on referrals would have yielded a more representative group of efi-
gible applicants. No outreach method, however, achieved a representative pro-
portion of white and relatively higher-income applicants. Thus, it is
reasonable to look for other factors in the Jacksonville setting which might

contribute to the unrepresentative response; two such factors are a "welfare
imag.e" of the program and a differential need. for the program among black

and white residents of Jacksonville.

Welfare Image

Early newspaper publicity (only part of which came directly from the Agency)

hinted strongly that the program was aimed at "cLearing the ghettos" and was

intended for the population served by "public housing." Both phrases have

strong racial overtones in Jacksonville and would tend to convey or confirm the

impressi-on that the program was primarily for blacks. Although the Agency did
not intend to give this impression, interviewers in Jacksonville found the pro-
gram strongly associated with "welfare" and that, in turnf strongly associated

with "black." It is impossi-ble to say whether publicity about the program was

the cause of this association or whether existing local attitudes would lead to
such an assumption about any federally subsidized program run by the city De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development. In any case, identification with
wel-fare and public housing may have influenced the behavior of white and upper-
income families in two ways. First, such families may have perceived that they

were not desired as prograrn participants, despite Agency efforts to convey a

racially neutral- image and some emphasis on outreach to whites and relatively
higher-income families during the last months of enrollment. Second, the

identification withr welfare may have increased some families' reluctance to
become associated with the housing allowance program.

Differential Need for the Proqram

By aJ-1 measures, black residents of JacksonvilLe, as a group, live in worse

housing than whites - The poorer quality of bl-ack housing results not only
from lower incomes but also from a restricted choice caused by a highly
segregated housing market. The program offered both a subsidy for housing
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and 1r-.gal- .rssistarlce in finding housirrg. (Some a1l5rli<;.rnt-:; t-hought or hoJ)cd

that it also offered specific units rather than the opportunity to search for
a unit.) This package had a potentially greater appeal to black households

than to whites.

The particularly poor housing conditions of blacks (both among all residents
of Jacksonville and among program enrollees) may help to explain the relatively
strong attraction of bl-acks to the program shown in the response to all forms

of outreach.

The Possibility of Administrative Remedy

Agency outreach in Jacksonville failed to generate a sufficient number of
applications to ena-ble the achievement of enrollment targets. The Agency

adopted a low-budget, limited-effort approach to outreach. This strategy
proved effective for blacks, female-headed families, and very-low-income

families (under $2,000), but it was ineffective for other groups within the

eli-gible population.

The most readily available administrative response to the results of outreach

would have been an intensification of d.irect Agency-controlled activity,
particularly the use of the two outreach methods which drew the most repre-

sentat.ive responses--television and the distribution of pamphtets to the

under-represented groups.

In terms of total numbers of applicants, far more families heard of the

program by "word-of-mouth" than by direct outreach methods. The process by

which word of a social program spreads through a community is only partially

understood. A major part of that process probably consists of communication

between participants who have a direct experience of the program and their
friends, relatives, and acguaintances. To the extent that these patterns

of social interaction tend to work within rather than across defined social
groups, it is possible to hypothesize that "word-of-mouth" will merely

amplify other forms of outreach, mirroring the composition of prior program

participants. The results experienced i-n Jacksonville tend to support this

hypothesis, as do those of the AAE sites as a whole.

Because some portion of the low response rate of white families was attrib-
utable to the welfare image of the program, an information campaign might

have helped to counteract that image. It is of course unknown whether any
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public relations activity could ultimately overcome that problem, given

the history of public assistance programs in Jacksonville.

Moreover, a major intensification of outreach efforts would have carried
with it added costs, the most obvious of which would have been a substantial
increase in the expenditures for outreach within the Agency.

A more subtle cost of intensified outreach would have been the generation

of large numbers of additional applications from families in demographic

groups already over-represented in the applicant profile. (ftris might be

expected even if the campaign made heavy use of those methods which attracted
the most representative group of applicants compared to the eligible popula-
tion.) The housing allowance program in Jacksonville was most attractive to
poor, black families, whose initial condition created the greatest need for
the program. If an intensified outreach campaign generated sufficient
applications from all categories of eligible families, it would probably

attract t-tre very-Iow-income families and blacks in even greater numbers.

Thus substantial numbers of applications would have been generated from

households that would not have had an opportunity to participate given the
Iimit of 90O recipients. It should be remembered that this problem of
raising expectations which could not be met was one of the original reasons

that the Agenry chose a low-budget, limited-effort strategy for outreach.

L2.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: ENROLLEES' DIFFICULTIES
TN ATTAINING RECIPTENT STATUS

Jacksonville enrofled 1,035 households. In order for the Agency to reach its
planned number of 900 recipients, 87 percent of all enrollees would have had

to qualify to receive payments. OnIy 33 percent actually did so, hornrever.

Among white enrolfees in Jacksonville, 54 percent (186) succeeded in
becoming recipients, compared with 21 percent (145) of the black enrollees.
fhus the analysis for this report focused upon difficulities experienced by

enrollees in attaining recipient status, and especially upon those factors
which made it more difficult for blacks to complete this step than whites.

This section discusses the many interrelated factors which contributed to the
failure of so many enrollees to achieve recipient status. It first describes
the greater risk of failure to which households that attempted to move were
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exposed, and then it focuses on the two largest problerns creating this grreater

risk: problems related to the enforcement of housing quality criteria and the

other factors which led suppliers not to cooperate witlr the program. After a

brief discussion of the use of Agenry services, tJ-e section concludes with a

description of possiJcle administrative remedies.

Moving Behavior and the Risk of Failure

To become a recipient in the AAE, an enrolled household had to live in a

dwelling unit which met the agency's housing quality requirements. In Jack-

sonville, meeting the housing quality requirements meant occupying a unit
that conformed to the city's Minimum Standards Housing Code. Program rules
also included an occupancy standard calling for the unit to have separate

bathroom and kitchen facilities ttrat were to be used exclusively by the

recipient household. Allovrance recipients could not live in subsidized

housing and had to have a lease containing several specified provisions.

The process of becoming a recipient could be relatively easy if enrollees
lived in units which they found satisfactory to their needs, which complied

with the city code, were not subsidized units, included a kitchen and bath

not shared with one or more other families, and, in addition, if the enrollees
had landlords willing to agree to the special provisions the agency required
in a lease. But, if any of these conditions could not be met, participants
had to accomplish what could be a very difficult task--either persuading

their landlords to bring a unit into compliance wittr the code, or searching
for another unit in which all the conditions would be met.

If the participant was fortunate enough to have a landlord willing to coop-

erate with the program and to make any necessary repairs, the path from

enrollees to recipient status was relatively trouble-free. If, on the other
hand, a participant had to enter (or felt the need to enter) the housing

market to search for a suitable dwelling unit, the opportunity to become a

recipient depended not only on the participant's effectiveness as a searcher,
but also upon market conditions (the amount of vacant housing which met Agency

standards) and the willingness of suppliers to accept him or her as a tenant.

An enrollee who had to search for a new unit found it more difficult to meet

the program requirements for becoming a recipient. Of the 1r035 enroll-ees

in Jacksonville, 697 left the program without attaining recipient status.
Among this group, 90 percent (146) of the white households and 95 percent (505)
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of the black households failed to become recipients because they were unable

to locate an acceptable unit within the allotted time.

Every housing problem faced by households enrolled in the Jacksonville pro-
gram was more prevalent €rmong black families than among whi-tes. Althouqh it
is not possible to determine what proportion of black or white enrollee
households lived in units which would have failed the Agency quality require-

'l

ments,' all the evidence suggests that blacks would have been more likely to

fait. Blacks on the average paid less rent, lived in units of poorer quality,
and were more often dissatisfied with their units than whites. In addition,
a sr:bstantial number of black enrollees lived in public housing, and thus

would have to move to be eligible.

These problems meant that blacks were more often faced with the necessity to
move if they wished to qualify for payments. About 26 percent of the white
enrollees were able to become recipients in their original units, compared

to only six percent of the black enrollees.

When they did attempt to move, however, many of the black households met with
obstacles which kept them from becoming recipients. Although white households

ran into many of the same obstacLes, the problems were far more severe for
blacks. Whereas 52 percent of the 221 white enrollees who planned to move

failed to find standard housing in the time allotted, the failure rate for
blacks was 80 percent.2

Demographic data were analyzed to determine whether characteristics other
than race explained the differences in success of white and black enrollees.
They did not. Black and white enrollee groups differed on some demographic

variables, but in all categories the blacks had substantially higher ter-
mination rates. Furthermore, the high termination rates in Jacksonville seem

More precise analysis of the stringency of the standard as actually
applied in Jacksonville is dependent upon information concerning the
characteristics that caused units to fai1. Agency inspection forms on
which this analysis could be based were not available for this report.
They will be analyzed in forthcoming AAE reports and technical papers
on the enforcement of housing quality criteria-
There is no direct measure of attempts to move available for all enrollees.
of 590 black households planning to move , 473 failed to become recipients.
Further, 922 of all black enrolled households planned to move, compared
to 67"a of white households. See Table 7-I2.

l
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Lo have occurred despite the enrollees' sincere and active attempts to find
housing which would meet program guidelines. The results of a special in-
depth interview of terminees conducted for this study indicated that blacks
on the average visited four units and whites visited three.

The differences between black and white enrollees can be best explained by

two sets of obstacles facing those who entered the housing market in search

of a unit that would meet program requirements. The first was related to
the housing quality requirements selected by the Agency. The second was a

widespread resistance on the part of housing suppliers to accepting program

participants in units and neighborhoods which were not traditionally a part
of the low-income housing submarket in Jacksonville.

Housing Quality Requirements

Among the eight AAE locations, Jacksonvill-e had both the worst low-income hous-

ing stock and the most stringently enforced set of housing quality criteria.

In setting program requirements for housing quality, the Jacksonville Agency

defined adequate or "standard" housing as a unit "in compliance with the

cityrs minimum housing code." The code itself was not so stringent as the

housing quality criteria established in some other AAE sites, but it was very
strictly enforced by the Jacksonville Department of Housing and Urban De-

velopment (JHUD), which inspected aII units selected by program participanLs

to determine whether they met program requirements.

The Agency, which operated as a part of JHUD, saw the combination of a

stringently enforced set of housing quality criteria and poor quality stock

as appropriate. Administrators felt that with so much bad housing on the

market, greater-than-normal precautions were needed to assure that program

funds did not go to househol-ds living in unsafe units.

A variety of institutional attitudes and commitments within JHUD contributed

to this perception. Its Codes Division was much more firmly esta-l:Iished in
JHUD and had more long-term influence on policy than the housing allowance

experiment! the Codes Division was convinced that any weakening of the code

would endanger the health and safety of tenants. Moreover, JHUD had an

organizational commitment to eliminating the cityrs poorest quality housing

through code enforcement. The housing allowance experiment was seen as a
potential aid to code enforcement because it caused additional units to be

inspected and provided a source of fund.s which might encourage rehabilitation.
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It is equally possible, however, to regard the combination of poor quality
housing and a stringently enforced code as a source of some of the partici-
pants' problems. Features of the program which were to "protect" participant
households from poor quality housing also, in fact, barred many of them from

participation. Program benefits were most readily achieved by households

already living in units which complied with the code or units which could be

brought into compliance by minor repairs; that is, it was easiest for those

already living in the better housing. Those who could not meet program re-
quirements with their existing units often could not participate, with the

result that their housing quality was unaffected by the program. This factor
worked disproportionately to the disadvantage of black households because

they generally occupied poorer quality housing.

The difficultj-es faced by enrollees, however, were not simply the result of
a stringently enforced housing code. A substantial nurnber of standard units
were vacant in the Jacksonville program area. To understand this apparent
paradox--available standard units and substantial numbers of enrolfees fail-
ing to find standard units--one must turn to a consideration of the Jackson-

ville housing market and its discrete submarkets. The problems faced by

enrollees and the reaction of housing suppliers in the low-income submarket

were significantly different from those in the remainder of the market.

Supplier Responses

The situation that faced enrollees entering the Jacksonville housing market

was grim. In the l-ow-income submarket,I where the majority of enroll-ees
(particularly blacks) were most like1y to search, few standard units were

vacant, and suppliers had littfe interest in rehabilitating substandard units
In the middle-income submarket, where stand.ard units were likely to be avail-
able, most landl-ords were unwilling to rent units to program participarrts.2

See Section 4.3 for descriptions of the submarkets.

The effect of supplier resistance to the program, whether motivated by re-
luctance to rehabilitate or reluctance to accept some or all program parti-
cipants, is best seen in the number of enrollees who never requested
inspection of any unit. At least 66 percent of black enrollees and 22 per-
cent of white enrollees terminated without requesting an inspection. Not
al-I of these were cases of supplier resistance, of course. Some enrollees
could not find units which they felt would pass the inspectioni others re-
jected units because they were too expensive or for reasons of their own
convenience. But out of 169 units considered by blacks in the sample of
unsuccessful enrollees, 63 percent were cases of perceived or explicit re-
sistance by the supplier. Whites reported similar reasons in 16 of 31
cases (52 percent).
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In the traditionally low-income submarket, suppliers' refusal to cooperate

with the program was a major cause of enrollees' failure to find adequate

housing. Suppliers had several reasons for noncooperation: dislike of the

housing code, which might require them to undertake major rehabilitation of
units; insufficient economic incentive to do so, since there was no guarantee

that additional rent would cover the cost of repairs; and often insufficient
information about the program.

Before the housing allowance experiment was initiated, suppliers in Jackson-

ville had resisted JHUD's attempts to enforce the nervlly enacted housing code,

which, particularly in the low-income areas, could result in heavy expenses

for the landlord. Because code enforcement was relatively new and the condi-
tion of low-income housing stock was poor, minor repairs were often not

sufficient to meet program requirernents. According to landlord interview
responses, it was the general need for major rehabilitation of units in these

areas that accounted for supplier noncooperation and the small nurnJcer of
units available to participants.

Although suppliers of low-income housing did not hesitate to rent to black
households and households witJ: welfare income, they felt that ttre program

offered them too little economic incentive to participate. They did not

regard the extra money available for rent as sufficient encouragement to
undertake more than minor repairs in order to bring a unit into compliance

with the housing code. Knowing that the program permitted a tenant to ter-
minate his lease after 30 days' notice, they felt they could not count on

receiving higher rents over the fulI two year period. Therefore, unless

the expected additional rent was enough to cover the cost of repairs quickly,
or unless they had a friendly relationship with the tenant, these suppliers
usually declined cooperation.l

Suppliers also found it inconvenient to wait until an inspection was

performed by JHUD or to have to notify the Agency and request permission

to evict a tenant.2 By renting to someone outside ttre program they could

avoid these inconveniences.

The information on supplier responses is based on a small number of inter-
views and should be treated cautiously. Major issues concerning long-
range supplier responses are being investigated in the Supply Experi:nent.

The lease required by AAE agencies included such an eviction clause.

1
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Einally, many suppliers received little information about the experimental

housing program. The Agencyrs early efforts to explain the program to
suppliers were sporadic, and were directed principally to those who proved

to be least likely to accept participants. There is evidence, however,

that when the Agency made a concerted attempt to inform the suppliers,
some tlpes of resistance lessened, especially the objection to the required
lease with its special provisions.

In the middle-income housing submarket, suppliers' discrimination against
black households and welfare recipients appears to have been the major cause

of enrollees' failure to find adequate housing. These suppliers were less
antagonistic to ttre housing code because it was easier for them to comply

with it. Their main concern was that *reir present, middle-class tenants

woul-d be likely to move out if "undesirable" black and welfare families
moved in. Some reported in interviews that t.l:ey envisioned an exodus of
"glood" tenants, a rising tide of "bad" tenants, more rent defaults, higher
maintenance costs, juvenile delinquency spreading into tJ:e surrounding

neighborhood, and a variety of other undesirable consequences of accepting
participants in their units. Most suppliers, therefore, did not accept

program enrollees.

Use of the Aqency's Services

With the exception of the housing information workshops, the services which

the Agency offered to enrollees were little used, and their impact upon

outcomes appears to have been neqligible. The Agency offered a broad range

of services: mandatory sessions dealing with program information and equal

opportunity rights, voluntary housing information workshops, further
individual- counseling at the participant's initiative, and, for at least
part of ttre enrollment and search periods, legal services, a list of some

available units, some transportation to visit units, and some child care

for participants visiting the Agency.

There is some evidence that enrollees who attended the voluntary housing

information workshops were more successful in attaining recipient status
than those who did not attend ttrem. Most enrollees, however, did not

attend them. Legal services, although required by program guidelines,
were not offered until late in the enrollment period. Even when available,
however, they were little used.
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The Possibility of Admini-strative Remedy

Different approaches to some elements of the Jacksonville Agency's aCminis-

trative strategy might have arneliorated, at least partially, the situation
encountered by enrollees. In three different areas--atter,pts to secure

cooperation by suppliers, IegaI services to cordcat discrimination, ano the

services offered to enrollees attempting to find adequate housing on the

open market--Agency actions drd. not accomplish the purpose of making it
possible for most enrollees to become reciprents. A fourth admrnistrative
issue concerns the housing quality standard, rvhere the objective of assuri;ig

L'lat particrpants were in standard housing had the effect of iim:-tl-ng parti-
^l ^- !i ^-tIt-q LIUII,

The Agency's strategy with regard to the housing quality standard was de-

liberately chosen as a response to the Jacksonville situation, and there rs

no basis for challenging the Agency assumption that a re.l-axed standard would

all-ow some recipients to occupy undesirably poor housing. In the other areas,

however, administrative options exist which night not conflict with otlter
program objectives.

A purposeful effort, first, to secure suppJ-ier cooperation and, second, to
use legal pressure to assist enrollees in countering discrj-mination might

have opened more units to participants- There is evidence that some types

of supplier resistance were based on misinformat.ion, and that their objec-
tions to the progran diminished when correct information was provided.

Further, the agency outreach to landlords was concenLrated on those least
likely to accept participants--the large Iandlords whose opposrtion was

both strongest and most highly organized. A more balanced and broader

attempt to secure supplier cooperation thus offers some possibility for re-
ducing the difficulties encountered by enrollees.

LegaI services for ant,i-discrimination efforts were not available to parti-
cipants until late in the enrollment period, so it is possi-ble that a more

consistently available service might have helped more black enrollees be-

come recip:-ents. It should be noted, however, that very few enrollees tcok

advantage of the services even during the period when they'^-ere available.
Given the Agency's basic approach--which was to make legal services availabl,:,
but not to take an active role in encouraging participants to combac the
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problcm--L.here i-s no EC.ls()fl to think.r (Jreat many morc enr:ollees would have

used the services if ttrey had been cont.inuously availabl-e.

The third possibility for administrative remedy suggested by the findings of
this study concerns the provision of further services to enrolled households,
particularly the series of workshops designed to give enrollees information
on how to operate effectively in the market. The main issue here concerns

the manner in which services were offered to enrollees. The problem lvas

not that services were unavailable, but that they were offered in a way

which did not encourage their use. A greater effort to explain the services
or to induce participants to use them might have helped more enrollees be-

come recipients, inasmuch as participants who did use the services (especiai-Iy

the housing information workshops) seem to have been somewhat more success-

ful than those who did not.

The extent to which any of these administrative actions would have reduced

the problems observed in Jacksonvill-e is, of course, a matter of speculation.
Some further empirical evidence will be forthcoming, however; the Agency

was given permission to conduct a second enrollment effort, with some changes

in administrative procedures. This experience will help determine what ad-

minist.rative actions are required to overcome the obstacles posed by poor

quality housing in a highly segregated market.

L2.3 EPILOGUE

Selected Aspects of the Jacksonville Housin g AJ-lowance Experi.ment is a special

study within the evaLuation of the Adminj-strat.ive Agency Experiment. It has

been focused intentionally on two problem areas which arose in the course

of program operations. Other issues related to the Jacksonville Agency and

its conduct of the experiment have been l-eft to regular AAE analysis reports.

A second Jacksonville special study will focus primarily upon the second

enrol-l-ment period. It wilI study the effectiveness of changed administrative
procedures in overcoming problems encountered during the first enrol-lment
period. The major administrative variations are a more intensified outreach

campaign and direct Agency efforts to improve relations with housing

suppliers.

I
I
I
I
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There are several important issues which the second special study will ad-

dress. The first revolves around the importance of increasing and targeting
outreach activities to attract a representative applicant group. The second

deals with the question of participation: what proportion of the eligible
population hears of ttre program and what influences a decision to apply. A

third issue is the extent to which an agency in ttre AAE can change housing

suppliers' attitudes and encourage them to accept progr;rm participants.
Finally, since the socio-economic characteristics of enrollees differs for
the two periods, the ways in which search problems and needs for agency

services vary will be discussed.
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APPENDIX I
DATA SOURCES AND SUPPLEI\,IENTARY TABLES

I-A DATA SOURCES

As indicated in Chapters 2 and 3, this study was not a part of the original
AAE design. OnIy after the unique ,set of problems in Jacksonville began

to emerge was it decided that a special study should be undertaken. At

that point it was not feasible to accelerate the pace of regular AAE

data-collection activities. For example, the Second Participant Survey,

with its data on the search experiences of households which become program

recipients, could not be "hurried up" without destroying cross-site com-

parability. This data was therefore not available for this report. Nor

was it possible to collect additional data in the normal manner on those

households which terminated because they had not rented acceptable units.
By the time the decision was made to undertake the study, and the data

collection instruments cleared through HUD and the Office of Management

and Budget, the search period was over. These data could therefore be

collected only retrospectively--not an ideal research design, but the best

alternative available.

For reasons of time, primarily, it was decided that the study would be

confined rather narrowly to the two problems described in Chapter 2. This

led to the omission of some factors which are important to a broader under-

standing of the Agency and program in Jacksonville. For example, a major

omission is a complete discussion of the Agency in its context, its re-
Iation to the culture and mores of the Southeast, and the gove.nment and

power-structure of the city of Jacksonville, its rel-atioh to JHUD, its
administration, staffing, morale, etc. The most important details

are sketched-in briefly in Chapter 4 as background to the analysis, and are

mentioned from time to time in the rest of the report (e.9., the references

in Chapter 1I to staff dissatisfaction with the training they had received)

but are not brought in systematically. A second major omission, also de-

liberate, is the comparison of Jacksonville with other cities, either in the

South or the rest of the country: the housing market, the racial climate
and patterns of segregation, the code enforcement program, the agency
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administering the program, the methods used, the city's economy, the con-

sol-idated government, might. a1I helpfully be compared with their counter-
parts elsewhere. Again, it was impossible to do so within the limited
scope of this special study.

Other gaps in the data result from the impossibility of collecting data
on every point at which analysis might later prove to be relevant. An

example is the question of whether enrollees' judgments accurately reflected
the code when they decided a unit could not pass inspection, and thus did
not ask for an inspection to be performed (see Chapter 11). ft would have

been possible, though quite costly, to have had inspections performed on a
sample of units by enrollees, the Agency, and the evaluation contractor,
and the results compared. But the relative importance of the question
became clear only in hindsight; in anticipation it was only one among many

pieces of data which might prove useful-, but also might not.

Despite these obvious gaPSr however, the data which were available were

extensive and sufficient for the research questions which the report
addresses. Table f-l matches data-points with their sources. Later
sections of this appendix describe the sources in greater detail.

1. Data Routinely Col-Iected for the AAE

Observations an Abt On-Site Observer. An on-site observer (OSO) was in
Jacksonville from the time the Agency began to implement its Detail-ed PIan

in December L972 until JuIy I975. The observations are recorded primarily
in the form of logs, chronologies, and memoranda. Logs are periodic answers

to a standard set of quest-ions relating to Agency functions and processes.

Chronologies are diary-1ike records of day-to-day events at the site. Memos

are used pri-marily to respond to requests from evaluation staff not at the

site or to discuss topics which do not fit into a regular reporting instrument

The Agency Staff Survey. A formal survey was given to each member of the

agency staff twice during the OSO's time at the site. Sample size: wave

l:22; Wave fI:l-6. Dates: Wave I: August-September, L973i Wave II: January-

February, L974.

The First Partic t Surve . A survey was made of 153 households within
seven days after their enrollment in the progrErm, before they had begun
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TABLE I-1
DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR THE REPORT

H
\o
P

DATA* SOURCEDATA POINTS

Background Information :

fi of applicants by socio-economic charac-
teristics
# of enrollees by socio-economic charac-
teristics
Additional demographic data on a sample of
enrol-lees and housing preferences

# of beneficiaries by socio-economic
characteristics
# of beneficiaries by moving status
Rents paid in neighborhood

Average search time for benefici-aries
Description of Agency services
Community Data

Documentation of housing search:

# of units looked at, costi neighborhoods
looked in; reasons for not renting units
looked at; problems encountered

Expectations of participant:
Benefits
Participation

Interactions with Agency: Use of Agency
Services

x

x

x

x

x

Agency Operating I'orms

Agency Operating Forms

First Participant Survey

Agency Operating Eorms

Agency Operating Forms

Local Panel of Experts, Agency Operating
Forms, Census data

Agency Operating Forms

Logs, Chronologies, Staff surveys

Observations, Iogs, census data, independent
housing market studies, chronologies, commun-
ity interviews, Ioca1 panel of housing experts.

Former Participant Survey, In-depth Inter-
view, Terminee Case Studies, Supplier
fnterviews, Staff Surveys

fn-depth Interview
Former Participant, lst Participant, Znd
Participant Surveys, In-depth Interview,
Terminee Case Studies, Logs, Chronologies

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

* OId refers to data previously collected for the AAx, new refers to additional data collected for this report.



search or received housing information from the Agency. Primarlz emphasis

was on housing conditions and preferences, agency interaction, and program

knowledge at enroll-ment. The sample is described in Tabl-e I-2.

The 9irst Housing Evaluation An inspectj-on was made of the residences ,lf a

sample of enrollees immediately following their enrollment. Samp1e size:
14I. The sample is the same as that of the Pirst Participant Survey.

Aqencv Operatinq Porms. Eorms were completed by agency staff on each

participant, at the time of application, certification, enrollment, pay-

ments initiation, and termination, as well as other key points. copies
of these forms are appended.

The Former Participant Survey A survey was made by Abt survey researchers
of a small sample of enrollees terminated prior to first payment. Samp1e

size: 19. This sampre was later expanded to include post-payment

terminees as well, but these data were not available for this report.

Community Background Data. A variety of information on the community was

coLlected by the OSO and by other Abt staff, including:

1970 Census data

available housing market studies
interviews with knowledgeable officials in agencies such as the
Jacksonville Area Planning Board; Housing Referral Office of the
Jacksonville Naval Air station; housing suppliers; and private
citizens knowledgeable about the area and its housj-ng

a "windshield., survey, " conducted I'4arch 3-I0, 1974, which rated
census tracts- based on visible exterior condition of the housing
stock, visible neighborhood condition (e.g., streets, hazardous
conditions, open space), predominant land uses, major institu-
tions, and so forth.

ParticiPant Case Studies. The OSO conducted in-depth longitudinal studies
of 6-8 families to provide a full, detailed picture of participant/agency
interaction in the framework of the participant's socio-economic situation,
culture, housing history and family history.

At other AAE sites this survey is done at a more general leveI, i.e.,
by Iarge neighborhoods rather than by census tract.

I
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TABLE I-2

DEMOGRAPHIC COIVIPARISON OF ENROLLEE POPULATION WITH
FIRST PAR.TICIPANT SURVEY SAMPLE

Total Enrollees

Characteristic N=1035

First Participant
Survey Sample

N=I53

qNo No %

SEX
MaIe
FemaIe
Missing Obs.

203
832

20e"

80
2L

L29
3

L4Z
a4
t21

RACE

Vlhite
Black
Other
Missing Obs.

347
677

10
I

34
65

1

4l
LO7

2
3

27
70
tll
t2)

AGE

o-24
25-44
45-6L
62+
Missing Obs.

339
479
126

91

33
46
L2

9

45
78
L4
13

3

29
51

9
8

l.2l

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
I
2-3
4-5
6+
t{issing Obs.

82
505
290
l-57

I

8
49
28

l:

9
64
49
28

3

t6l
42
32
18
f.2)

NET INCOME

under $1,999
s2-2,999
$3-4,999
$ 5,000+
tr4issing Obs.

578
l-72
245

39
I

56
L7
24

4

91
24
30

5

3

60
16
20
121
t2l

Source: AAE Application and Enrollment Forms, First Participant Survey

Note: Includes households in ethnic categories other than black and white.
These households were excluded from much of the analysis, but are in-
cluded here for purposes of comparison. Numlcers differ slightly from
those appearing in analysis sections for this reason.
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2 Data Collected Specific ally for this Report

In-depth Interviews. In-depth interviews were conducted with a sample

of 12 .iacksonville participants who had terminated because they could ncr

find adequate housing within the time given them under the program. The

data which resulted is more useful- as a means of getting a "feel" for whac

went on than it is as a statistically manipulable sample. This is true for
a number of reasons:

The sample was not random. Deliberate attempts were rnade to inter-
view households which had terminated for this one reason. Inter-
viewers found it more difficult to locate households which had
terminated several months before the interviews were conducted,
and thus households which terminated late in the Agency's search
period are over-represented.

Although the demographic characteristics of the sample (see Table
I-3, attached) are similar to those of the full set of pre-payment
terminees, the number of households in the sample is quite small.

Interviews were conducted on the basis of a topic outline (attached)
rather than a set of strictly comparable questions. Interviewers
attempted to cover the same points in each interview, bui oid not
attempt to use comparable wording, or question order.

The time between termination and interview varied greatty. Some
households were interviewed several months after their terminatj-on,
while for others the interval was less than one month. ft v;ould be
surprising if the memories of those who had been invol-ved in search
a relatively long time prior to the interview were as fresh or
accurate as those whose accounts were collected shortly after search

In short, the In-Depth Interviews were an attempt to "capture" some
rapidly-fading memories of housing search. For this purpose it is
invaluable. Because of these limitations, though, it is used more
informally and with less statistical rigor than would be the case
for, Sdy, the First Participant Survey or any other scientifically
drawn sample.

Intervj-ews with Cooperating Suppliers. These unstructured interviews with
nine Jacksonville housing suppliers were conducted by Abt staff in i4arch

L971. Attention was focused upon thei-r experiences with enrolLees anC

their perception of progran components.

Interviews with Non-Cooperating Suppliers. These unstructured interviews
with nine Jacksonville housing suppliers who had systematically refused to
rent to enroll-ees were conducted by Abt staff in March L974. Attention v,'as

focused upon their reasons for not cooperating with the program and their
attitude toward recipients.
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TABLE I-3

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISON OF IN_DEPTH INTERVIEW SAI\,IPLE AND

AIL PRE-PAYMENT TERMTNEES

Source: AAE Application, Enro1lment, and Termination Forms; In-Depth
Interviews

Characteristic
In-Depth Interview Sample

N=42

AIl Pre-Payment Terminees

N= 697

No. B No 90

SEX
MaIe
FemaIe
I4issing Obs.

I tre%l
81

L27
570

I8%

:1
34

RACE

White
Black
Other
I'4issing obs.

IO
32

0

24
76

I6I
532

3

1

23
'76

t11

AGE

c-24
25-44
45-6t

62+
Missing obs.

9
2L

7

.:

f.zt)
50
L7

lt2t

244
327

1A
48

35
47
t1

7

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
1

2-3
4-5
6+

Missing Obs.

3
L7
10
t2

17t
40
24
29

40
329
2L2
115

1

6
47
30
I5

NET HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Ilnder S1 ,999
$2-2,999
$3-4,999
s5,ooo+
Missing Obs.

26
4
9
3

62
110I
21

L7)

366
L29
169

32
I

53
1B
24

5
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Terminee Case Studies. The OSO, as part of the Partici-pant Case Study

effort, followed three families closely during their search periods. two

of these did not find adequate housing and thus did not become recipients
These two case studies are presenEed in their entirety in Apper:dix V.

Search Escorts. In late January 1974, two black Abt staff nembers escorted
9 black participants on their searches for housing and made l-4 observations
of participant,/supplier interactions. Their observations rvere used primar-
ily to shape further data collection.

3. Topic Outline for In-Depth Interview

I. Expectations of Res pondent

of participation
of benefits of program

of difficulty of obtaining housing

of amount of allowance

II. Search Process

6 Obtain chronology of events from respondentrs enrolLment through
termination including :

Means used to find units available
Number of units looked at
Neighborhoods looked in
Reasons for not renting units looked at

Probe for details of problems encountered including:
Rent too high (obtain specific rents)
Inspection
Lease

Discrimination (type and means of discrimination)
Transportation
Child Care

III. Interactions with Agency

A Counseling

Content

Use fulness
Workshops

Attendance (how rTrdo}lr if none, why respondent did not attend)

Content

B

B
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IV

V

Understanding of Content

Perceived usefulness of information
Understanding of housing standards

Perceived Role of Agency

In search

In providing legal assistance
In providing housing information (judging quality of housing)

In providing neighborhood information
Ways agency could have helped

Demographics

Note: to be asked only if data from First Participant Survey not
available.
Household composition
Education of head of household
Occupation of head of household

4. Traininq and Recording Procedures for the fn-Depth Interviews

The In-Depth Interviews were conducted by members of Abt Associates Cam-

bridge staff. Persons with previous interviewing experience were selected.
Interviewers were given three days of intensive training before the field
visit began. This training included familiarization with the research
questions for the special study and the data needs associated with them,

an introduction to the program as administered in Jacksonville (including
specialized vocabulary), and extensive supervised role-playing which em-

phasized interviewing techniques using the topic Out1ine. Each mock

interview was tape-recorded, then written up in a standard format, and

both the format and the interviewer's write-up criticized and revised where

appropriate. The purpose of both the topic outline and the reporting
format were to make certain that aII the required data points were covered

in the interviews and were then reported in a manner which facilitated
their comparable use by analysis staff.

In the field, interviewers and interviewees were matched by race. Afl
interviews took place during a one-week period in March L974. The inter-
views were recorded on tapes. On the same day on which an interview took
p1ace, the interviewer, using the tape, wrote up the results in response

to the recording format.
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When interviews had been completed and the records brought back to Carnbridqe,

the analysis staff categorized and aggregated the data by hand, using the

tapes to clarify the written record in places where it seemed ambiguous cr
unclear.

A copy of the Topic Outline for the interviews was given in part A. 3 of
tnis Appendix. A copy of the reporting format is attacheo or thrs ano the
following pages. (n is an abbreviation for respondent.)

In-Depth fnterview Reporti ng Format

(The original reporting format included spaces for interviewers to answer

each question on the form itself. For reasons of economy the answer-spaces

have been omitted and only the sequence of questions shown here. )

I. Understanding of the Program

What did R expect from the program at the time he enrolfed? hrhat benefits
and what obligations did he expect to find?

What kinds of peopte did R think EHAP was mainly meant to benefit?

II. Intensity of Counse linq--Indi-vidual

How mary ti-mes has R seen an EHAP counselor?

Have other members of R's household visited an EHAP counselor?

Yes()No()
Who in the HH visited the counselor?
RECORD IN TERIV1S OF REI,ATIOTJSHIP TO RESPONDENT.

How many times have other members of R's HH visited EHAP counselor(s)?

t^Ihat was discussed in the individual counseling sessions?
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How helpful or unhelpful does R feel this counseling was?

What help does R feel he needed that was not given in the counseling
sessions?

III. Counseling Workshops (Housing Counseling)

Did R attend any of the workshops?

Yes() ( ) rF No: why not?

IF YES: How many did R attend?

What things were covered at the workshops?

How useful does R feel the sessions were?

fV. Effect of Lease

No

Did R understand the

Yes()
lease requirement at the time he enrolled?

No ( ) Briefly describe the nature
of R's misunderstanding.
Be as specific as possible.

Did R encounter any problems in renting a place because of the lease
requirements?

Yes () No ()

IF YES: Describe specific problems encountered.
Include any action taken by R or by the EHAP

agency to deaf with the problem.

V Effect of Transfer to Section 23

Did R understand the transfer to Section 23 process that takes place after
a participant has been in the program for two years?

Yes()No()
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Did lt encourrl-cr any I)robl-ems in finding a place due to the provisr-on
for a Section 23 transfer?

Yes

Yes

() No ()

IF YES: Describe the problem
and any action taken by the
respondent or the agency.

VI. Effect of Time Limitation on Search for Housing

Does R believe that he could have found a place and received a housing
allowance if he had had rnore time to search?

() No ()

IF YES: How much time does R feel he would have needed?

VII. Effect of Inspection

What was R's understanding of the inspection requirement at the time of
enrol-Iment?

What is Rrs attitude toward the inspection requirement?

Describe all R's experiences with inspection.

A. How many times did R ask for an inspection?

B. How rnany inspections were performed at the request of R?

C. Did R have any problem scheduling appointments for inspections?

Yes()No()

IF YES: Describe what happened.

Did R encounter any problems with the l-andlord or any people renting
housing because of the inspection requirement?

Yes()No()

IF YES: Describe what happened.
lnclude any action taken by R or
by the agency to deal with the
problem. Describe Rrs perception
of the usefulness of agency actJ-ons.

D
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Does R feel that the inspection requirement actually prevented him from
renting a place he wanted?

Yes

YeS

()

()

No ()

Did R ever attempt to negotiate with a landlord to get the landlord to
rehabilitate a place so it would pass inspection?

How many places?

No

No

IF YES: Describe what happened.
Include any action taken by the
agency and R's perception of the
usefulness of this action.

VIII. Housing Discrimination

During his housing search, does R feel he encountered any form of dis-
crimination?

()

()Yes()

IF YES: Was it because of:
Age

Sex

Marital Status

Race

Nationality
Source of Income

Children
Being an EHAP ParticiPant

For each instance of discrimination, describe what happened, (be as
specific as possible) what R did and what actions, if any, were taken
by the agency.

What action, if any, does R feel- the agency should have taken?

Ix. Participant Perseverance in Looking for Housing

In total, how many units did R and,/or household actually visit?
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What means did R use to find housing?

Give brief chronology of housing search
to find available units.

Did R look outside of current neighborhood?

Include aII actions taken by R

Yes

IF YES:
Rtryto

() No

No

the home

No

( ) h,'hy not?

In what neigirborhoods did
find housing?

Describe any actions taken by the agency to channel R towards or away from
any neighborhoods?

X. Use of Agency Services

A. Transportation

Did R. use transportation provided by agency during search?

Yes()No()

IF YES: Describe R's experiences
with agency trans;rcrtation.

How useful was agency-provided transportation to R?

B. Chil-d Care

Does R have young children?
Yes()

Did R need child care from outside
Yes()
fF YES: Describe R's
experiences.

()

for search?

()

How helpful were child care services?

Summar

Briefly describe main reasons why R never became an EHAP recipient.
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IlOUSEHO LD'S
ABT ID # D.U. #

Figure l-1
ENROLLEES' PATHS FROM ENROLLMENT TO
PAYMENTS OR TERMINATION pass
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(1 or T)

ENROLLMENT

NJo

The tree above represents an enrollee's path through the EHAP program. Each branch represents a possible event
or decision. For gg! unit looked at by each household you interview, quickly sketch a tree using this model. Do
the sketch on a blank piece of paper and attach the paper(s) to your report of that interview. Be sure to include
tD#s and number the units looked at by the household during their searclr in roughly chronological order. lndi-
cate the race of the Respondent and the racial clraracter of the neighborhood in which the respondent searched and
found, or did not find. a unit. Use the codes listed below. Give R's opinion on primary reason for outcome; we
ask for your opinron elsewhere in the reporting format. This device is used as a graphic summary to help you and
us describe clearly what happened to EHAP enrollees during search. Please compare it to the rest of your report
to be sure that you have described what happened and why in detail.

CODE: D.U. (or d.u.l = dwelling unit
LL = landlord
RR = race of respondent (B = Black; W = Wlrite; O = other)
BN = racial identity of neighborhood as perceived by R

(B = Black;W = White; M = mixed or transitiorral; O = otherl
l.R. (path 3N)= lnspection Request
T = Termination. At enrl of path "Go to T" mearrs R did not keep on searching
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Demographic Information

IF R WAS NOT GIVEN A FIRST PARTICIPANT SURVEY, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

Household Composition

Respondent Sex Relationship to HH

Education of HH Elementary school or less
Some high school
Completed high school
Some college or more

Occupation of HH Head

Age

()
()
()
()
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RID#06-
PLEASE COMPLETE ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE BEFORE SUBMITTING THE FEPORTING FORM

I. Respondent's ID#
L2 3456

7-9 - (.rse1

Date of Enrollment

3. Date of fnterview

Fina] Status:

Complete

Refused

Terminated

No contact
Language Barrier

9

Lease/Eo

Relocation

Standardness

LO/LL t2/L3

1 15 L6/L

-2

-3

-4
-5

L97 4

)-z
)-2
)-2

2

4

18-1

5. fnterview ID#
19

6. First Participant Survey completed?

Yes ( ) 2O-L

No()-2

7. Number of visits by R and/or other HH members to EIIAP agency

8. Did R attend any workshops?

Yes ( )23-L No ( )-2

2L/22

If yes, how many?
24/25

Did R attend sessions covering...
CSY

(

(

(

No
)26-t (

)27-t (

) 28-1 (
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10.

1r.

Did R report problems with...

Lease

Inspection
Discrimination

Transportation
Chil-dcare

Did R ever attempt rehab?

Yes ( ) 34-1

No()-2

Yes
( )2e-L
( ) 30-1

( ) 31-1

( ) 32-1

( ) 33-1

No

-2

-2
-2
-2

-z

L2. If R is black, diil he ever look for housing in a white or mixed
neighborhood.?

R is not bl-ack

Yes

No

Donrt know

( ) 3s-r

-2
-3

-4

13. Number of units actually visited by R during housing search

14. Number of people in R's household 18 and older
36/37

38/3e
15. Number of people in Rr s

household under 18
40/4L

L6. How old was the head of household on his,/her last birthday?

L7. What is the sex of the head of household?

MaIe ( ) 44-L

Female ( ) -2

18. What is the last year of school completed by the household head?

Elementary school or less ( ) 45-1

Some high school ( ) -2
Completed high school ( ) -3
Some college or more ( ) -4

19. R is: White ( )46-L Black ( ) -2 Orher ( ) -3

20. What is head of household's occupation? 47-

49-
50-
5t-
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5 Agency Operating Forms

Following are copj-es of the operating forms, completed by the agency, or1

each participant at vari-ous stages of the program:

Application Form

Enrollment Form

(Re) Certification Form

Payments fnitiation Form

Termination Form
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COL
$rHt

I 1.t2

t3

ta

r5

t&r 7

EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM - Application Form

.LEASC 
'N"{f 

fH€ FOLLOWIHG INFORIIA|ION ASOUT DlE HEAO OF YOUN HOUSEHOLO:

PLEASE ANS,yER OUESttONS .- 7 IE LAw:

PTE'SE 568 THE AtrLICAf IOIIS CLENK WHEN YCU N€ACH TH/s POINT

To tho best of my knowledge, rhe above information is correct and accurate.

!&23
?4-e9
3G35

5{l
a217

65

4&53

&r

la@

6r{2

13 oArE_ 
-tsl-,t$.dt (bt /*

SICNAfUIE:

70 
'E 

@HPLETEO BY €LIGIa'LITY SIAFF

Gt

N90
3 Phone

lldtl3t

,dadg 4L
Socrd
S{. \o.

2 Address:

1 Name:

it

4 How did you lim hear of this programT (Please check only one.)

0l tr Rc{6rrl from Public Houlrrp w.itirE lin 06 tr Radio

02 E Relerrrl hom arrcthr agancy 07 C ftintcd Pamphl?t
(t C Friend or rolrtiw 08 E CommunitY Eullstin Soaro

04trw
05 C Ncvrrpapcr

iNs 0

0€ trAtrmecting
l0 E Othcr (pccify:l_

ldaablizfra HuaVr

5 What is the sex of the head of your householdT r E Malc 2 E Femala

6 What ir the race of :he head of your household? (Please check only one.)
I E Whita tt C SPanisrt Amcrican

2 trNcero/8|lck 5 EOrienul
3 Cl Amrican lndian 6 tr Othr

7 What is the age of the head of your householdT
I tr Undff 18 yesrr

2 tr 18 to 24 ycars

3 O 25 to 44 ycars

4 O 45 to 6l years
5 tr 62 to 64 yearr
6 tr 65 year! or older

8 What is the total number of perscns in your household?

9 What is the annual income for your householo?
rl Earnd lncomc

bl Gr.nt Incomc

cl Othcr lncomc
dlTotlln.orn (a+bIc)
r) Allowrblr Deduaions
f) NGt lncomc (d-€)

t0 The Net lncome Limit for this hcusehold size is:

11 lsthehead of the household, orthespous€, afutl-time studentT t EYcr 2 trNo

ASX fHE FOLLOVNi AUESflON tF rHER€ tS OHLY ON€ PSRSON tN rHE HOUSEHOLO UTEN Et 4y9 rHE HEAO OF
trlE HOUSEHOLO tS UNOES 62 ilfEy /)

12 lr the head of the housohold handicapped, disabled or displaced? I EYcs 2 tr No

14
15

Neighborhood code for abova address:

Eligibiliry Statu3

1 O Eligiblc
O Nor Eligiblo - Ovr lncornr Limit lor Hou!.hoid
O Not Eligrbi. - Livcr Ourrioo 2rogrrm Junldrcrron
O Not Eligibtr - Ottrrr (locqfy: )--

16 oArE 
- - --,gr- 

stGttaru+E:
iland cLt

2

3
a

644
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EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM - Enrollment Form

1 Name
latt fiBt lnlti.l ld@?iricrtloF Numbct

2 Address 3 Phone
no. tt@t .PL

clty rrr,8 zlP

TO AE COIIIPLETED 8Y THE ENNOLLNENTS|AFF
AFTEN THE APPLICANT'S ELIGIBILITY STAruS HAS EEEN VENIFIED

4 What is the Applicant's Rental Status?

1 O Owner or Buyer
2 D Renter Occupied without Cash Rent
3 ERenter,$-pcr+l Dmonth 2 Eweek 3 Oother(specify:)

Characteristics of Applicant's Current Dwelling:

5 Total rooms (including Kitchen and excluding Bathroom)

6 Number of rooms usually used for sleeping

ldantillc.tion Numbet

7 ls there a full bathroom within this dwelling that is used by only this household? t tr Yes

8 Check all below that are included in the rent (Skip if item 4 is coded 1 ):

z DNo

UTI LITI ES

19 D Heat

zo E Gas (not including heat)

2r E Electricity (not including heat)

2? E Piped Water

23 D Garbage/Trash Collection

APPLIANCES, SERVICES

24 D Sink Garbage Disposal
zs ! Cooking Stove
zG 0 Refrigerator
27 E Air Conditioning
28 D Parking

9 Does the Applicant plan to move or to stayT

I
2

3

4

Move + to which + Has he already selected a unitT t [] Yes 2 E No
coL 32Move, but no neighborhood

Stay
Undecided

fHE APPLICANT HAS SEEN ADVISED
OF HIS NIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS AS AN ENBOLLEE IN IHIS PROGNAM

11 oare or ENRoLLMENT 
- - - - 

197-
month day year

SIGNATURE OF ENROLLED HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

SIGNATURE OF ENROLLMENT STAFF MEMBEA

11

12.14,15

t6

17

18

1928

*32

3334

3139
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coL
$tO.O,l

tr.t5

IG

17.r8

r!)nl

n4

3$.5

t712
4!.8
4964

n{t€o
cr{6

o-12

7l7a

7g

EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM - (Relcertificatron Form

I Name
lat lirrl tnrAal

2 Address 3 Phone
,tc ,mrt aoL

cicf tata at0

fO 8E CO*IPLETED 8Y fHE (RE)CERTIFICANON SrAFF

4 Date (Relcerrification was initiated 
-- 

tsr--
moail, Ay yq. l&dalicroon Nud&r

5 This form provides information on: (Please check only one.)

I E Crtification
2 tr Recenif ic^ation initiated by Panicipant - lncorn Chanle
3 E Rccrtif icatbn initiatd by Panicipant - Household Sizs
4 O Roctrtrf ication inrtiated by Agency - Periodic

5 0 Rccrrtilicgtion initia(cd by Agency, Oth.t (sp.cify:)

6 (Relcenific:tion Method (Please check one for household size and one f or income.)

FOR HOUSEHOLO SIZE FOR INCOME
I O Spot Checkirp Oata ltems I tr Spot Checking Data ltems
2 O Checf ing All Data ltemi 2 O Checf ing All Oata ltems

3 O Srgncd Statenrent 3 tr Sgn€d Statement
rl O Signed Statcment and Spot Che*ing ltmr 4 tr Sign€d Statcment and Spot Checiing ltem3

5 O Signcd Statemenr and Chccking All lremt 5 tr Signcd Statement ard Chcciing All ltcms

7 Source(s) used to verify Household Size (Please check all the sources that were used.)

19 O Eirth C.r'tificate 22 E Contast with School(s)
2o E Tax Raurns :3 g Contact with Emptoyer(r)
A E Hornc Visit ar E Other (spccify:)

I Source(s) used to verify lncome (Please check all the sources that were used.)

A, 0 Reent Paycheck Stub
2s O Tax Becordr
29 O Receipts, cancclled checks

9 (Re)certified Household Size is

10

32 O other (specify:)

The following is the (Re)certified annual income for this household:

rl Errncd lncomc
b) Grant lncorno

cl Otfier lncome
dl Total lncome (a + b + c)

c) Allowable Oedudions
f) N"t lncom€ (d - c)

The Net lncome Limit for This Household Size is:

Neighborhood code for above address:

Eligibility Starus

I O (Rc)crUtiad eligrbl.

a E otncr {spccrfy:)

30 O Contact with Employer(s)
:t E C,ontact with gran( sourcr(s)

( R.)cfi ilicd I neligiblc because:
2 E Ovar ln@.n€ Lrmit for Hou:ehoid
3 O Liver Outsidc Program Jurrsdictron

11

12

13

16
oATE _,97_

Ndtt drY yaaf
SIAHATUNE

,eq,

2L0
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USE THIS FORM AFTER 31 MARCH 1974

EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM - Paymentr lnitiation Form

1 Name:
last fi rst

2 Address 3 Phone
ttfeet .Pt.

c tty atrtc .ip

TO BE CO|TPLETEO 8Y fHE COUNSELTNG STAFF

rO BE COMPLETED 8Y THE INSPEC|ION SIAFF

12 What was the method of inspection?
1 tr Self lnspection - with spot check
2 ! Self lnspection - with no spot check
3 D Agency lnspection on 

-^ofr-ai
,97 _
Ycrt

TO BE COMPLETEO 8Y THE PAYMENTS STAFF

This Payment is based on:
13 Household Size of 

-

14 Net Annual lncome of $ 

-

15 This Payment will begin in Month:

16 Amount of deduction for security deposit is: $ 

- 

per month

17 Amount for which Check is Actually Written is: $ _ per month

18 Compfeted on __ _- tgl-
! m@?h doy yerr

SIGNATURE:

11

12-16

11

25

26

't&r 9

*22,23

24

3a42

27-36

37

4!44
45 50

51-52

535s

56.59

6G64

4 Thrs Enrollee has satisfied the Agency's Housing Requirements. He has

1 il Stayed with rehabilitation
2 D Stayed without rehabilitation
3 D Moved - The Move was (will be) completed on;ri:D 

dr-rtr-r_,

5 For which purpose was this form completedT

6Ne

lfl
2a
J t-.1 Change in Address

code for above address:

F irst Payment

Change in Payment Amount (Skip to ltem 13.)

Characteristics oI Dwelling for which This Payment is initiated:

7 Rent $ '=- per 1 D monrh ? D wk 30 orhcr (rpocitv:l

8 Total rooms (including kitchen and excluding bathroom)

Number of rooms usually used for sleeping

ls there a full bathroom within this dwelling that is used by only this householdT

Actual Number of bedrooms

I DYes 2 !No
9

10

11 Check all below that are included in the rent

UTI LI TI ES

27 0 Heat

28 E Gas (nor including heat)

zs D Electricity (not including heat)
go D Piped Water

st E Garbage/Trash Collection

APPLIANCES, SERVICES

sz O Sink Garbage Disposal
se E Cooking Stovt
lo E Retrigerator
3s O Air Conditioning
se O Parking

2lt

Revied 225/74
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EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING ALLOYTANCE PROGRAM - Termination Form

I Name
lnt lid? initi.l ld.Dtifiation Numba?

2 Current Address 3 Phone
no, ttra? .pl

ciry ,t, It ,ip

TO EE COLIPLE|EO 8Y THE TERMINATION STAFF

4 Date of Enrollment t9r_yatmst:i dty

5 Date of Termination _ _ __ tsz_
monh cLy Y{r

6 Neighborhood code for above address

7 Primary Reason for Termination (Please check only one.)

01 O lncome/Household Size lneligibility

02 E Rent Paid Less than Payment Received

03 El Action Time Exceeded for Movirg

M O Aaion Tirne Exceeded for Rehabilitation

06 E Action Time Exccedad, Considerod Eoth Moving rnd RohEbiliution

06 E Movr from Area

07 O Cannot bo Locstod

BO Refused to Provide Recertificatlon lnformation

00tr Refusod to Continus for Some Othr Reason (specify:)

20 B Completed Program - Transfcrrcd to Sec. 23 Housing

21 tr Compleicd Program - Roferred to Othar Public Housing

22 O Complaed Program - No Further Action

23tr Compluted Program - Other Action (specify:) 

-

30tr Other (specify:l

I oartt t97 _
YUf

SI6NATURE:
month d.y

rG20

21-22

tt2a

2t?€

2I2



1

r-B SURVEY QI]ESTIONS USED IN THE ANALYSIS

First Participant Survey

a Rights and Obligations

Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about your rights and
obligations under the housing allowance program.

Did you sign the Enrollment Contract yourself or did someone else
in your household sign it?

Respondent signed ( )

Someone else signed ( )

Donrt know ( )

Tell me if you can, what your rights are if you experience dis-
crimination or unfair treatment while apartment-hunting or looking
for a new place to live? By discrimination we mean not only be-
cause of race, but al-so because of sex, size of your family, your
marital status, your age, and so forth. (PROBE)

What are your rights under this program if you experience discrimi-
natj-on from people in the agency?

What are your rights under this program if you want to appe aI any
decisi-ons made by the agency? (PROBE)

25.

b

26.

a

C

d

e What other rights do you have under this program? (PROBE)

What are your obligations under this program? (PROBE)

b Program Knowledge

21

a

Agency said they . . (nSaO LIST.

oefinitely would check on
everyone ts housing

It'tight (or might not) check
in certain cases

Definitely would NOT check in
aIl- cases

Didn't say anything

Donrt know or don't remember

Now we'd l-jke to ask you some questions about what the agency has
told you about the program.

What, if anything, did the agency tell you about their checking
on the condition of your house,/apartment?

CHECK ONE)

()

()

()

()
DO NOT READ:

2L3



2'lc-

2td.

27e.

What, if anything, did the agency teIl you about giving you infor-
mation to hetp you to find new housing?

DO NOT READ:

DO NOT READ:

DO NOT READ:

How much time did the agency say you could take to find a new
place to five or to fix up your present place? (DO NOT PJEAD LIST.
CHECK ONE.)

Agency said they . . (R.EAD LIST AND CHECK ONE)

Definitely would give information ( )

to help you find new housing

Might (or might not) ( )

Definitety would NOT ( )

Didn't say anything ( )

Don't know or dontt remember ( )

Less than I month

I month up to 2 months

2 months up to 3 months

3 months or more

Did not say anything

Don't know or dontt remember

What, if anything, did the agency say about lending you money
for a security deposit if your new landlord said you had to give
him one?

Agency said they - . (nPao LIST.

Definitely would lend you
the security deposit

Might (or might not) lend
you the security deposit

Definitefy would not lend
you the security deposit

Didn't say anything

Don't know or don't remember

CHECK ONE)

()

()

()

()

What, if anything, did the agency teII you about paying them back
if Lhey lent you money for a security deposit? (Do NoT READ LIST.
CHECK ONE. )

27f.
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The money will be subtracted from
the allowance payments

The money will be subtracted from
the first 12 months of all-owance
pa)rments

Have to repay the money (mechanism
for repayment not specified)
Do not have to repay

Other (SPECIFY)

Don't know or don't remember

What, if anything, did the agency teII you about their giving
counseling information about housing?

()

()

()

()

28

DO NOT READ:

Agency said they . (nrao LrsT AND CHECK oNE)

Definitely would give housing ( )

counsel-ingt

Might (or rnight not) ( )

Definitefy would NOT ( )

Didn't say anyzthing ( )

Don't know or dontt remember ( )

Prior Experience with Use of a Lease

Do you now have or have you ever had a lease?

Yes()

30

Length of Residence, Previous Moves

Now Itd like to ask you some questions about your moving experiences

31

How many times have you yourself moved in the last three years--
since (r'lontg oF TNTERVTEW) L97o?

# of tirnes:

No moves

How long have you lived in your present (apartment/house)?

Less than 6 months ( )

6 mon+-hs uP to I ]rear ( )

I year up to 5 years ( )

5 years up to 10 years ( )

More than I0 years ( )

ls

32a.
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e

32c.

33.

f

49a.

49b

No()
Donrt know ( )

Is there now a lease in effect on this (house/apartment) ?

Yes

No

Donrt know

Unit Satisfaction

Overal-l, how satisfied are you with the
live in? Would you say you are

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

DO NOT READ: Dontt know

(house,/apartment) you now

)

()

()

()

Knowledge of Ways to Locate Availabl-e Units

How did you find this (apartment/house)? (DO NOT READ LIST.
BELOW ALL THAT APPLY.)

CHECK

I{hat other ways, if any, do you know of to go about looking for an
apartment or house? (DO NOT READ LIST. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. )

49a 49b

Newspaper

RealEstateAgency ( ) ( )

Neighborhoodbulletinboard ( ) ( )

Vacancy sigrn on building ( ) ( )

Friendorrelative ( ) ( )

Socia1 or family service worker ( ) ( )

Ask the housing allowance agency for help ( ) ( )

I(new the people who moved out of this ( ) ( )

apartment

Used housing allowance agency-provided ( ) ( )

housing list

Don'tknow ( ) ( )

Other (SPECIFY) :
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-t
g. Pre-Program Experience of Discrimina tion i

.,-_--_.]

In looking for this (houser/apartment) did you experience any dis-
crimination from landlords, superintendents, or other people who
rent apartments because of your or anyone in your householdts
(NNAO EACH CATEGORY)

Yes Don't Know

50.

Age

Sex

l4arital status
Race

National ity
Source of Income

Children

No

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

()

) (

(

h Transportation Availab1e for Se

If you were to move, how would you get around the city to look at
houses or apartments? Woul-d you use . . (READ LIST AND CHECK AIL
THAT APPLY)

55.

Your own car

A friend or relative's car

Taxi service
Publ-ic transportation
Walk

Some other way (sPucrrY) ()

I Neighborhood Satisfact

57. OveraII, how satisfied are you with the neighborhood you now live
in? What one phrase best describes your feelings about your neigh-
borhood? Wou1d yor, =.y you are . (mao LIST AND CHECK ONE.)

Very satisfied ( )

Somewhat satisfied ( )

Neither satisfied ( )

nor dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied ( )

Very dissatisfied ( )

DO NOT READ: Don't know ( )
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fncome So

During the last 12 months, did you or anyone in your househol-d re-
ceive any income from (SOURCE)?

Yes Donrt Know

;;J
7L.

No

1) wages, salaries, tips, bonuses,
other earned income

2) Social Security
3) Welfare payments or public

assistance palzments for--
a) Aid to Families with Depen-

dent Children

() ()

() ()

() ()

() ()

() ()

() ()
() ()

()()

() ()

() ()

()

()

()

()

()
()
()
()
()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

OId Age Assistance

Aid to the Blind
Aid to Disabled

General- Assistance

Any other public assistance
from the Department of
Welfare

4) unemployment benefits
5) Workmen's Compensation, illness

or Accident Benefits over what
was needed for expenses, or
Pensions from government or
private employers, or

Veterans disability pensions
or compensation

6) Alimony and child support
(not included in the AFDC, ADC)

7) Education stipends, scholar- (

ships, or GI benefits over
what is needed for tuiII6rr=,
books and fees, or
Regular cash contributions from (

persons not living in this house-
hold or from private charities, or
lnterest on savings accounts in (

banks, savings and loan associa-
tions, bonds or credit unions, or

Dividends on stocks, mutual funds,( )

or income from estates or trust
funds, or
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Yes No Don't Know

Any other reguJ-ar source of
income not counting wages,
salaries or incone from self-
employment? (SPECIFY)

8) Rents and royalties from any
property or real estate or
from roomers and boarders

Complete kitchen facilities
(Complete kitchen facilities
are a sink with piped water,
a range or cookstove, and a
refrigerator)

( ) ( ) IF YES, are these
facilities used by
another household?

()

Yes( ) No ( )

() ()

() ()

()

Kitchen and Shared Plumbi Facil-ities

44a. Do you have complete plumbing facilities in this house/apartment; that
is, hot and cold piped water, a flush toilet, and a bathtub or shower?

yes ( ) ASKb

No ( ) SKIP To Q. 45

44b - Are these facilities also used by another household?
yes()

No()

48a. Now I would like to know about the rooms in your (houser/apartment).

Do you have . Yes No

l Sub idi z Housi

36a.

36b.

Is this amount the fuIl rent that the owner usually charges,
or do you get a lower price for some reason?

Futt price ( )-€ SKrp TO e. 38

Lower Price ( )

What is the main reason you do not pay the full rent on this
(houser/aPartment) ?

Do work for }andlord ( )

Relative of tandlord ( )

other (SPECIFY) ( )

2L9



2 Second Particlpant Surve

Drd you yourself attend any of the counseling workshops given by
the housing allowance prograrn?

yes()

No()

Did someone else from your household attend the sessions?
yes()

No()

Former Participant Survey

Iicw many times in total have you or someone from your household
been to (any of) the agency office(s) in connection with the
housing allowance program? (DO liOT READ LIST)

Never ( )

Once ( )

Twice ( )

3 times ( )

4-5 times ( )

6-7 times ( )

8-9 times ( )

10-15 times ( )

L6-2O times ( )

2L or more times ( )

Don't know ( )

30a.

30b

18

3

22(.)



I-C COMPARISON OF PLANNED ENROLLMENT, ACTUAL ENROLLIVIENT, AND ACTUAL
RECIPIENT POPULATIONS BY DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTTCS

Figure I-2 compares the way in which the Agency's planned profile was

actually achieved, Iooking both at enrollees and recipients. It shows the

major deviations from plan in the areas of race, sexr drrd net income that
were discussed in several of the chapters in this report. It also shows that
discrepancies were present for both household size and age of head of house-

hold (note especially the underrepresentation of households with heads 65

years of age and over). The major determinant of deviatj-ons from plan in
the enrollee population was the profile of households that applied in response

to outreach. The most important additional factor at work in producing

changes from enrollee profile to recipient profile was differential rates
of success in search and meeting housing quality requirements.
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Figure l-2
COMPARISON OF PLANNED ENROLLMENT. ACTUAL ENROLLMENT & ACTUAL
RECIPI ENT POPU LATION BY DEMOGRAPH IC CHARACTE R lSTICS ( IN PERCENTAG ES)

I

Plan ned
il
Actual Enrollee
Profile (N = 1035)

lil
Actual Recipient
Profile (N = 338)Characteris ti cs

A. Race/Ethnicrty

White

B lack

Other

Sex of Head of Household

Male

F ema le

Net Household lncome

Under S1999

s2000'2999

s3000-4999

s5000,6999

s7000 9999

D. Household Size

Profile (N = 1424],

I Agency Deta,led Pl2n. ll - AAE Enrotlment Appi - Cerr. Forrrs
lll - AAE PaVments lnrlatron anrl Certrt,catron Forms

2

B.

c.

2

0

One

Two

3-4

56

7,8

9+

6

2

Age of Head of Household

Under 25

25 44

45 G,:

65-

Sour ces

trq

I I

22

78

62

ltr

21

t0
4

0

t2

30

aa

1

6

I

6

2

2S

45

t6
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I-D COST OF HOUSING AND RENT BURDEN

Tables I-4 and I-5 present the cost of housing for households in different
income categories, their rent burden at the time of enrollment and the rent
of recipients once they received a housing allowance subsidy, for both

white and black househol-ds. A few general trends can be observed.

Rent burden decreases as income level rises; higher income is also
associated with lower subsidy payments, and, therefore, lower reductions
in rent burden as a result of program participation. The average monthly

aLlowance payment for households with less than $2,000 income was about

$113 compared to $69 for those in ttre $2,000-$5,000 range, and $27 for
those with higher incomes. Similarly, those with incomes under $2,OOO

were paying an average of 63 percent of their income for rent at the time

of enrollment, but the allowances reduced that proportion to 36 percent.

The reduction for recipients with incomes from $2,000-$5,00O was only
from 33 percent to 27 percent.

Black households at tJ:e time of enrollment paid lower rents, and consequently

had a lower rent burden than white households in the same income categories.
The proportionate reduction in rent burden was greater for whites than blacks.
(rn the $2,000-$5,000 income category, for example, white recipients' rent
burden was reduced from 38 percent to 29 percent, while blacks went from

25 percenL to 23 percent.) On the average, white recipients reduced their
rent burden from 55 percent to 34 percent and blacks from 47 percent to
30 percent.

Cost of housing as weII as rent burden for each income category was higher
for those household.s who became recipients than for households which

terminated, both for whites and blacks.
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Table l-4
ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY RENT BURDEN AND RACE (MEANS WITHIN NET INCOME CATEGORIES)

Race

Net lncorne

Category
and

Status

$0- 1,999

Recipients

Terminations
Ail

$2,000-4,999

Recipients

Terminations
Ail

$5,000+

Recipients

Terminations
Ail

Missing lncome Observatrons: 31

lVlissing Rent Observations: 103

Sotrrce: AAE Certiticatron arrd Payrnents lnitiatrorr Forms

' Gros Rent at Enrollment {mean of all households irr given Net lncome Category}
Gross lncome at Enrollmeru (mean of all households in given Net lncome Category)

Gross Rent aI Paynlents lrritiation (rnean of all hotrseholds in g;iven Net lnconre Category)

Gross lnconrc at Paymcnts lrrittation (mean of all households irr given N{:t lncorne Category)
tt G.os Ront at Payrnents lnitiation Srrtrsicly (mcan of all households in given Net lrrcorne Category)

Gross Incolrrc at Paynronts lrrrtiation {nreart of all lrorrseholds in given Net lnconre Catcgory)

TU
NJ
,t>

tr

WHITE BLACK

Rent as %

of gross

irrcome
after
paYment cN

Rent as %

of gross

income at
Enrollment a

(Pre-program unit)

Rent as %

of gross

income at

lnitial Payment b

(unit under program)

Rent as %

of gross

income

aller
payment c N

Rent as %

of gross

income at
Enrollment a

(Pre'program

unit)

Rent as %

of gross

income at

lnitial Payment b

(unit under
program )

93
51

144

69"/"

55Yo

64Yo

1 03% 38o/o 86
254
340

567o

52"/o

53Yo

105/o 33o/o

67
87

154

38%
31Yo

34%

44"/" 297o 40
175
215

25Yo

24Y"

24Yo

42Y" 2391

7

5

12 27yo

297o 32o/" 28Yo
25
25

19Yo

19%o
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Table l-5
ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY INCOME, COST OF HOUSING, PAYMENT LEVEL AND RACE
(MEANS WITHIN NET INCOME CATEGORIES)

Race

Net lncome
Category &
Status

$0- 1 ,999

Reci pi ents
Termina-
tions

100

5B

ALL 158

$2,000-4,999

Recipients
Termina-
tions

ALL

$5,000+

N)
t\)
LN

Rc.cipients

Tern'rina-

tions

1345

6896 1007

to0lALL 7 158

Source: AAE Cc,rtilrcatrorr and Paynler)ls lnitiatron Forms

JErcludls 3l lrousclrolrls l'l)orlrnU rro rnconre

bln aritJtt,on to exclurlrrrg housellolcrs rel)ortrrg no lrlcolne, llrcse columns exclude ,l03 hotrsehcllcls reportrlg rlo rcrlt at ertrollnltllt
or ri)l)orturg rcn( cln a basrs otlter th:rn weekly or ntonthly.

cMt-irttlrly l),)Vrrlerlts lrfr tcrrnrrr;rtrorr: wu: (ion)l)ulcr1 lly Lrstng the payment formula wr thout allplyinq llrc rerrl ('on5trdrnt.

5578

5578

112

112

(29)c

29

WHITE

Na

Mean

Gross

lrrcome
(Anrrual)

Mean

Net
lncome
(Annual)

Mean

Rent at
Enrollmentb
(Monthly)

Mean

Paymerrt
(Monthly)

1 832

2025

1 903

1 141

1 230

117 4

106

92

101

99

ggc

98

74

93

't67

4620

481 0

4726

3368

3355

336 1

145

126

"134

61

(66)c

64

7

5

12

5433

57 12

5550

179

136

16',I

22

Q4f

23

BLACK

Na

Mean

G ross

lncorne
(Annual)

Mearr

Net

lncornc
( Annual )

Mean

Rerrt at
Errrollmen tb
(Monthly)

Mean

Pay rnertt
(Montlrly)

98

288

386

1952

1 832

1 863

926

864

880

91

79

82

r 18

(1 19)c

118

42

201

243

4768

4559

4595

3249

3190

3200

100

92

93

15

Q2f

13

0

21

21



I-E ''PANEL OF LOCAI EXPERTS" CONSENSUS MAPS SHOWING SELECTED LOCALIZED
CHARACTERISTICS OF TIIE JACKSONVILLE HOUSING I4ARKET

These maps, referred to in Chapter 9. originated with a local panel of
housing experts convened by Abt Associates in April, L974. The panel
j-ncluded government personnel, bankers, realtors, community representatives,
and planners, all selected for their familiarity with housing conditions
in Jacksonville. Each member of this group was given maps of the Jack-
sonville SMSA and asked to encircl-e those areas which were characterized
by (1) an increasing proportion of black households, (2) a high proportion
of deteriorated residential structures or r:nits, (3) a substantial amount of
housing abandonment, and (4) a substantial amount of new rental housing

construction. These individual maps were then used by Abt Associates

analysis staff members to prepare "consensus maps," with those areas

delineated about which the "panel of experts" was in substantial agreement.

As discussed in Chapter 9, the general import of these maps is that they

show that the parts of Jacksonville in which most enrollees, and especially
black enrollees, searched for units were precisely the areas characterized
by extensive housing deterioration, abandonment, and an increasingly black
population. By contrast, most new construction of rental housing is in other
parts of the SMSA. (An exception is the recent building or rehabilitation
of some federally subsidized units in central-city urban renewal areas, but
program participants were not permitted to rent these units under program

guidelines. )
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Figure l-3

AREAS CHARACTERIZED BY INCREASING PROPORTION OF BLACK HOUSEHOLDS

Central Jacksonville

City. Jacksonville
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Figure I'4
AREAS CHARACTERIZED BY HOUSING DETERIORATION

City, Jacksonville

Central Jacksonville
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Figure l-5
AREAS CHARACTERIZED BY HOUSING A.BANDONMENT

City, Jacksonville

Central Jacksonville
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Figure l-6
AREAS OF NEW RENTAL HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

Central Jacksonville

PRINCIPAL AREAS

SECONDARY AREAS

City, Jacksonville
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l-F AGENCY OUTREACH BROCHURE (referred to in Chapter 5)

A

Consolrdated ciEy of Ja:kson'rrlIe, iiorria

Department or Housing anC '-rban De'/'li lrlnen:

EHAP
124 West Ashley St.reet
Jacksonville, Florida - 32202

EXPERIIVIENTAL

HOUSING

ALLOWANCE

PROGRAIVI

EHAP

A UNIOUE PILOT

HOUSING PROGRAM

WOW: I've heard
about the EHAP housing
program and there's

EFIAPman I

FoI Iow me to L24 ',i

AshleY S tree t a;1d ge t
aIL the informatronl

But, v/here is it?

STAT E ST.
t

v
6

=
UNI ON ST =

a

EtiAP Office at
I24 l'i. AshIer- SE
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EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING
ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

JHUD

MiAT IT IS: Direct Monthly Assistance
for shelter rent and normal utility
expenses for heaL, electriciEy, ',rater,
sewer, and garbage services. The pay-
ments are based on the net income and
size of the household. The amount of
the payment will be Lhe difference
betvreen the cost of standard rnodest
housing and 25t of the net household
income.

FOR WIIOM: 9OO l<.rw and moderate income
family households (Consolidaued City
of Jacksonville residents) wiII be se-
Iected in 12 random drawings from all
applicants whose incomes and size of
households falI withj-n EIIAP Eligibility
Limits.
tlOW LONG: 24 Monthly Payments to begin
afcer the selection of standard housing
At the end of 24 months, eligible fami-
Iies wiII continue to receive housing
assistance from JHUD.

HOW 'I0 APPLY: In person at the follow-
ing address:
Experiment.al Housing AlLowance Program
L24 West AshIey Street
Jacksonvj.Lle, Florida - 32202

TeI. No.353-O273
WLIEN TO APPLY: Applicants must apply
during the hours 9:OO Al"l to 6:O0 PM,
Mondays Ehru Thursdavs, 4 days each
week.
TDRMINATION DATE: The last. day for
acccpting apPlicat.ions is October 31,
1971 -

DESCRIPTION

The ExperimenEal llousing Allowance Pro-
<,;r^am is a research program to tesE the
concept of channeling federal assistance
direcEly Eo people in need of housing,
rrlther: than through organizations in t.he

business of providing housing. The ex-
pcrimenEal program, devcloped by HUD's
Office of Research and Technol-ogy, is
designed to provide policy makers with
roliable information to help them deter-
mine whether a national housing allow-
ance program should be proposed and how
a national program could be operaE.ed
most effectively.

PURPOSES

The purposes of EtlAP are as follows

r To provide financi-al assistsance to
families to help them secure decent
and standard housing.

* To instruct enrollees via workshops
on the housing market, contracts,
relocation, equal opportunity, and
l-andlord-tenanE relations.

r To administer a sociaL services pro-
gram, keyed to the problems of en-
ro1lee families, to insure that rnosts

families enrolled in the program are
able to stay in.

FTJNDING

The U.S. DepartmenE of Housing and
Urban Development is the sole f\rnding
source for the EHAP pilot project.
The City of Jacksonville's Department
of tlousing and Urban Development has
been aut-horized to administer this
mulEi-million dollar piloE. program.

I,OCAL HOUSING COSTS

Federal llUD has det.ermined Ehe cosL of
standar:d modest housing by bedroom
size, using I)ersons f amiLi.ar witfr tlte
local housing markeL as sources of
information. These costs, to be used
by Efl-AP, are as follows:

No. of Bedrooms Montirly Shelter Costs

o
I
2

3

4

5

$100
$t15
$13s
$ls5
$185
$2O5

N)(,
N)

NOTE "The above amourrts do not
indicate direct monthly
payments by EtlAP."

Families must seek their own housing
in the open markeE with a minimum of
aid from JHUD. Basic requirements are

* the housing they rent must mes:
the City Housing Code;

* they secure a written lease with
the ownersi

* Ehey use their allowance palrmenE

only for rent and necessary utilr-
ties; and

r they remain eligible for the pro-
gram and inform HUD of any clranges
in incorne or family size.

FoR EURTIIER INFORMATION: CalI 353-0213
or write:

ETIAP

124 wesE Ashl-ey sEreet
JacksonviIIe, Florida -

32202

II I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I



APPENDIX II
ADDITIONAL I'IETHODOLOGY

II-A DERTVATION OF GROSS RENT FIGURES

In some cases, data collected from program enrollees included only the rent
they were actually paying (contract rent) rather than gross rent including
utility costs, etc. In these cases, the type of payment which was not in-
cluded was avail-able, but not the amount paid. In order to arrive at a

consistent esti-rnate of gross rents, these costs were imputed using estimates
of average cost by bedroom size that were compiled locaIly by Abt Associates

Inc. in November of L972. Table II-1 presents these estimates used in the

derj-vation of gross rent. It should be noted that utility costs and es-
pecially electricity costs, have increased greatly in Jacksonville since

these estimates were compiled. They should not be used as estimates of
present costs.

1I-B THE SOCIO_ECONOMIC INDEX

The socio-economic index (SEI) is a measure frequently used to compare cen-

sus Lracts (or aggregates of census tracts as in the case of Jacksonville
neighborhoods) according to key socio-economic characteristics of the Lractsr

households. Each census tract is assigned a socio-economic index based on

the following formula:

YEW
sEr = t*l*l

t"=u"*"

SEI

Yt
Y

E

E

t = Socio-economic index for tract t

= Average income of families in tract t

= Average income of families in SMSA

= Average number of years of schooling for
in tract t

= Average number of years of schooling for

= Percent of heads of household in tract t

= Percent of heads of household in SMSA in

S

t

wt

individual s

individuals in SII4SA

in white-col1ar jobs

white-collar jobsw
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TABLE II-I

UTILITY COST ESTIMATIIS USED IN DERIVATION OF GROSS RENT

SOURCE: Jacksonville "Local Panel of Experls"

N)(,
,tr

Number in
Household

Number of
Bedrooms Electricity Gas Heat Trash Water Total

I 0 $rs $7 $7 $3 $7 $3e

2 l l6 I 9 3 7 43

3-4 2 T7 T2 3 4B

5-6 3 ]B 10 15 '1 9 55

7-8 4 19 II L7 3 1I 6I

9+ 5 20 13 I9 3 L2 61
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It is felt that a composite index including these three varialtles provides a

much more comprehensive measure of the socio-economic characteristics of the

tract than any one of the variables considered independently.

To reduce the component variables to comparable units, it is necessary to
translate average tract income, education, and percent white collar into
percentages of average SMSA income, education and percent white collar.
Therefore, an SEf value of I indicates a tract whose residents possess the

average for the SMSA with respect to income, number of school years completed,

and percentage of households in white collar jobs. If the SEI exceeds 1,

the tract has above average socio-economic characteristics; if the SET falls
below 1, the tract is below the SMSA average.

II_C PROGRAM T]NDERSTA}IDING MEASURES

1. Information Coverage: In assessing how thoroughly each site covered

mandatory enrollment informaLion, the following assumption is made: if
indication has been given (from outlines, written materials passed out,

taped presentations) that a point was mentioned, then it is considered

the information was covered. It is important to remember, however, the

fo Ilowing qual if ications :

the

any

or

that

The presence of an item on an outline does not guarant-ee its
inclusion every time in an enrollment conference. Outlines
were used as guides. In individual- sessions, often topical
coverage was more informal and determined by enrollee questions
and counselors responses.

Although an item may be included in the written materials,
there is no guarantee that enrollees read through the documents.

Tapes of sessions are examples, and are not representative of
all enrollment sessions. Therefore, inclusion of one item on
a tape and exclusion of another does not necessarily mean that
all conferences followed the exact same pattern-

Any conclusion made from these sources is a rough estimate and may be most

accurate at the extremes.
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2. Program Understanding fndex: There were a total of seven questions

asked on the First Participant Survey which dealt with specific areas of
program information that \^/ere to be covered at the enrollmenc conference.l
One of these seven, the possibility of being interviewed, is not included
in the understanding ind.ex, since it is an experimental condition. The

other six questions covered the following information areas:

Housing inspection
Availability of housing information
Time constraint to find new housing or fix up present
housing

Availability of security deposits

Security deposit payback arrangement

Availability of counseling information

The questions themselves are reported in Appendix I.

A range of responses which indicated a general understanding were coded as

correct, with the following exceptions:

Housing inspection: Jacksonville told enrollees that they woul-d
definitely inspect everyone's housing. Therefore, only one
response category was coded correct.

Security deposit and payback arrangement: Since a respondent
could not know about the terms to pay back the security deposit
if a respondent did not know about its availability in the first
p1ace, these two questions are interrelated. If the payback
arrangement part is correct but availability of the security
deposit is wrong, then both questions are counted as wrong.
These two questions are therefore coded together, and may be
viewed as one question covering security deposits.

To compute the index, a respondentts right or wrong response on all of the

questions is tabulated and then divided by the total nurnber of questions to
get the percentage of program information questions answered correctly. The

An additional question concerning the amount of a respondent's expected
housing allowance is not incl-uded in this index. Although knowledge of
the exact amount of the monthly allowance palment to be received may be
highly influential in an individual's decision to enroll, not all sites
had completed certification prior to the enrollment session, and so many
respondents were not told the amount of their housing al-lowance at the
time of enrollment. Therefore, this question could not be included in
the index.

I
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index of program understanding is equar to the percentage of correct
responses.

a Equa1 Riqhts Re sponses: In preparing open-ended rights responses

for analysis, it was necessary to group response categories in order to make

meaningful statements. Two open-end.ed questions were used in Section 8.2 in
analysi.s of understanding of equal rights:

Equal Housing Rights cover what participants can do in case they
experience housing discrimination. The open-ended responses were
recoded as follows:

Recode Responses Included
EHAP Report to agency, agency will pro-

vide legal services, file a griev-
ance complaint, go to agency dir-
ector, take it to my counselor,
agency counseling

There cantt be discrimination, I'd
report it to: (agency other than
EHAP), take legal action
Never encountered discriminationNot Encountered

Not yet Agency hasn't told information yet,
I have a booklet which explains

No Understanding Includes incorrect responses and
missing information

Based on the assumption that there is more than one institution to which an

individual can bring a claim of housing discrimination, a respondent answcring

with either a EHAP or non-EHAP response was recorded as having a positive
equal opportunity index.

Non-EHAP
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II-D. DEFINITION OF HOUSTNG ALITY MEASURES

This section describes the derit'ation of four housing quality categories
from the Housing Evaluation Fonns. A fifth category--units which do not

meet any minimum criteria--is implicit. For the sake of simplicity ot-

reporting, and to avoid too-small ceII sizes, this study has collapsed

these five categories into three:
(1) FaiLs all quality measures (caIled "fail low" in the report)
(2) Low-medium-medium high (called "medium" )

(3) High (ca11ed "pass high")

LOW (minimum)

The dwel-ling unit passes the minimum quality level if:

1. Plurnbing: if the unit has complete plumbin g facilities defined
as cold and hot piped water, a flush toilet and bathtub or
shower and bathroom facilities not shared rvith another household.

Kitchen: if kitchen sink does not require replacement (replace-
mffieaed if the sink is rusting and heavily worn; or broken,
cracked or leaking; or faucet functions improperly).
If kitchen has a stove and refrigerator.
Heat: if the dwelling unit does not have:

room heaters without flue or vent, burnirig gas, oi1, kerosene,
portable electric room heaters, no heating equipment.

Basic Core: if the dwelling unit has a living room, a bathroom,
and a kitchen.
Roof Structure:
Exterior WaI1 Structure and Surface: Exterior walIs do not need
replacement for structural- reasons (replacement needed if walls
are buckling or sagging or have damaged or loose structural
members, holes or missing sections).
Exterior wal1s do not need replacement due to surface defects,
defined as badly weathered, worn and unprotected surface,
missing sections or excessive cracks or holes.

MEDIUM

The dwelling unit passes the medium quality level if:

1 It passes aIl components of the LOW quality leve1 definition.
Mediurn Light and Ventilation: There is a window present in the
living room. There is a window present in the kitchen and bath-
room or other means of ventilation are provided.

3. Electricity The living room and kitchen have at least one work-
ing outlet and one working waII switch or puII chain.
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roof is not sagging or buckling.
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:1 . Adecuate Exl-ts: If the un]-t rs ir a nuI--r-:a:n:-l-j' Dl:-o'r:.
from the urit -eai:-:.9 co sl:-.there must be at least two exits

and open space at ground level-.

I4EDIIJi'l HIGH--This qual it
the Demand

y level corresponds to the program standarc use.i i:r
Experiment.

The dwelling unit passes the medium high cuality l-evel if:
1. It passes all components of the .YEDIUNI qualitt' leveI def rnit:-on.
2. Ceiling Height: The liv:.ng room, baEhroom and kitcnen have ceri-

ings of 7 feet high (or higher) in at least ]ralf of the room area

3. Room Structures Ne:-ther the cerlinqs nor walls in anv room rr'.
the unit require replacement for structural reasons (repJ-acement
needed if walls or ceilrng show severe bucklrng or lear-ring,
damaged, loose, or unstable structural members or eviclence of
persistent moisture, dry rot, or termj-te damage).

4. Room Surface Neither the ceilings nor walis in any room in the
unit requires replacement due to surface defects (surface mar-erlal
is Ioose, contains large holes, or is crumbling and severely
damaged) .

5. Floor Structure: None of the floors in the unrt require replace-
ment for structural reasons (replacement is needed if a floor
shows severe buckling, noticeable movement under r,valkrng stress,
or evidence of persistent moisture, dry rot, or termite danaEe).

6. Floor Surface: None of the floors in t he unrt requlres repiace-
he presence of large nolesment or extensive repairs (defined as t

or miss j-ng parts) .

7 . Lrght and Ventilation: If a window is present rn the l:-ving room,

HIGH

The dwelling
1.

kitchen or bathroom, its area must be at least IO% of the floor
area in the room and it must not have badly crackeo, broken, or
missing panes, moderate window frame damage, loose fit such that
water or wind enter the room or other condrtions which make it
inoperable or in need of repair.

unit passes the high qualj-ty level if:
It passes alI components of the IIEDIUM HiGH qual-rt,., levei iert:rr-
tron.

Inlindow Condition: The living room window and the kitchen and
bathroom windows (if present) are operable and airtight, with no
broken or cracked panes. The sash is sound, tight and equip:-er1
with workable locking devices.

3. Conditions of Walls, Ceilings and Floors: Ceilings do not have
members or other struc-an observable sag or slope of structural

tural damage indicating need for repairs
Walls do not have visibly noticeable leaning or buckling. rvall
and ceiling surfaces do not show smaIl, shallow holes, Iarge
cracks, loose or missing parts or heavily peeling patnt or paper

2
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Floors do not have a visibly noticeabLe slope or sag, freguent
squeaking or minor movement under walking stress. Floor sur-
faces are not worn or damaged and do not have numerous nicks,
dents, scratches or defects.

4. Condition of Exterior Walls: Exterior walls do not show visibl-e
Ieaning, buckling, or sagging of walls or columns or vertical-
support members needing repair. WalI surfaces do not show
minor holes or missing parts or numerous loose areas needing
repair.

II-8. ESTIMATE OF HOUSING SUBSTANDARDNESS AMONG THE ELIGIBLE POPUT,ATION

In order to estimate the extent of housing substandardness among the eligj-ble
population in the prograrn area, the following standard was applied to a

sample of households presumed eligible (on the basj-s of income and household

size eligibility criteria) for a direct cash assistance prograrrr. The Census

data used was the 1970 1-in-100 Publj-c Use Sample. The standard, as

described below/ represents a bare minimum based upon presence of a few

rmportant attributes. It says Iit.tle about a unit's quality or condition
beyond this.

I. Plumbing: The unit has a flush toilet, a bathtub or a shower
for this household only. The unit has hot and col-d piped water.

2. Kitchen Facilities The unit has complete kitchen facilities
for this household only.
Direct Access: The unit has direct access from outside or
through a common hal1.

4. Heating: The unit has adequate heating defined as:

- any type of heat for areas of less than 3OOO-5500 degree-daysl

- any type of heating equipment except fireplace or portable
room heaters for areas of 3000-550O degree-days

- same definition as preceding except for areas of more than
5550 degree-days; however, if the unit has no central
heating and is heated by anything other than gas or elec-
tricity, the heating is rated inadequate.

This is the case in Jacksonville. Source : Zone Map for Heating and Air
Conditioning from "Handbook of Air Conditioning and VentiIating," 2nd
Edition, Strock, Clifford and Richard L. Cora1 (eds.), New York: The
Industrial Press, 1965.

3
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I I-F ESTIMATING THE ELIGIBLE POPUI,ATION

The estimaLes used in this analysis were derived from two sources:

Census Pubtic Use Sample and the Census Second Count.

the

Census PubIic Use Sample

This sample makes availabl-e the entire census record of one out of every

l-00 households. The details incorporated in these individual records

make possible a fairly precise determination of a householdrs eligibility
for the housing allowance program and permit an estimate of the ntunber

and demographic characteristics of eligible households. These estimates,
however, are subject to the following problems:

Comparable Time Period. The Census data were gathered in
1969, whereas the AAE program began operation in L972.
Therefore, the figures are not strictly comparable since
some population changes have occurred during this 2-3
year period. However, an attempt was made to allow for
this difference by deflating the income eligibility limits
of L912 to 1970 levels. (This involved dividing by 1.097,
a factor derived from the Consumer Price Index. )

Adequate Sample Size. Since only one of every 10C households
are represented in the sample used, sample size may lead
to inaccuracies in estimating the size of small subgroups,
such as eligible elderly.

Compatible Definitions. Census and AAE definitions (e.9.,
for income or accounting period) are not always strictly
comparable. Eor example, Census income figures are based
on statistics for the previous year, whereas the AAE

agencies cafculated income on the basis of anticipated
figures for the coming year.

Type of Data Included. The Census data are not suffici-
ently detailed to allow an eligibility test for use in
the AAE program. Eligibility for the AAE program was
based on net income and household size, but the Census
data do no-f-include information needed to compute net
income, such as child-care or work-related expenses.
Therefore, the eligibility screen used with the Census data
only approximates the AAE eligibility requirements,
resulting in some error in calculating the number of
those who are actually eligible.

Census Second Count

The data available from the Census Second Count are superior to data available
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from the Public Use Sample in one way: geographic coverage. It is possibte
to match the AAE program areas fairly exactly to census geographic divisions,
using either groups of counties, SMSATs or lJroups of census tracts. In this
way it is possible to estimate the size and some demographic characteristics
(subject to limits on the breakdowns available) of the total population
in the progran areas.

These two data sources were combined by applying an eligibility rate,
derived from thre Census Pub1ic Use Sample (CPUS) and defined as:

The nr.rmber of eligible households in the CPUS area

The total number of households in the CPUS area

to the total number of households in the progrErm area, derived from the

Census Second Count. These rates were derived separately for the two

demographic breakdowns available from Second Count data (sex and minority
status) to control for possibly relevant differences in the characteristics
of the populations of the CPUS area and the program area (see Figure II-I)
and averaged to give a final total figure for the size of the eligible popu-

Iation. Estimates of the percentage of households with mal-e or female

and non-minority or minority heads were derived from the estimates in Step

3. A11 other demographic distributions of the eligible population were taken

directly from Publ-ic Use Sample estimates.
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Figure ll-1
DERIVATION OF ELIGIBLE POPULATION ESTIMATES

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5

Percentaqe of Male Headed
Households Eligible in CPUS
Area

Percentage of Female Headed
Households Eligible in CPUS
Area

Percentage of Nonmi nori ty
Headed Households Eligible
in CPUS Area

Percentage of Minority Headed
Households Eligible in CPUS
Area

Total Number of Male Headed
Households in Program Area
From Second Count

Total Number of Female Headed

Households in Program Area
From Second Count

Total Number of Nonminority
Headed Households in Program Area
From Second Count

Total Number of Minority Headed
Households in Program Area
From Second Count

X

NJ

(,

x

x

x

Number of Eligible Male
Headed Households in

Program Area

Estimate of Total
Eligible Population

Number of Eligible Female
Headed Households in
Program Area

Average
to Obtain
Final Estimate

Number of Eligible Nonminority
Headed Households in Program
Area

Estimate of Total
Eligible Population

Number of Eligible Minority
Headed Households in Program
Area
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APPENDIX III

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON AGENCY PROCEDURES

I.If-A Relations Between the Agency and Housing Suppliers

Because representatives of the Jacksonville Property Managers Association
(PMA) had assured JHUD while the Detailed PIan was being prepared that PMA

members would cooperate with the program, the Agency anticipated no serious
problems with housing suppliers. The Director met with the Pl4A in November

or December of L972, when he heard suppliers were concerned about the pro-
gramrs possible influence on racial integration. Accordj-ng to the Detaj-led

Plan, "He was well received and the cooperation of PMA members " . . was

assuredr" so the Director apparently succeeded in his effort "to clear the

air" at this meeting" The PMA and the Board of Realtors then helped JHUD

cond.uct a brief market survey. Subsequently, the Agency had no substantive

contact with housing suppliers until problems developed at the start of the
_1search peraod.

Despite the promise of cooperation, enrollees encountered enormous resistancc

to the program from PMA suppliers, other landlords, and property management

firms. The two main objections were the special lease provisions (explained

below) and the inspection requirement.

Sometime after the PMA had given its assurance of cooperation, a change in
program guidelines took place which required that an approved lease be

signed between participant and landlord. While no specific document is re-
quired, certain provisions must be included:

the lease must be for one year or more,

the landlord must not discriminate on the basis of race, creed,
or national origin with respect to the unit being leased,

Agency approval must be secured in the event of an eviction.

Agency staff, who quickly realized that supplier resistance was a major

problem for the program, urged the Director for over a month to do something

before he contacted the PMA again, arranging a meeting for early June 1973,

I Observatj-on Logs.
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which both he and the incoming Director attended.f The outcome was a letter
from the PMA requesting three changes in program requirements, to which the
JHUD Director agreed with only minor modifications. The changes were:

fifteen day notification period to evict instead of thirty,

automatic Agency approval of eviction requests "if eviction
proceedings are based upon nonpa)rment of rent, destruction of
property, or any other substantial breach of written contract,"

the Codes Division's promise not to enforce rehabilitation of an
inspected unit found to be substandard if the enrollee did not move
into the unit, unless serious health or safety hazards existed.

Over the sufluner, the new Director assumed personal responsibility for rela-
tions with suppl-iers beyond routine program explanations, which were handled

by services representatives.

Supplier resistance was now seen as the greatest obstacle facing the program,

and the situation did not seem to have been improved greatly by the PI,IA

negotiations, although some PMA members were tentatively testing out the

new understanding with the Agency. An awareness of the potential of non-PMA

suppliers began to grow.

In September, at the Agency's request, the Mayor of Jacksonvill-e intervened

by calling a meeting to which Agency and JHUD representatives and housing

suppliers of all tlpes, who were suggested by the Agency, were invited.
At the session, suppliers' reservations about the lease and inspection
clauses were discussed, and the Agency gave further assurances that it would

be "as flexible as possibl-e" in handling these matters. Several suppliers
l-ater told Abt interviewers that they felt relationships had improved from

this point onwards. They found that permission to evict was, in fact, readily
given when acceptable grounds were stated, and codes were not enforced if the

enroll-ee did not move in. Representatives for two of the large PMA member

firms told interviewers that after the meeting they began accepting leases

for enrollees who were already tenants in units they wished to bring into
the program, provided the owners did not object and the repairs required were

not too expensive.

The first Director had by this time announced his intention to resign1
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IrT-B Enrollment Sessions and Partic t Services

The Agency offered information and support services to individual partici-
pants. At enroll-ment conferences, specific information was presented to the

et-rrollee; after enrollment, individual conferences with a services repre-

sentative and group workshops were available. At various times during the

ten months allotted for housing searches, the Agency offered legal assis-
tance, transportation, and chitd care. The Agency later offered individual
conferences and group workshops to recipients, but this report descr,ibes

only those aspects of the information and supportive services which may have

had an impact on enrollees searching for housing.

I. Enrollment Sessions

Procedures. After an application form had been completed., the Agencyrs

Eligibility Coordinator made a preliminary determination of eligibility.
Those househofds regarded as eligible were placed in a "pool of eligible
applicants" from which random selections were made. Of a total of L694

eligible applicants, 1035 were ultimately enrolled. Between application and

enrollment, two intervening factors might have influenced the mix of enrol-
Iees. These are: (1) the Agency's selection procedures, and (2) decisions by

selected applicants not to enroll in the program. A comparison of the

demographic profiles of applicants and enrollees shows no appreciable dif-
ferences, indicating that those households enrolled were a representative
subset of those that applied.

Each sefected household was then assigned to an Agency Services Representa-

tive. It was the Agencyrs stated intention that this assignment would last
for the duration of the householdrs participation in the program, so that
the sarne person would explain the program, guide the household through the

necessary procedures and paperwork, and be available to answer questions and

foll-ow the household's progress. However, many enrollees were reassigned to
different services representatives due to staff turnover (particularly during

the latter portion of the search period) and it was not unusual for enrollees
to have had contact with three services representatives during this period.
Before September two individual conferences were offered to allow the

applicant to reconsider his or her level of interest in the program on the

basis of information provided at the first session, and to allow the
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Agency to complete enrollment. In order to expedite the processing of en-

rol-lees, beginning in mid-September the enrollment-related tasks were con-

densed into one conference. (Thus, about half the total number of enrollees
received two conferences, and half--those enrolled after mid-September--re-
ceived one. ) Then, in order to handle the ever-increasing numbers of appli-
cants more efficiently, the Agency began holding group enrollment sessions,

attended by a number of participants. On October 29th the Agency implemented

a "mass enrollment" procedure, wherein one services representative presented

program information to a J-arge number of participants; forms were then com-

pleted on an individual- basis.

Content of Individuaf Conferences. Content of enrollment conferences varied
somewhat among services representatives and among types of enrollment pro-

cedures adopted, but generally covered an e>rplanation of:

the program:s nature and purpose,

amount of subsidy,

services available to participating households,

the Agency's grievance procedure.

Participants were informed that they must find standard housing on their own,

but no further information regarding housing search or standardness was sup-

posed to be provid,ed at the first conference.

2. Post-Enrollment Conferences

A11 post-enrollment conferences were optional i for n rny, the information and

assistance offered at the enrollment sessions were all they ever received.

a. Group Workshops

Procedures. Workshops usually were held during the day and at night at the

Agency office in the central- business district. Three types of workshops

were initially offered, but during the final months of the search period,
the three were combined into a single presentation (the "3-in-1" workshop),

which was offered in addition to the three separate sessions for the rest of
the search period. 

-,
Attendance at these sessions was at first optional, br,rt a very low attendance

rate in May and June occasioned a new policy, beginning JuIy 12, which re-
quired any household enrolled after that date to attend at least two work-
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shops (or, Iater, a 3-in-t workshop) as a condition for a 3O-dav extension
of search time. Enforcement of this policy was left to the discretion of
services representatives, who could make exceptions for enrollees they felt
were able to search effectively on their own. An average of six workshops

was offered monthly. Enrol-lees were notified of workshop dates by letter.

Workshop Content. Workshops were entitled "Relocationr" "Leases, Landlord-
Tenant Relationships and Equal Opportunityr" and "How to Evaluate Housing."

The relocation workshop attempted at first to be a description of Jackson-

vil1e neighborhoods to acquaint enrollees with parts of the city unfamiliar
to them. The program consisted of a slide presentation and a discussion by

a resource person, usually from the Conununity Renewal Programrs refocation
section. The concept proved difficult to do in any depth, and was greatly
curtailed after the first few presentations, with the focus shifting to a

discussion of problems and questions raised by enrollees. Participants who

had found units and become recipients were used occasionally to encourage

and advise those still searching.

The "Leases, Landlord-Tenant Relationships, and Equal Opportunity" workshop

soon became a "Leases and Equal Opportunity'r workshop. The landlord-tenant
aspect was dropped early on because the subject was considered more appro-

priate for recipients than for enrollees.

Equa1 Opportunity Compliance personnel from Area HUD made the first presenta-

tions at the workshops. When the Agency in September secured the services

of a lawyer, he took over the equal opportunity discussions, which centered

around the rights of enrollees not to be discriminated against on the basis

of race, religion, or national origin.I Enrollees were urged to remember

precisely what had been said and done in any instance of suspected discrimina-
tion, and to report these to their services representatives. The necessity
of sending a whi-te person to inquire about the unit in order to verify racial
discrimination was emphasized.

b Individual- Conferences

Since attendance at optional workshops was very low, representatlves tried t-o

No state or local- open housing laws exist. OnIy violations of the federal
Iaw are 1ega1Iy proscribed.

t
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cover similar information in optional ind.ividual conferences. Assistance

provided ranged from general encouragement to specific help--how to use the

search van, how to approach landlords and property managers about leases and

inspections, how to arrange for help in cases of suspected discrimination.
Discussions of how and where to search for housing ranged from discouraging

to enthusiastic i-n tone. Enrollees were often told, for example, that
housing was "tight" in the Urban Core, and that units which complied with
the city code were the exception rather than the rule. Black enrollees were

often told they might encounter discrimination in some areas of the city,
and they should inform the services representative if they suspected this had

happened. Some were given the names of owners or property managers with
tips on whether or not they had been willing to accept other participants"
In several cases, a representative telephoned to afert an enrollee about a

vacancy (often one reported by another participant).

3. Legal Services

The experiment's guidelines req':ired that the Agency provide access to legal
services for enrollees who had encountered possible discrimination, but the

Agency's original plan failed to do this. Revised on February 9,1973, the

plan stated that the cityrs General Counsel's Office would give lega1 advice

and assistance to the Agency, while the Duval County Legal Aid Society would

provi-de lega} advice for participants--such services to be donated to the

Agency. In May, L9'13, however, Legal Aid reportedly stated that such an

agreement had not been reached, to their understanding. The misunderstanding

was apparently due to faulty communication; Legal Aid reportedly understood

that they were only offering to provide legaI advice to staff members and to
provide other general .legal services, but did not intend directly to assist
or represent participants in legal actions. Next, the General Counselrs of-
fice declared itself willing to provide services to both Agency and partici-
pants, but later withdrew the offer. Another round of negotiations with
Legal Aid folIowed, ending with the city's decision not to use Legal Aid

services.

During the period when no legal services were available, incidents of possible

discrimination were handl-ed in a hit-or-miss manner. Some allegations were

followed up but others were not. One case of alleged discrimination and the

threat of a possibfe suit resulted in a participantrs admission to an apart-
ment complex, but no suits charging discrimination were ever filed.
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4 Inspection

Participants were advised of the inspection at the enrollment session, amd

were given a copy of the Agencyrs Standard Housing Checklist (attached fol-
lowing this section), and an inspection request form at the workshop. They

were generally informed that prior to requesting an inspection they should

check with the landlord to deternrine whether he would be willing to let the

unit undergo inspection. If the landlord agreed, the participant was told
to caII the services representative to request an inspection.

The services representative completed, the Inspection Request form (attached)

and forwarded it to the Codes Division. An inspector was dispatched and

upon completing the inspection, filled out the Codes Division Inspection
form (also attached).

The participant was then informed as to whether or not the unit had passed

or failed; the landlord was notified by the Agency only if such notification
had previously been requested.

For the first few months of the housing search period, fandlords were re-
quired by the Codes Division to make the necessary repairs even if the en-

rollee did not move into the unit. This policy was then changed to only

require compliance if the enrollee became a tenant, in an attempt to dissi-
pate the opposition of property owners to the housing allowance program.

If the unit did not pass inspection the burden was on the enrollee to take

the initiative in determining when repairs were finished and then requesting

a re-inspection.

The Agency Program Manual contained a provision that would have permitted the

establ-ishment of a payments fund for units that were pending rehabilitation.
Agency payment checks would be held in such a fund until the unit passed an

inspection. However, such a system was never implemented at the Agency.

5. Transportation

The Agency provided a van and driver to enable enrollees to visit units they

had learned were availabl-e. At first, the van covered one section of the

city dai1y, forcing some enrollees to wait for several days and jeopardizing

their chances for success. This method lasted only for one week, when the

Agency set up a first-come-first-served transportation system. A trip in
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STANDARD HOUSING CHECKLIST

FOR I,IINIMUM CODE -- Chapter 906

(please check)
god fair poor

OUTSIDE OF UNIT AND PREMISES:

General - Housenumber must be visible from
street

1. Check sewer facilities, note condition

Check utility service to unit (such as
electric or gas)

Condition of yard space and premises
(trash, abandoned vehicles, building
materials)

4. Drainage of yard space

2

3

2

3

4

5

6

5 Check garbage cans or bags used for re-
moval of garbage

Walts must be weathertight and watertight.
Check for ho1es, missing pieces and break-
down of materials

Porches - check floors, ceilings, columns
for safety. Check steps, handrails for
soundness, normal width and height; check
for ability to support normal use.

Check stairs, steps, bannisters and,/or
handrails for soundness. Must be of
normal height and width.

Look for rotted lumber around eaves
(Good sign of a leak)

Roof - if shingles are brittle or curl up,
roof must be replaced. Met-a1 roof - check
for nails popping out, rust and rotted
fumber around eaves.

EXIERIOR OF HOUSE

1. Check paint for peeling or chalk-like
appearance
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-2-
good fair poor

Doors and door frames - check for soundness,
must be weathertight and watertight. Do
doors fit frames and have good hardware?
Do doors provide easy entrance and exit?

Windows - check for soundness. Must be
easily opened and closed. Do they give
proper lighting, ventilation? Are they
weathertight and watertight?

Screens - required on all windowsr outside
doors (except units with central air con-
ditioning). Check for proper fitting to
keep out rodents, insects. pests.

I0. Watch for termite damage and deterioration
of materials in sill-s, floor supports
(Ieaning or sagging).

11. Check flue and,/or chimney for condition;
no loose or broken or missing bricks or
materials.

INTERIOR OF HOUSE

Check ceilings for water stains; ceilings
must be seven (7) feet high

Check ceilings, floors, walls for holes,
cracks, deteriorating materials

Passageways, halls, doors to outside -
check how easy to enter and exit

Lighting - check for adequate lighting
inside unit

Bathroom - must be private. Check soundness
of door, hardware

Plumbing - must be in good repair: a
kitchen sink, a lavatoryr d water closet,
a tub or shower.

Hot water heater - must be properly in-
stalled and vented to the exterior. No
gas hot water heater alLowed in a bath-
room or a sleeping room.

7

9

I

2

J

4

5

6

1
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-3-

t
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
,l

I
T

I
T

t
I
T

I
I
I

B

9

good fair poor

Bathroom floor - check for soundness and
waterproofing. (Waterproof paint or tile
can be used)

Heating facilities - check for f1ues,
chimney, gas vent or fireplace--are they
available for use, adequate and in sound
repair?

10. Electric - must have switch in every room
or ceiling or waII type fixture. Must be
two waII outlets in every room. Check
for proper installation, repair, safeness
Watch for drop cords.

I1. Space - I50 square feet for first occupant,
100 square feet for each additional occu-
pant. Bedrooms - 75 square feet for one
occupant, 50 square feet for each occupant
sharing a bedroom.

The purpose of the above checklist is to help you determine what may
be substandard and to save time requesting inspections of substandard
units. It does not eli:ninate the requirement of inspection by the
Codes Enforcement inspectors. They are the only ones who can certify
an apartment standard for EHAP. Please see Inspection Procedures.
This checklist may also be helpful to you in determining which items
stitl need work if the unit does pass inspection.

EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

NOTE:
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EHAP INSPECTION REQUEST
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Address

Phone
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Name of Present Occupant

Phone

Name of Owner or Agent

Address

No

Phone

EHAP Services Representative

COIIPLIES:

FOLLOW UP:

INSPECTOR

DATE

YBS NO
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the van could be scheduled on demand, and the Counselling Coordinator tried
to devise a route to accommodate everyone need.ing this service on a given day.

trnrollees often wanted to cruise neighborhoods to look for "For Rent" signs;
this was discouraged by the Agency as it was believed to be ineffective, but
it sometimes occurred. The van was either disabled or lacked a driver for at
Ieast a quarter of the search period, and, even when running, it was little
used-

6 Child Care

Child care was provided at the Agency during afternoon office hours and in
the evening for those attending conferences and workshops or using the van.

The child care staff initially consisted of three Neighborhood Youth Corps

volunteers, but because so few people used the service, only one was kept on

during the latter stage of the search period.

1 Listinq of Avaifable Units

Although the Agency asked suppliers to inform it of vacant units, this list
was not originally posted because, in the Directorrs opinion, there rdere so

few units the Agency might seem to be directing enrollees to specific sup-

pliers. After the Directorship changed, the list was posted, and although it
never contained many listings, some suppliers offered several units.
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APPENDTX IV

COMPARISONS OF JACKSONVTLLE WITH TWO OTHER AGENCIES
IN THE EXPERIMENT

This appendix presents a comparison of the Jacksonville achieved profile
with achieved profiles in two other Housing Allowance Experiments: Durham

North Carolina and Peoria, Illinois. The two socio-economic characteristics
presented here, income and race, are the most relevant to this study.

Tabl-es IV-I, IV-3 and IV-5 present the income distribution of participants
for Application, Enrollment and Recipient status. Table IV-2t IV-4 and

IV-6 show the breakdown of the same figures by race. The applicant and

enrollee profiles by race are very similar in Jacksonville and Durham.

Peoria has a small-er proportion of black applicants and enrollees. The

profile of enrollees in Jacksonville reflects almost exactly the profile of
applicants. Peoria and Durham show a small alteration of this profile through

a slight decrease in the proportion of black enroll-ees (27 percenL to 22

percent in Peoria, and 69 percent to 64 percent in Durham). Durham's

profile of recipients, in turn, reflects almost exactly its enrollee profile.
Peoria shows a 4 percent decrease for blacks and Jacksonvill-e a 22 percent

decrease. These declines are explained by the "success rates" (i.e., the

percentage of enrollees who reached the status of recipients) of enrollees
presented in Table IV-8. Durham shows exactly the same rate for blacks and

whites while Peoria shows 69 percent for whites and 51 percent for blacks.
Jacksonville shows the greatest discrepancy with 54 percent for whites and

2l percent for blacks. (It will be interesting in future reports to analyze

these differential "success rates" and assess similarities and differences
to the Jacksonvitle situation.)I

Tabfe IV-9 presents the distribution of recipients among moving status

categories by race for each of the three sites. The proportion of movers is
hi-gher among black recipients than white recipients for all three sites:
72 percent for blacks and 52 percent for whites in Jacksonville; 54 percent

for blacks and 34 percent for whites in Durham; 54 percent for blacks and

37 percent for whites in Peoria. The in,tridence of rehabilitation is slightly

higher for white recipients in the three sites.

This analysis will be presented primarily in the reports on Participant-
Services and Inspections scheduled for completion in late 1976.

1
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Especially striking in Table IV-9 is the very low percentage of black recip-
ients in Jacksonvill-e who stayed in their original units without rehabili-
tation (9 percent, as compared with 38 percent of blacks in Durham and 42

percent j-n Peoria). This figure reflects both the low qualitlz of housing

occupied by blacks and the greater preference for moving which they
expressed. The 9 percent figure itself is not unprecedented: the comparable

figure in Tulsa is 8 percent. In Tul-sa, however, it seems more likely that
it results from a combination of low housing quality, more rehabiliEation and

r-epair, and relatj-ve ease of moving; this Iast factor is a major dif ference

between the Tulsa and Jacksonville situations.

FinalIy, comparison of income profiles for applicants, enrollees and reci-
pients at the three sites (Tables fV-I, IV-3 and IV-5) does not indicate
signif icant differences.
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TABLE IV-l
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF EL]GIBLE APPLICANTS BY NET INCOME CATEGORY

Source: AAE Application Forms

TABLE IV-2

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS BY RACE

Source: AAE Application Forms

N

P

Site $0-1,999 $2-2,999 $ 3-4 , 999 $5-14,999 TOTAL

Jacksonville
Durham

Peoria

No z No % No % No z No 90

963

628

796

57%

51

39

272

L75

460

16%

L4

22

369

322

493

222

26

24

89

105

3L4

5ts

9

I5

L,593

1,23O

2,063

I00 %

100

100

Site White Black Other TOTAL

Jacksonville
Durham

Peoria

No I No I No B No z

564

380

L,492

33 e"

3I

72

r,118

848

550

662

69

27

II LZ

2

231

r,693

L,23O

2,063

100 B

100

100



Site $o-1,999 $2-2,999 $3-4,999 $5-14,999

Jacksonvil-Ie

Durham

Peoria

No B No z No t No z No %

578

330

506

56%

45

35

L72

111

373

L7%

15

26

245

222

362

249"

30

25

40

69

204

4z

9

L4

TABLE IV-3

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLEES BY NET INCOME CATEGORY

TOTA].

r,035

732

L,445

100r

100

100

Source: AAE Enrollment and Certification Forms

TABLE IV-4
NUIIBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLEES BY RACE

a
J acJ(sonvr-IIe

Durham

Peoria

Source: AAE Enrollment and epplication Forms
a I Missing observation

NJ
O!
N.)

Site White BIace Other TOTAL

No z No t No E No I

347

265

1,099

34%

36

76

677

465

323

65e"

64

22

1t

2

24

1r

2

1,035
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1008
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100
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TABLE TV-5

NI]I\,IBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RECIPIENTS BY NET INCOME CATEGORY

Source: AAE Payments Initiation and Certification Forms

TABLE TV-6

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RECIPIENTS BY RACE

N)
Ot(,

Jacksonville
Durham

Peoria

186

L87

753

55 e.

36

81

338

5L7

934

100 %

100

r00

Source: AAE Payments Initiation and Application Forms

Site $o-1,999 $2-2,999 $3-4,999 $5-L4,999 TOTAL

JacksonviLle

Durham

Peoria

No I No % No z No % No. z

209

252
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49

38

50

79

244

15%
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7L
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2LZ
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25

8

38
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2Z

7

11

338

5L7

934

l_00 e"

100

100

Site White Black Other Total

No % No B No % No 9o
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$o-1, 999 $2-2,999 $3-4,999 $5-L4,999 OVERALL

Jacksonville
Durham

Peoria

36?

762

70e"

29%

7L%

65%

29e"

66e"

65e"

20e"

55e"

49e"

TABLE IV-7

PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLEES BECOMING RECIPTENTS BY NET INCOI4E CATEGORY

Site

33%

7Le"

658

Source: AAE Enrollment, Certification, and Payments Initiation Forms

TABLE IV-8

PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLEES BECOMING RECIPIENTS BY RACE

Site

Source: AAE Application, Enrollment, and Payments Initiation Forms

N)
ol
A

White Black Other OVERALL

Jacksonville
Durham

Peoria

54%

7LZ

69e"

2lz
7LZ

5Ie"
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50e"

63,6

33%

7 Le"

65e"
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TABLE IV.g
NUMBER AND PEBCENTAGE OF RECIPIENTS BY MOVING STATUS AND RACE

SITE

8

27

t\)
Ot
(rl

21

271
4 3l

Source: AAE Aplrlrcatron and Paynlcrrts lrritiation Forrrs

7

4
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1+ /O
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9
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4
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Rehab
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*/o
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2l
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13
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0 3 4 62
18%
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9
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0 1 0

I
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54

0 6 524
56
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APPENDIX V

TERMINEE CASE STUDIES

The following two case studies have been prepared on the basis of in-dept-}'r

interviews conducted by the Abt Associates Inc. on-site observer in Jackson-

ville. The names used are pseudonyms. The two studies are presented as a

supplement to the anal-ysis contained in the body of the report. Their primary

function is to add a "f1esh and blood" dimension to the analysis, and to
show how some of the problems which the report describes in general terms

manifested themselves in the lives of specific enrollees. The two studies
are both of black households, and illustrate some typical problems encountered

by blacks in the program in Jacksonville, especially problems related to:
(1) little previous experience with the middle-class submarket in which most

standard units were to be found, (2) hesitancy to "push" suppliers about

rehabilitation or possible exclusionary tactics, (3) Iittle contact with the

Agency, and (4) little encouragement from the suppliers with whom they were

in contact (most of whom were professional property managers, or rental
agents. )

Eleanor Tanner

I

About a month before she enrolled in the Experimental Housing Allowance Pro-

gram, Eleanor Tanner and her I8-month-old son moved from her motherts home

for the first time. Eleanor, 27 and. unmarried, went to live with a married

younger sister after her rnother suffered a heart attack. This was a tem-

porary move, and her enrol-lment in the program was Eleanorts first attempt

to find a place of her own.

Eleanor has lived in Jacksonville aL1 her life, most of that time with her

mother in Moncrief, a predominantly black area northeast of the city center.

Her sister's home in Ribault, where Eleanor now lives, is north of Moncrief.

Ribault is, for the most part, a considerable improvement over Eleanorts pre-

vious living conditions. Ribault homes are generally owned rather than

rented, and the community is neat and comfortable looking. The area is
racially integrated. Her sisterrs three-bedroom home provides adequate

room for Eleanor and her son, but the sister is expecting her first child in
laayr and Eleanor hopes to have found a place of her own by then.
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A high sc-']rool graduate, Eleanor has worked as a nursers aide at a local hos-

pital for tire past three ycars- Bec;ruse she is on call a goocl deal of tlxr

time, her work schedule is irregular, and she i-s frequently asked to work

overtime. This has added to her difficulty in finding a house. Had she

found an acceptable unit, Eleanorrs income of approximately $350 a month

would have qualified her for a program payment of $52 monthly.

Eleanor first heard about the program from friends at work, although none of
them had actual-ly applied. Eager for her own home, particularly after learn-
ing that her sister was pregnant and would want the extra bedroom now oc-
cupied by her son, she applied to the program on October 22, 1973 and was

enrolLed two weeks later.

Eleanor had a pretty good idea of the kind of place she wanted, preferring
an apartment to a house, primarily for the security of living near other
people. A stove and a refrigerator would have to be furnished with the

apartment, and two bedrooms would be adequate. She wanted. a place with middle-

aged tenants rather than "young people thatrs rowdy."

Although she said location was not an imlrcrtant consideration in her housing

search, she did want to be near her babysitter who lived in northeastern

Jacksonville. For this reason, she confined most of her housing search to
the predominantly black areas north of the urban core. Toward the end of
her search period, however, Eleanor started Iooking elsewhere and contacted

several landlords and property managers on the south side.

Efeanor's approach to locating a unit relied on leads provided by friends,
newspaper advertisements, and later, ca1ls to property managers listed in
the telephone book. Her friends, mostly people she worked with at the

hospital, sometimes told her of a possible vacancy which she would follow
up with a phone call-. She normally called from work, durj-ng breaks, but her

schedule, she claims, made it difficult for her to spend a great deal of
time looking for a place to live. Most actual contact with landlords oc-

curred on Saturday afternoons.

rn phoning landlords and apartment managers, Eleanor always ident.ified her-

self as a program participant. Most of the people she talked with said they

"didntt go along with the programr" and in these cases she did not pursue
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the matter. Nearly all the property managers she talked to had heard of the

program, and while a few said they cooperated with the Agency, they had no

vacancies at the time.

During the first two program interviews Eleanor said she had encountered no

racial discrimination in her housing searchz but by the time of her final
interview, after she had been terminated from the prolJram, she was no longer

certain this was true. She had encountered situations where she knew an

apartment complex had vacancies (either because a friend had told her so or

because she had visited the complex and seen empty units), but where she was

told that there were no vacancies or that deposits had al-ready been made on

vacant units. Most of the units she investigated already had black tenants,
and in almost all cases, El-eanor felt the real issue was the special Iease

provisions required of program participants.

Two of the apartment complexes she contacted offered, for a $15 fee, to put

Eleanor on a waiting Iist. She declined, partly because of the cost and

partly because she felt she could not afford to wait for a place if she was

going to stay in the program. Eleanor contacted "about 20 or 25" apartment

managers during her housing search and visited "four or five" complexes.

She noted, however, that many of the apartments she was interested in were

managed by the same agJency.

"I would check on this apartment and I would see that j-t was the san,re phone

number as I had just calledr" she said. "I would call the number, and it
would be the same woman I had talked to before. She would tell me what she

told me before."

In these cases (about eight), Eleanor was talking to a secretary for one of
the larger property rrrErnagers in Jacksonvill-e. Each time, she was told the

"apartment" did not accept program participants.

Eleanorts housing search efforts were periodic. She "tried hard" when she

was first enrolled in the program, but then appears to have lost interest
for a while. Another major effort occurred after she attended a workshop

on November 28, L973. Although she l-ater asked for and got an extension on

January 6, L974, she seems to have lost int.rest again until the latter part

of the period, when she resumed her search (perhaps partly as a result of
the first interview in January). Still she had no success.
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Despite her termination on February 6, 1974, Eleanor is still looking for an

apartment, planning to be out of her sisterrs house before l4ay. While no

longer under the possible constraint of being a program participant, Eleanor

now must confront the fact that she can no longer afford many of the units
she looked at when she could count on a program subsid.y. An apartment she

found during the first week of Ivlarch turned out to be too expensive, and

she has not followed up several recent leads from friends because they are

"new apartments and I canrt afford. them." She is now considering going to
a local rental referral agency, which will charge her a fee and, presumably,

provide her with a list of available units in her price range.

II

Generally, Eleanor felt the Agency was "helpfuI." Even after her termination,
she said she fel-t the progrErm was good, although she wished there had been

some way to gain the confidence of property managers. It might have been

helpful, she felt, if the Agency had arranged to make payments directly to
Iandlords rather than to participants.

Never having been in a public assistance program before, Eleanor has no way

to compare the Agency with similar organizations. She feels Agency staff
were "polite" to her and she appears to have an adequate understanding of
the program. (Several times during interviews she noted that part of "the

experiment" was to see if people who needed housing could learn to find
their own. That was why, she felt, the Agency could not actively help a

participant look for an apartment. )

Eleanor often called the Agency from work to clarify program requirements

such as special fease provisions, her palzment, and advances for rent deposits.

She noted she could not always reach her services representative, but that
someone else would always be willing to try to help her rrith problems.

She never mentioned that she had three different services representatives
during her 9O days with the program. Her strongest contact with the Agency

was with her last representative, and she could not remember the names of
the others. Eleanor herself initiated nearly all her contacts with the

Agency, except for routine letters notifying her of workshops and of the
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end of her housing search period. She did not ask the Agency to hetp her

find a unit and did not discuss particular problems such as lack of coopera-

tj-on from many property managers. Once, on the night she attended a work-

shop, Eleanor checked the listings the Agency had posted, but she says she

did not find any units that fit her needs.

Eleanorrs last services representative, in preparing her termination report,
noted:

"Participant enrolled on LL/06/73. Attended the 3-in-1 workshop
and received an extension. Was terminated on 02/06/74. Very
little contact. "

III

Many factors must be consj-dered in reviewing Eleanor Tannerrs experience with
the program. It appears that she had l-ittle free time to devote to a housing

search. Although she had no previous dealings with assistance agencies, she

seems to have understood the program fairly well. Her failure to become a

recipient resulted in part from three factors: her lack of experience in
looking for a place to live, the uncooperativeness of the suppliers with

whom she deaft, and her fear of asking for an inspection.

Eleanor was particular about the kind of place she wanted, yet her expecta-

tions seem to have fal-Ien wefl within the range of most available housing i-n
Jacksonville--namely, the newer apartment complexes. Unfortunately, most of
these are situated on the south side, where Efeanor l-ooked only during the

last couple of weeks of her search period. In addition, as Eleanor dis-
covered, many of these complexes are operated by property managers who have

not wanted to encourage program participation.

Although she sometimes seems to have lost interest in the program, Eleanor

several times made real efforts to try to find an apartment. As wi [,tt somrr

other participants, looking for a place to live was not slmply a mal-tor of
finding better living conditions, but a move necessitated by other factors

--in Eleanor's case, the need to make way for her sister's first child. The

seriousness of her intent is in some part indicated by the fact that although

she is no longer a participant, she is still looking for an apartment. During

the last interview, Eleanor expressed disappointment that she would not be

able to benefit from the program. She is now having to rethink her strategy

and is looking for Iess expensive housing.
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Ali-ce Dennis

Alice Dennis is 20 and lives with her mother in Springfield, a racially mixed

neighborhood northwest of the urban core of Jacksonville. Because of her

eight-month old boy and low grant income, A1ice qualified for a fairly large
program payment. Had she found an acceptable place to live, Alice would have

left her motherrs home for the first time in her life. This fact is signifi-
cant in following her case study, since like many other participants in Jack-

sonvilIe, Alice has had no experience in looking for or maintaining a home

of her own.

Springfield is an area of o1der, mostly two-story wood-frame houses. Many

are in poor condition and, like the building Alicers mother occupies, have

been converted from single to two- and three-family dwellings. The neighbor-

hood is racially mixed, although Alice's block is predominantly black. The

houses have small yards, many of them fenced; the streets are lined with large
shade trees; and the community seems quiet and peaceful. Alice confirms this.

"sometimes there are disputesr" she says, "but they get settled right away-"

She has several friends in the neighborhood and is active in the church choir.

Alice lives about a mile and a half from the city center, the nearest major

shopping area, although there are a few stores in her vicinity. When she

began looking for a place to live, Springfield was Alicers first choice, and

she spent much of her effort trying to find housing near her mother.

A high-school graduate, Alice has had three jobs since leaving school. First,
she worked as a nursers aide at the Duval County Medical Center, then she be-

came a store clerk, and finally she was a waitress for three months before

she became pregnant and quit. She has not been employed since. When her son

was born, she qualified for Aid to Families with Dependent Children and now

receives $6] a month in grant income. Out of this, A1ice pays her mother

$20 toward the rent, with another $10.52 going to an insurance policy for her

son. She has no other regular financial commitments.

Al-ice has lived all her life in Jacksonville. The farthest she has ever

traveled has been to Atlanta, Georgia, where she visited relatives. Prior to

moving to the Springfield house three years ago, Alice, her mother, and a

younger brother lived for seven years at Washington Heights, a predominantly

I
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black housing complex in the Moncrief area. Washington Heights was a "bad

neighl:orhood" and Alicers mother was anxious to move when her sister found

the two-family home in Springfield. Alice's aunt now occupies the second

floor, and Afice and her mother rent the first.

There are seven rooms, three of them bedrooms, on the first floor. Alice
shares a bedroom with her son, and her mother and l5-year-oId brother each

have a room. An older brother who has been in prison for about a year is
due for release soon, but Alice does not know whether he will come to live
with them or not.

fI

Alice applied to the program on October 9, 1973. Although she had heard

about Lhe program through a mailing, she did not understand the card she re-
ceived and considered applying only after a friend who had done so told her

about it. Her mother was also interested in the program, and they went to
the Agency together, Alice intending to look for a place of her own, her

mother wishing to stay in her home. Both qualified for the prolJram, com-

pleting the second enrollment conference on Novembex 6, 1973.

trrnestine, Alice's mother, Ls 52 and has an annual earned and grant income

of $2 t-184. She was certified as eligible for a payment of $OO a month.

Her present rent for the Springfield house is $50 a month. At Ernestine's
request, the Agency arranged for an inspection, but when the inspector told
her the landlord would have to make repairs and her rent would probably in-
crease as a result, Ernestine "became discouraged." She had not told her

landlord she was having the unit inspected, and doubted he would make the

necessary repairs. She was also afraid that if the rent was substantially
increased, she might end up paying more rent under the program than she now

pays. Considering Alicers contribution, Ernestinets present rent is only

$30 a month, but she decided she was better off where she was and did not

discuss the matter with her landlord. Neither did she inform her services

representative of her decision. She was routinely terminated at the end of

the normal 60-day search period.

Alice qualified for a payment of $10I a month. When she enrolled, she thought

she knew of a place in her neighborhood where she could move, but she too was

discouraged when her mother's house failed to pass inspection. The unit she
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had in mind was not, in her opinion, in any better condition. She did not
contact the landlord to tell him about the program or to ask if he would be

interested in repairing the unit.

Throughout the search period, Alicers preference was for a small apartment

with two bedrooms. Since she had no income for purchasing appliances, a

stove and refrigerator would have to be furnished. She wanted "some kind of
heatingr" and air-conditioning if she could find it.

During the first 60 days of her search, Alice appears to have been handicapped

in two respects. In the first place, she confined her search to the im-

mediate neighborhood, partly by preference for that area, and partly be-

cause she wanted to stay near her mother. SecondlyT she was reluctant to
ask a l-andlord if he would agree to having his unit inspected and to making

any necessary repairs. Since the vacancies she did find in Springfield were

in poor condition, she did not pursue them. She was looking for an apartment

that wou1d, in her judgment, pass inspection without repairs.

For the most part, Alice's friends were sources of housing information. At

the beginning of her 60-day search period, she looked at three or four apart-
ments that had been suggested by friends, but she felt none of them would

pass inspection. Toward the end of the 60 days, she paid a fee to a local
housing referral- agency and received a list of "five or six" apartments.

She looked at all- of these, but some were already rented and the others, she

felt, would not pass inspection. Alice did not identify herself to Iandlords

as a program participant.

During this time, Alice had Iittle contact with the Agency. Toward the end.

of the first 60 days, a letter from her services representative notified her

that she would have to attend two workshops or a 3-in-l- session if she wanted

an extension. She says the 3-in-l workshop she attended on December 13 , 19'13,

was "very nice" and that she "learned a lot through itr" but she has difficulty
remembering much about the content of the session, except that she "learned a

lot about the inspection." She remembers that pictures of houses that did

not pass inspection were shown.

Alicets services representative gave her an extension on January 6, L974. By

that time, she had begun to change her approach in looking for a place and

was wiffing to go farther afield. Transportation posed a problem because
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she had no car and would have to rely on bus service to reach outlying areas,
a major expense on her income. She knew the Agency had a van, but she "didntt
understand how it was used." For these reasons, Alice relied mainly on tele-
phone contacts. At first she tried a few newspaper advertisements, then she

began to caII property managers listed in the phone book.

Despi-te her attendance at a housing workshop, Alice sti]I felt she had to
find an apartment that woul-d pass inspection without first being repaired.
When calfing property managers, she now identified herself as a program

participant and "asked if they had places that would pass the housing in-
spection code." She called "all those people." (At one point Alice showed

the interviewer her phone book, where she had underlined the names of about

20 Jacksonville property managers she had called.)

Alice says that all but one of the people she called either responded nega-

tively to her request or said they "didnrt handle EHAP clients." One pro-
perty manager who did deal with participants lwas very nice but said he

didn't have any units right then." Alice continued calling property managers

during the first weeks of her extension, and says by this time she was will-
ing to move anywhere, even "across the water" to the predominantly white
neighborhoods in Arlington. She confined her search in this area, however,

to checking on a few apartments where friends lived. There were no vacancies.

Toward the end of her extension, Alice decided she wouLd try to go to college.
She called her services representative and asked to be terminated, saying

she would stay with her mother if she returned to school. Her representative
mainLained her until the end of her extension and then terminated her routine-
Iy. Rather mysteriously, however, Alice applied for public housing at about

this tj-me. At her last interview, held two days after she was terminated,

Alice said she was planning to try to enroll in a business course at Edward

Waters College. She would probably stay with her mother, but said she would

move to public housing if there was a vacancy.

III

During the first interview, Alice said, "f like the program." She said her

services representative was helpful and "treats me nicer" and claimed she

had no problems with the Agency, comparing this relationship favorably with
the way she was treated by the Division of Family Services. She says she
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rln(lerst()()d tlte proqJram wc1l, includinq Llrc.i rr:-;t.ructLons; s[rr: rt'ceLvt:rl <lurinq

enrollment, and that the workshop was helpful.

Contact with the Agency was minimal during the early part of Alice's housing

search. When she received a letter informing her that her 60-day time allot-
ment was nearly over, she called her services representative "to see about

getting an extension" and was told she would have to attend workshops. Alicers
representative contacted her a couple of times. One caII suggested that
Alice come in to look at the listings on the Agency bulletin board, but Alice
did not go. Another call was in conjunction with the observation Study of
Housing Search Efforts conducted by Abt during January, 1974 to "set up a

date to ride with someone to go with me." Alice initially agreed to this
request but called back to decline. A few days later she called her repre-
sentative and told her she wanted to be terminated from the program.

Alicers representative feels "she looked real hard" for a place to live.
Her February 6 termination report reads:

was lj-ving with her mother. She actively
Iooked for housing. She attended 3-in-1 workshop for a
3O-day extension. Near the end of her 90 days, she called
to say she had decided to go back to school. She was going
to continue living with her mother. Some counseling involved.
She attended a 3-in-I workshop."

IV

While Alice Dennis did not do everything she might have done to find a place

to live, it is possible she did almost everything she knew how to do. As

noted earlier, Alice had no previous experience in looking for a home. In

addition, it appears that Alicers mother was of litt1e or no help after she

herself decided not to continue. Perhaps her mother might have even dis-

couraged Alice, preferring that her daughter stay home and help with the rent.

Al-ice's search was hampered by her insistence on looking for a unit that
would pass inspection without repairs. Her feeling that finding such a unit
was the only way she could stay in the program might have been partly a

misunderstanding of how the program operated. Perhaps she was also afraid,
especially at the beginning of her search, to confront landlords. The

revelation that extensive repairs would be necessary before her motherrs

house would pass inspection no doubt discouraged Alice even more. Both
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Alice and her mother seemed to feel that most landlords wouid not be willing
to make repairs.

Although she claims she encountered no discrimination in her housing search,

it should be noted that she was fairly selective about vrhere she looked.
The Springfield area, where Alice looked first, is a racially mixed, 1ow-

income neighborhood. Even when she decided to look in predominantly whiEe

areas of the city, she only investigated apartrents where black friends were

already living. Although she did call property managers more or less at
random, none of these cal1s resulted in a vacancy she could follow up.

What Alice Iearned about looking for housing she appears to have learned on

her own. Although she found the workshop "helpful" and the Agency staff
"nicer" she was not able to remember much of what she had been told either
at the enrollment conferences or at the workshop. The Agency, for its part,
did not know much about Alice. There is no evidence staff were aware that
she had confined the greater part of her search to looking for units that
would pass inspection without repairs.

Alice tried several routes to finding a house and her effort must have been

sincere" She relied first on word-of-mouth referrals from friends, and she

paid nearly a monthrs grant income to a professional referral agency. Finally,
she turned to the newspapers and the telephone book. Her inexperience, the

possible lack of any rea1ly effective counseling, her early concentraLion of
efforr in a largely substandard neighborhood, and her insistence on finding
a home that would immediately pass inspection--ali appear to have conspired

against her becoming a proqram recipient.
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APPI]NDIX VI

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATTAIN}4ENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS

AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERTSTICS

The following tables describing initial demographic characteristics of black

and white enrol-Iee households are included for the interested reader:

Table VI-I: Relationship Between Attainment of Recipient
Status and Age of Head of Household, Household Size and Race.

Table VI-2: Relationship eetween Net Income and Attainment
of Recipient Status by Race and Household Size.

Table VI-3: Relationship Between Per Capita Gross Income and
Attainment of Recipient Status by Race and Age.

These ta-bles supplement the information presented in Section 7.2 and allow
the reader to verify that the three-way cross-tabulations do not change the

results of that section.
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Table Vl-1
ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY AGE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD, HOUSEHOLD SIZE AND RACE

N - 1023
Mrssing oLx;t'rvatiorts: 1

Sources: AAE Alltrlrcarion, Errrollnrunt, and Peylnonts lnitiatrorr Fornrs

N)
@c

Household

Size

wHrTE (N = 347)

Under 25 25 to 61 Elderly, 62+

BLACK (N = 676)

Uncler 25 25 to 61

Became

Recipient
Did Not
Become
Recipient

Elderly, 62 r
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Recipient
Did Not
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Becipient

Became

Recipient
Did Not
Become
Becipient

Became

Recipient
Did Not
Become
Recipient

Became

Recipient
Did Not
Become
Recipient

Became

Recipierrt
Did Not
Become
Recipierrt

one

0 0 12

71o/o

5

129%

27

5gy"

r9

41y"

0 0 1

[13%l

7

88%

2

ll8%l

I

81Y"

23
31

51Yo

30

49%

53

63Yo

3l

37yo

8

627o

5

t38%l

44

217"

161

79Yo

33

26y"

92

74%

2 7

4-5
10

71%

4

[29v,]

28

39Yu

43

61%

0 3 10

18/"

45

82Yo

28

2OTo

114

80%

0 2

I

6t
o 0 17

45%

21

5501,

0 0 0 3 25

22y"

89

79Yo
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Table Vl-2
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INCOME AND ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY RAClAL AND
HOUSEHOLD SIZE CATEGOR I ES

N=1023 Mrssing Observations: 1

Source: AAE Payments lnitration, Applicatiorr & Certif rcarion Forms

Not significant
P(.05
P(.ro
Not siqrrificarrt

*Cel I s irr which tJ=O for- lrot--h Recini t.lnt and Not- Reci rli r:nL lver:e exclur.lecl
Ln contlrrrt.inrl Olrj- Srlu.rrc:j crrrrl otltr,.r :;t,rLis;Lics.

N)
@
P

WHITE N=347 BLACK N=676
Net lncome

Status
$0-
$999

$1000-
$1 999

$2000-
$2999

$3000-
$4999

$5000-
$6999

$o-
$99e

$1000-
$29s9

$2000-
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$3000-
$499e

$s000
$6999

Household Size = 1

Recipient
Not Recipient

Household Size = 2-3

Recipient
Not Recipient

Household Size = 4-5
Recipient
Not Recipient

Household Size = 6+
Recipient
Not Recipient

6 (75%l

2 .250/ol

21 164%l

12 l36Y,l

13 (68%)

6 (32v"1

6 (50%)

6 (50%)

24 l58y"l
11 l42yol

27 l71o/,1

11 (29%l

7 (50%t

7 (50%t

1 (33%)

2167%l

7 164'/,1

4 (36%l

12 l44%rl

1s (56%)

3 (20%t

12 l80y"l

4140%l
6 (60%)

2 (67y,1

1 (33Y"1

26 l49y,l
27 (51%t

14 .40%l

21 (60%l

6 (46%)

7 l54y"l

6 (86%)

1 l14y,l

1(20%t
4 (80%)

0
4 l100y"l

38.,27%l
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17 (190/,1

71 l81y"l

12 l20v"l
47 (.80%l

3 l2oy"l
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19 (33%)

39 (67%)

10 B4%t
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4 (33%)
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*

7(.12%t
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15121%l
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6(.23%t
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0
10 (100%)

0

13 ( 100%)

0
4 (100%)

BLACK, WHITE

Size Chi Square't
Signif icance

Level
Size Chi Square

Sign rf icance

Level

1

23
45
6r

o.822
9.082
9.123
0.394

Not significant
P(.10
P(.05
Not significant

1

23
45
6+

0.620
1 1.496

8.O12
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_ RacePer
capita Age

Income

TABLE VI-3

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PER CAPITA GROSS INCOME

AND ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY RACE AND AGE

BIack

Under 25 25-6L

2L

62
252

75?"

34

106

$0-s00

Recipient
Not Recipient
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Recipient

Not Recipient
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Not Recipient
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[71"" ]
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2
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5

5

5

4

5

5
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5
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I
4

6

4
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8
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5
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3
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I
7
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I I2z)
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2LZ

79%

4

I3
5
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I
I
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[ 50""1

4

6

I1
2

6

4

I
I 100%l

7
I IOOe"]

4L

34
55A
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I10
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569.
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4
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(L7 e.)

8 3e"

White

62+Under 25 25-6L

IO

6

2L

l3
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38%
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9

4

2
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4Le"

60r
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133%l

N= 1023

Missing Observations: I
Source: AAE Application, Certification. and Payments Initiation Forms
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APPENDIX VII

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUAIITY OF ORIGINAL UNIT, UNIT SATISFACTION,
NEIGHBORHOOD SATTSFACTION, INTENTION TO MOVE OR STAY AND

ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS

The following tables trace the relationships between quality of original
unit, unit satisfaction, neighborhood satisfaction, intention to move or

stay, and attainment of recipient status for those households on which all
data is available. Because a case is deleted if there is a missing obser-

vation on any one of the variables, the number of cases is noticeably
small-er than in some other tables showing the same variables in two-way or
three-way relationships. The patterns, however, do not seem to be greatly
distorted. This data for black households is shown in Table VII-I; that
for whites is shown in Table VII-2. These tables supplement the discussion

of housing quality and satisfaction variables found in Section 7.3 of the

report.
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Table VII-1
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN OUALITY OF ORIGINAL UNIT, UNIT SATISFACTION, NEIGHBORHOOD SATISFACTION,
INTENTION TO MOVE OR STAY AND ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY BLACK ENROLLEES (WITH PROPORTION

BECOMING RECIPIENTS IN EACH CATEGORY SHOWN UNDER CATEGORY HEADING).

Neighborhood
Satisfaction Recip

Unit
Ouality

Low 59 (67%)

.n

Medium 18{'2O%l

.17

Hish 1 1 (13%)

.36

Unit
Satisfaction a

Satisf ied 14 (24Y"1

.14

Dissatisfied 45 17606l

.22

Satisfied 4 l22%,l

.25

Dissatisfied 14 (78Y"1

.14

Satisfied 5 (45%l

.40

Dissatisfied 6 (55%)

.33

Satisfied 12 .86%l
.08

Dissatisfied 2114Y"l
.50

Satisf ied 15 (33%)

.33
Dissatisfied 30 (67%)

.17

Satisfied 2l5o%l
.50

Dissatisfied 2lso\,l

Satisfied 4 Qg%l
.25

Dissatisf ied 'l 0 (71

.10

Satisfied 3 (60%)

.67
Dissatisfied 2 (4O%l

Satisfied 0

??

lntention
To Move b

Mr.rve 10 (83%)

Stay 2117%l
Move 2llOOY,l
Stay 0
Move 14 (93%)

Stay 1 l7%l
Move 30 (100%)

Stay 0

Move 2l1OO%l

Stay 0
Move 2llOOY"l
Stay 0
Move 4 (100%)

Stay 0
Move 10 (100%)

Stay 0

Move

Stay
Move

St ay

2 l67y"l
1 (33%)

2 (100%)

0

Move
Stav

Became

1 (1096)

0
1 (s0%)

s (36%)

0
5{.17%l

1 (50%)

1 125%t

1110%l

1150%t
1(100%)
0

2 l33y,l

0
NJ
ol
.5

Dissatisf ied 6 (100% 6 (100%)

o

N.88
Sources: AAE Application, Enrollnrelrt, Housirrg Evaluatiorr, and Payments lnitiation Forms, and First Participant Survey

overcrowded in rt.

nrove in order to quality tor J)ayments.
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Tahle VII-2
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN OUALITY OF ORIGINAL UNIT, UNIT SATISFACTION, NEIGHBORHOOD SATISFACTION,
INTENTION TO MOVE OR STAY AND ATTAINMENT OF RECIPIENT STATUS BY WHITE ENROLLEES (WITH PRO

PORTION BECOMING RECIPIENTS IN EACH CATEGORY SHOWN UNDER CATEGORY HEADING).r
Unit
Ouality

Unit
Satisfaction

Neighborhood
Sati sfaction

lntention
To Move

Became

Recipients

t..)
CD
(n

Satistied 1 (7%)

Dissatis{ied 14 (93%)

t9

Satisfied 5{.45%l
.60

Dissatisfied 6 (55%)

.83

Satisfied 8 (80%)

88

Satisf ied 1 (100%)

Dissatisfied 0

Satisf ied 11 (79'/,1

.82

Dissatisfied 3 (21Y.1

.67

Satisfied 3 (60%)

.61

Dissatisfied 2l4OY"l
.50

Satisfied 0

Dissatisf ied 6 (100%)

.83

lVlovc 1(100%)
Stay 0

Move
S tay

Move 10 (9196)

Stay 1 (9%)

Move 3 (100%)

Stay 0

Move 0

Stay 3 (100%)

Move 2 (100%)

Stay 0
Move

Stay
Move 6 l1o0%l
Stay 0

Move 0

Stay 7 ( 100'./")

lVlove 1(100'/0)
Stay 0

Movc

Stay
[\,4ove 2 (100.Z )

Stay 0

0

Low 15 .42%l
.13

Medium 11 (31%)

13

Hislr 10 (28%)

.70

I (90e6)

0
2 (61%l

2 (67%l

1 (50?1,)

5 (83%)

6 (869',")

1 (100',1,)

Dissatisf it:d 2 (2OY. Satisticd 7 l89%l
.86

Dissatisf iecl 1 (1

1 .00

Satisfiecl 0

[)issatisfied 2 (1OO%

N36
Sorrrcc:: AAE Applrc.rtrorr, Errrollrnr:rrl, Hclu,;rrr1; Evaluatiort, irn(l PJyn)(-,rlts lnitralior) Forrns, arrd First Partrcit)ant Survey
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